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CO.

Tkbms : Eight
mail subscribers
vance.

WEBB

To
Dollars a Year in advance.
Seven Dollars a Year if paid in ad-

& RICHARDSON’S

Dancing

School,

Wanted.

Ja31tt__IRVING

LANCASTER
HALL,
lll.nday Evening, Eeb. 11th.

le published every Thoksdat Mobniho at $2.50
year, U paid lu advauce at $2.00 a year.

a

Rates of Advertising: One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$ t 50 per square, daily first week: 75 cents per
week alter; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Halt square,three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week alter.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head ot “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three Insertions
or less, $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of theStale), for $1.00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 ce uts i*er square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

Tickets 5o cts.

—

by

—

MB. BENRV MOREHOUSE,
The English Evangelist,
—

AT

CHURCH,

beginning (SUNDAY, FEB. 3d, at 3 and 7
P. M.
and every aiternoon and evening during the coming
week.
M ngic by the Chorus choir under the leadership ol
W. L. Fitch.
EVERYBODY WELCOME.
PER

ORDER OF COM.

WEDNESDAY

FOR

50 CENTS.

fficofc,

mul

Job

D. II.

AOOOUN TANT.
Business solicited lrom any in need of assistance on
their accounts.
Special attentioa given to adjustment of

duplicated account*,.
Would take charge oi one or

sets
permanently. Terms reasonable.
Orders left at 760 Congress street, or 2$ Exchange
street, or hy maii, promptly attended to.
decl5
W&Stt
of accounts

more

F. Talbot

George

Has resumed the practice of lav.

OFFICE
Over

Portland

Bank.

Savings

no7

ELBRIDGE

d6in

Attorney

40 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.
dtf

nov29

GEORGE 1).

Jan25

Desirable Rent
Corner of Pine and Emery, with
or without stable.
NO. 33.
d2w*
jan26

THE

Let.

suit of iurnished rooms without
board. Also suit ot unfurnished rooms near
the Falmouth Hotel, Middle Street.
M. G. PALMER.
ja24dtt

PLEASANT

To Let.
and Chambers, No. 187 Middle Street,
formerly occupied by Allen & Co. Apply to
DAVID KEAZER, or E. A. NORTON.

STORE

dim

GENTEEL first floor rent of seven rooms;
gas
and Sebago, In the central part of the city, for
$250 per annum; possession given Feb. 10th. Apply
to F. G. PATTERSON, 379J Congress Street.
dtf
janlS_

A

LAW,

To Let
riBJ

(Centennial Block.)

a uentieman ana wire (without children,) a
Ji. pleasant up stairs rent of four or five rooms on
New High St For particulars inquire of A. S. FERNALD, up stairs, 237 Middle St.
janiedlm

lm

To be Rented.
MATT ADAMS,
desirable front room, with large alcove.
AVERY
Bath
upon same floor. Apply at
Constable for Portland, jan7dtf
606 CONGRESS ST.
roam

AXD

Coroner

Cumberland County,

for

SfTORE

Service of precepts of all kinds a specialty. Confidential advice given, and services rendered in the
detection and arrest of criminals. Business attended
to at all hours.

Jan8

dtl

WHITNEI, NELSON
DEALERS

LARGEST

Exhibition

Poultry
ever

held In the United States.

THE FOURTH EXHIBITION
—

OF

THE

held at

Feb. 7th.

ON

25 cents
15 cents
Uailroad and Express Companies carry freight to
and from this Exhibition at reduced rates.
For entry blanks, premium lists, and information,
•

Jani6tfFREDERICK FOX, Sec'y.

q_H

ALL.

Friday dc Saturday, Feb. Sth & Olh
and Saturday Matinee.

0F~THE

Eliza

'SEASON !

—

Weathersby

WHITNET Sc MEANS, Pearl Street, opjiowiie the Park.

JAMES MILLEB, No. 91 Federal Stree

Beat Estate Agents.
JOHN V. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchaugo
Street,

Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware,

J* A. MERRILL.

in.

Can be used over either
Coal or Wood tire.

a

Cooks Steak so quickly
that all the juices and flavor are retained.
not get ashes'or
coal on the meat.
Does not let smoke and
gas out of the stove.
Does not put out the fire.

DOES

popular comedian,

Ask your Dealer fer the
Standard Broiler.
is is just what you want.
The Trade supplied by
Fullkb, Dana & Fitz,

JR.,

WEATHERSBY,

and other?, will appear each evening in his original
characters.
^POPULAR PRICES,^
Ticket* now on sale at Box Office, Music Hall.

110 North
ua, N. H.

St.TBoston.and Williams Sc
MANUFACTtntED

Co.. Naeli*

by

D. Arthur Brown Jb Co., Fi.herville, K. H.
decll
T&Stapl8

d 1w

feb4

P0PDL1R LECTURE & CONCERT
!

fet

CITY

HALL.

Subject,—“Unwritten Politics.” Followed by Grand
Vocal and Instrumental Concert, the particulars
respecting which hereafter stated.
JLecture
by Ben. J. Ii. Chamberlain.
assisted by
Grand Concert by Chandler,
JLecture by Key. B.
W.
Mm. Hawes.

Tickets for the course $1.00, can be obtained at
Music Store.fcb5dlw

Stockbridge'*

Fraternity

Dances.

or

Exchange.

FOR

tor Sale.
Winter, State, Mellen, Cumberland, Sherman
and Grant Streets. Inquire of
feb6d2w
JAMES D. FESSENDEN.

For

For Sale 2
The new and thoroughly built
house 8 Ellsworth St. Very pleasantly situated; in the healthiest
part of the city. The best bargain
in the market this season.
Apply on the premises.
J. K. AVERILE.

brown &

mums,
Iff

co.,

J

office.

83 MILK

STREET,

Corner ol Congress Street,

POST OFFICE SQUARE,

February 19th, 1878.
IN AID OF THE

-

«

Johnson’s Chorns
Instruction Book

°r

Choir
$12.00

perdoz.
The first two are first class Clmreh music books,
by Tj. o. Emerson and W.O. Perkins, and have lull
instructive courses.
especially for Singing

Now for

The last

three

are

fitted

Schools by the very best talent.

spirited Winter and Spring Singing Class!

a

new

Mr. Lewis Pierce,
Mr. W. F. Milliken.

Mr. S. T. Pullen,
Mu. M. p. Emery,

Committee

Entertainment*.
ALLEN, JR..
Wm. W. Thomas, Jr.,
Fritz II. Jordan,
James 0. H.amlkn,
Fbed R. FabbingtoH,
Wm. Senter.Jk,
a. E. Webb,
on

Evening tickets admitting Gentlemen and Ladles,
$1.00, to be obtained at Stockbridge’s and at tbe

door.
No

intermission at tlie dances except on tbe last
course, when extra attractions will bo
offered.
Mimic byChaadler’o Pall Quadrille Hand,
no21
deow3m

nigbt

of tbu

tents more promptly and wi^h broader claims than
those who are remote from Washington.

dus a model or
sketch of
your device ; we make examinations free of charge
and advise as to patentability, All corconfidential. Prices low, AND
UNLESS PATENT IS

i'HARGE
SECURED.
We refer to officials in the Patent Office, and
inventors ia every State in the Union.
C. A. SNOW & CO.,

to

most

dtf

^tTDannrtrYAK
N.S, MADDOX,the celebrated
Clairvoyant, Fortune Teller and Doctress. can
now located at No, 4 Mechanic St., where she can be
consulted by all who wish to make her a call_
Madame M. has had largo experience in telling fortunes, searching out lost, hidden >r stolen
treasures. &c., and was never known to beat fault.
Do not miss this opportunity of consulting the greatest fortuneteller of the age. Per ns entermj intoanv
new business or profession, the con ucting of whicn

Madame

they

do not

understand, will find it

to theli advan-

tage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
of friends In any part of the world and describe them
perfectly. She also describes all manner cf disease
that flesh Is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
She has given universal satisfaction to all vho have
consulted her in her constant travels sinceshe was
Dcvcu .yeais uni.

Good testimonials given if desired.
Terms, Gents $1.00; Ladies 50 cents.
from 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.

Office home
no9dt

Belshazzar and Joseph’s Bondage ara dramatized,
aad are splendid musical dramas.

OLIVER

DITSOx"&

lIAVEHIt'K

M

city

purchase your Coal is

to

RANDALL

&

at

MCALLISTER’S

office, No, 78 Exchange St.,
opposite the Post Office.
new
0C19

dtf

1876

FIRST PUKUH HS

Burning

Maverick Pure

Oils

!

Oils delivered by tbe car-load, in
at any point in New England.

bulk

or

in bar-

flffipPO' (011 Broad St„ Boston, Mass.
UUIuuOi | 25 & 27 Commercial St., Portland. Mb
novU

eodom

For Kale.
I am about leaving tbe State, I will sell ike
stock, tools and good will of my stove and
tin-ware business, located ill a pleasant village,
seventeen miles from Portland.
A good, chance lor
a man with a small
capital. Address
jan21dtfebG* STOVE DEALER, Freeport, Me.

AS

Vaults Cleaned
taken out at short notice, irom SI to |6
cord or $5 a load, by addressing

ANU
aovtfti

A, LUiUif & oo„ Portland P. O.

Copartnership

Notice.

undersigned have this day
WEof the
copartnership under the firm

formed

a

and

name

style
Whitney, Nelson & Co., for the purpose of
carrying on the Wholesale and Retail Harness,
Leather, Saddlery, Hardware and Horse Fittings
ot every description.
The above named firm will
occupy store No. 17* Middle Street, Boyd’e Bloek.
JAMES H. WHITNEY,
GEORGE M. NELSON,
JOHN M. ELDEN.

January 1, 1878.

JanHdtf

Dissolution.
Copartnership heretofore existing under the
firm name of THOMES, CHASE & CO., was

1877

THE

dtf

Randolph Boynton.
Cleaned and Warranted, for

Mainsprings

Case springs

“

“

“

“

Clock, and Jewelry of all kind, repaired
eery low price..

at

XjADIES^

AH Wool Scarlet Vests
and Pants
F..._
J1U1U

ft*

AA

.p^»uu

J

st*.

IU

<niiOU*

A

a

At

tt

illis

dt(

GRASS

SEEDS

Timothy, Red Top,

N. N. I., and
Western Clover.
Alsike Clover
and Orchard Grass. For sale by

shall offer at

a

Health Lift

Booms,

237 middle

Street,

PORTLAND, ME.

GAUBERT,

ja22illf

PKOPBIE CO K.

Sentimental and Comic Valentines at Wholesale and
Retail.

o. DAY, Jr« eb OO.
feWkltU

94 EXCHANGE STREET.

.

FOR HOT OK COLD STARCH.

]f you want your

feodly

Wanted
municate

a continual
supply of dowells.
with lowest price for sizes, with

COPCUTT, SON

&

Com-

linen to look like new, uso

500 yards Ham burgs just received, which we offer at 4 and 5
cents per yard. They are Ihe best
trade yet, and we can prove it.

use

H, I. NELSON & CO.,

410 Washington St., Mew York.
feb4

dlw

REMOVAL.
DBS.

TEWKSBURY

&

EREE STREET,
J*
■Crown. Office Hours till

second door above
11 a. m., 2 to 4 p. m.
residence tor the winter at the

No. 94 Pine St.

ja3t<l

u

Congress St.,

FARRINGTON BLOCK.
feb2

diw

imitations of the

Starcbene, as unscrupulous persons are endeavoring to introduce a spurious article on tho market.
Each of our

bottles will be labelled, with our Trade
Do not take any other.
For Sale by nil Apothecaries nod Grocers
Ask for Starcbene nud take no ther.

Mark.

Price 25 Cents Per

tfll

Federal

Street,

Peabody Martini Rifle.
LONG RANGE, MID RANGE

Bottle.

J. H. BOSWORTH & CO.,
G. P. DOWNES, State Agent,
For sale in

augl6

443

STAROHENE.
Starcbene, Perfumed Starch Enamel, which is
kept by the Grocers, is an article of genuine value.
It ha9 been used in our
family, and been pronounced
very superior as an ingredient in starch to secure
proper stiffness aud a beautiful polish. Once tested,
it will always be used.
From tho “Boston Home Journal,” July 7, 1877.

BRAY

have removed their offices to

l>r. Tewksbury’s
same place.
Ur. Bray’s residence,
January 1, 1878.

use

We caution the public about

CO.,

WHI MOT!

STAROHENE.

eodly&w

Portland

Maine.

Portlaud by Sullivan & Osgood, 94
Portland St.; Win. Weeks, 319 Congress St.: S. N.
Gudiug, 22 St. Lawrence St.; A. L Millett, 588 Congress bt.; J. Hudson & Co., 671 Congress St.; G. H.
Loid. cor. Congress aud India Sts.: Boody & Pratt,
7 Myrtle St.; G W. Parker, 39 Free St.; A. Bennett,
43 Pine St.; A. Laroont, cor. Congress and Atlantic
Sts. Deering—Van 13. Bray, Morrill’s Corner.
j
oct3
eodt'iu

terDret&tion than “c^nld” wnnld ha o\ von

in

ON THE BILL

Remonetizing

The discussion on the question of remonetizing
silver, Mr. President, has been prolonged, able, and
exhaustive. I may not expect to add much to its
value, but I promise not to add much to its length.
I shall endeavor to consider facts rather than theories, to state conclusions rather than arguments:
Firtt. I believe gold and silver coin to be the
money of the Constitution-indeed, the money of
the American people anterior to the Constitution,
which that great organic law recognised as quite independent of its own existence. No power was conferred oa Congress to declare that either metal should
not be money. Congress has therefore, In my judgment.no power to demonetixejsilver any more than to
demonetize gold; no power to demonetize either any
more than to demonetize both.
In this statement

I

of opinion in regard to the adoption of
single or double standard It holds to the
gold standard as In every way the best for
this country. It does not question the right
of its Senators to hold a different opinion;
the independence of the expressed will of the
Legislature which it admires In Mr. Lamar it
cannot consistently blame In Mr.
Blaine; but
ences

the

it will insist that his views are not the views
of the people of Maine. While doing this it

—

AND

—

SPORTIWtt K1FLE.
The

Standard Arm of threat Britain.

40,000 ROUNDS tired from a single gun,
without injury to the mechanism, or in the least im-

pairing its shooting qualities.
For Sale at 48 Exchange Street.
Ja2Sdtf

«. I„

KAII.EV.

AaJbioa jclauld.

Address
ns!

m.
I

f. kicker,

ibbj.n Corner, JDcerinr

dtl

urn.

uueu

uuwever

ue

comes

to

speak

oi

that bill itself his words set forth the
opinions
of his State and leave nothing to be desired in

the way of explicitness or force. He condemns the provisions of that bill as providing
for the coinage of an Inferior dollar which
will defraud the working man and the public
creditor alike, as opening a gate through
which what gold we have will speedily leave
the country, as la effect declaring that the
national promise to pay a dollar shall hereafter be worth but ninety-two cents. In his
condemnation of the dishonest dollar of the
Bland bill the people of Maine are heartily
with him.
The report

of the present
to the Manchester Chamber of Commerce by its President will command much attention in the
business world. The chief causes as set
forth in the report are over-production, foreign competition, and limited hours of labor.
The abnormal extension of the cotton trade
was protested against.
It was stated that
Germany, Austria, Italy: and Holland have
ereatly lessened their English imports of
woven goods, and that Belgium Is actually
sending great quantities of goods to England.
America is pressing Great Britain hard. Our
exports of cotton goods to England Increased
from £15.830 in 1870 to £45.187 In 187fl.
Regarding the labor question the author of
the report said: “When mill-owner* obtained the passage of the act limiting the
hours of labor they did it without having a
proper regard to the advantage thereby obtained by foreign competition.”
on

the

causes

depression of trade submitted

It is understood that the visiting Republicans who were in New Orleans daring the
electoral coant will soon make a statement,
declaring that In their belief the prosecutions
of the returning board are unjust and outrageous. They insist that no such acts as

the Silver Dollar.

Delivered In the Senate Feb. 7*

its use of the word “coin.” While admitting
that there are honest as well as grave differ-

Salt

$1.00
1.00
,J6

SENATOR BLAINE’S REMARKS

Mr. Blaine and the Silver Bill.
In another column Is given In full Mr.
Blaine’s speech delivered lu the Senate yesterday on the silver bill and to the substitute
therefor which he offered a few days since.
Heretofore it has been believed that no New
England Senator favored the restoration
of the double staudard of value. We are
forced to the conclusion that in this matter
Senator Blaine does not represent the opinions of his constituents, or at least of the Republican party in Maine. There is no doubt
that the party in its latest State convention
intended to commit itself to the single gold
standard, and it did not dream that other In-

Brig

J. H.

WATCHES

It Is earnestly hoped that every club In the State
will be represented at this session, so that a fall and
complete report can be obtained.
The Reform work is spreading like "Wild Fire”al
over the West and.Soutk, and let ns aronse and renew onr interest in this good
work, and have a grand
and glorious Revival in the State of Maine, always
keeping in mind ourmottoes, “We Dare to do Right”
"Charity to all, malice towards none.”
One fare on M, C. R. R. and its branches.
Per Order State Committee,
FRANK KENDRICK, Pres’t.
GEO. W. MURCH, Sec’y.

Hhds.
arrive,
Ship Bertha.__

WE

them.

Wednetdar and Thursday,

Hhds.

ing,

great bargain one new 7J
octave rosewood Piano, overstrung, Agraffe
bridge, square grand. Fully warranted for seven
years.
CARLTON & CHANDLER,
Domestic Sewing Machine Agency, 440 Congress
Street.dec27dtf

see

_

It Is claimed that the labor party holds the
balance of power in Pennsylvania.

march 6 and 7, 1878.

Turk’s Island Salt

AT A BARGAIN.

Ja5

Augusta

on

acknowledges that the question of the standards is one of expediency, and that the double standard may be adopted without disThe business formerly carried on by Thornes, Chase
honor. A silver dollar intrinsically as valua& Co. will he continued by the subscribers under the
firm name ot C. D. THOMES & CO.
ble as a gold dollar is as far from the dollar of
C. D. THOMES,
J. F. GREEN,
the Bland bill as honesty is from dishonesty.
C. A. THOMES,
W. E. BROWER,
janyo
a2w*
The objection is that such a dollar cannot,
JIB. ti. HI. STEVENS’ interest in i considering the fluctuating value of silver, be
coined and kept in circulation. Its adoption
our business ceases this day
by would be a
grave economic error.
mutual consent.
It is not our intention here to discuss the
relative merits of the two monetary systems.
AUG. E. STEVENS & CO.
Eminent monetary authorities disagree on
February 1st, 1878.
febl
that question, though the preponderance both
_dtf
In numbers and In ability is in favor of the
gold standard. Nor is it necessary to discuss
Mr. Blaine’s bill. He himself recognizes the
impossibility of its adoption or even of its
serious consideration. We do not regard it as
2000
now dischara practical measure.
It may be remarked
Marena.
that the remonetization of silver by the great
cargo
mercantile nations of the world is quite another affair from the adoption of the double
standard by this country alone. The experiment by us alone at best is a hazardous
one,
8000
to
and the consequent rise in the value of silver,
so
cargo
confidently predicted, is dependent upon a
series Gt its r.vvgmitmg m «anguw,«
DAM & CO.
rather than in experience or reason.
d&wlw
Mr. Blaine's bill and his advocacy of the
double standard may then be dismissed as havWe have reduced the prices of
ing no practical bearing upon the subject now
under consideration by Congress, the Bland |

FI1E PIANO

Tlie best Linen Polish in the world is

decll

Little Servia is anxious to go into company with grown-up folks. But she will
have to wait awhile before she can “come
out.”

The Quarterly convention of the Reform Clubs of
the State of Maiue will b» held at

dissolved January 1, 1878, by mutual consent, W. H.
Chase retiring. C. D. Thornes & Co, will settle all
bills ot the said tirm.

d3m

For a fine Laundry finish,

Napthas, Gas Oils

rels,

COPARTNERSHIP.

KENDALL & WHITLEY.
ie7

To save labor,

J.

!,5M)Alil)

Only Line innning through cars between Portland
and Long Island Sound Steamers, and avoiding the
annoying Carriage transfer through Boston. Leave
Portland & Rochester Depot, Portland, at 2.30 P. M.
State Rooms on Steamers secured in advance at
28 Exchange St., and at the Depot.
J. W. PETERS,
J. M. LUNT,
Gen, Ticket Agent.
Supt.
sept28
dtf

feb5

CO.. Ronton.

no24
?.

DO WELLS.

SAFETY OIL!

TO NEW YORK# •* 1
and RETURN
A L-

The most convenient place in the

STAROHENE.

100°

Portland & Worcester & Norwich Lines.

Owen, Moore & Bailey

STAROHENE.

Ceitteiinia«

#/}
iJU'OV

PORTLAND to
NKW YORK via

KA

season.

To prevent the Iron from sticking, use

CO.,

REDUCED RATES.

au28

Valuable

OIL

dtf

price it is policy for all to lay in a
supply as the same soods will
probably be sold at $2.00 next

improvchieu <».

MAVERICK

jy

Liverpool

Opposite'Patent Office, Washington, 1). C.

STAROHENE.

WM.

Wm. L. Bradley.

in most cases, be
secured by us.
Being
opposite the Patent Office, we can make closer
searches, and secure Pat-

Belshazzar,
Butterfield. $1,25 (Me Preble House, 482 Confess Std
DonMunio,
Dudley Buck; 1.50
Joseph’s Bondage,Cnaiffick, 1.25 STAECl ENE
Prodigal Son,
Sullivan, 1.25
PERFUMED STARCH ENAMEL
W alpnrgis N ight,
MCUdClSSOhU, 80

OF THE BEST POSSIBLE QUALITY,

Fraternity,

Oeneral Committee.
T. C. Hersey.F.sq., President Fraternity,
Samuel J. Anderson, Esq., Vice Pres.
Mr. s. E. Spring,
Hon. M. M» Butler,
Mr. 1. p. Farrington,
Hon. a. E. Stevens,
Uon. Geo. P. Wescott, Me. Geo, 8. Hunt,
Hon. Jacob McLellan, Mr. H. N. .Jose,
Hon. B. Kinosbcry, Jr. Mr. Geo. W. Woodman,
Hon. I. Washburn, Jb., Mb. Gras, McLauohlin
Mr. John N. Lord,
Mr. Nathan Webb,
Mr. J. S, Winslow,
Mr. W. l. Putnam,
Mr. W. F. Phillips,
Mr. J. P. Baxter,
Mb. Charles E. Jose, Mb. D. W. Fessenden,

still,

Don’t fail to call and

Zion

REFIN ItS AND SHIPPERS OF

Portland

promptly attended to.

Societies

IN EVERY VARIETY,
And with the Intest and

night changes.

Staterooms on steamers and chairs in Parlor cars
secnred in advance at Boston & Maine or Eastern K.
R. Offices Commercial Street.
A. P. ROCKWELL, Pres’t E. R. R.
J. T. FURBER, General Snp’t. B. Ji M. R. R,

au2dtf

interest to the year’s practice, by
give
getting up one ot our 40 CANTATAS, (send for
circulars). Five of them are:

HE

NEW AND ELI JIBLE STORE

Evening,

Tuesday

labels, Caveats, Aisignments, Interferences, euT
nventions that have been
by the Patent Office may

House for Sale,
Western part of city, a New House containing
IN all the modern
improvements. Inquire at this

Also

REMOVED
TO

HALL,
Postponed

vices, medical, or other
ornamental
ompounds,
designs, trade-marks, and

July31__,ltf

a

Witli additional facilitie?, they solicit tbe continof the generous patronage of the public.

to

obtained lor mechanical de-

It contains 65 acres.a good two-story
house of 10 rooms, hard aud soft water in house, barn
40x50, stable 20x30. Cuts about 25 tons of hay. For
further particulars enquire of ALBERT J. MERRILL on the premises.
delSeodtf

Stock and Trade ef
good business, well uoi!3,
TIIEestablished,
good location. Would require
ot three to five

thousand dollars. Business:
capital
Doors, Blinds, Windows. Sashes &c. Anyone
wishing to purchase will address
BOX 875, Portland, Me.
jaul8tf

Trains leaving Portland at 8.41 a. m. connect with
Ike Sound JLines lor New York.
Passengers by this route are landed on board
Sound Steamers in season for Supper, and

near

«

ors

CONTENTION OF REFORM CLUBS.

across Bos-

ton both ways.

style

pleasantly situated, 3J miles from Port
A FARM
laud in Falmouth,
the old Yarmouth road
Graves Hill.

The Encore PS.,
Perkins’ Singing School

Fairbanks Standard Scales
last Niptht

easterly by

Sale,

uance

CITY

southerly

_

Ileal Estate in the city, contains 130 acres,situated 3 miles from Portlaud, cuts 30 tons of hay,
Land well adapted for Market Gardening, a full set
of Farming Tools, Stock of Cows, Horses, Hogs and
Pigs, Sheep, Hens &c. A good onportunity to engage in the milk business. Sale of milk, daily to one
party. For further particulars enquire ot
N. S. GARDINER, R. E Agent,
feBeodlw*
No. 42* Excban-e St.

4J2ao°z.,

F0R_SALE!

Hicttnell.

Evening tickets to Barnabee concert 50 cents, including reserved seat. Can be procurer! at Stockbridge's music store.

REAL ESTATE.

The Salutation Pfr'j”z.,

d2w

a

Assisted by Rn. H. E. Carter, Soprano; Mra«
Abbie dark, Alto;
Mr. Bartlett, Tenor;
Mr. II. M. Davee, Pianist; Mr. Mchurbrook,
Cornet.
Feb. »rtta-Lecture by Ben. J. A. Hall.

PARKIS STREET.

SHOULD USE

Monday Evening, Feb. 18th,

GRAND CONCERT by BARNABEE

33

Choirs, Singing Schools,

INDIA STREET CHURCH 1878.
The management beg leave to announce that the
above course will be inaugurated by a Grand Concert
at City Hall, the entertainments following to be
given at the Church.

fe7dlw*

—

EASTERN RAILROAD

PUBLIC

to lean on first class Real Estate
VT 17
JCi A Security, in Portland, or viRents collected, taxes paid, &c. on Comcinity.
mission. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in
Real Estate, 379J Congress Street.
nolSdtf

PEOPLES’

COURSE

E.
Stevens, of Portland, on tbe twenty-third day
of April, A. D., 1875, by his deed of that date recorded in Cumberland Registry ol Deeds, Book 420,
page 25, mortgaged to George R. Davis, the parcel
ot land situated in Portland, in the county of Cumberland, described as follows: Beginning one hundred feet from the corner made by tbe northerly line
of Clark street and tbe
line of Summer
street; thence westerly by said line of Bummer
street, fifty-one feet to land of Jeremiah Regan;
thence northerly at right angles with Summer street
ooe hundred feet, to land of persons
unknown;
said land of persons unknown forthence
ty-live feet, to land formerly of Hasty; thence
southerly by said Hasty land and land of Michael
Lynch one hundred feet, to the point begun at; to
secure the payment of twenty-three hundred dollars
and interest, according to the tenor of twelve promissory notes; that said mortgage was duly assigned
to Andrew Spring and Samuel E. Spring, copartners
under the
of A. & S. E. Spring; that the
period of foreclosure of said mortgage by its terms is
one year: that the conditions of said mortgage have
been
and by reason of said condition broken
the subscriber, as surviving partner of said firm of
A. & S. E. Spring, hereby claims foreclosure of said
mortgage, according to the said terms in one year.
SAMUEL E. SPRING,
Surviving Partner of firm of A. & S. E. Spring.

on

Written expressly for them by Mr. George Murry, and under the management of the

cohj auction with

ever

vest led.

CRUETS
in

Nlenk

Foreclosure ot Mortgage.
notice is hereby given that Charles

as

ON

Patented AntiL 10,1877.
ill HE simplest and best
A artible tor Cooking
Beel

Bonds will he paid
Registered
fVia Traconror of tho TTnlfatl

Slates, to tbe order of tbe bolder, and mailed to bis
address.
Orders by mail will receive prompt attenVail
tion.
information given upon
application. Correspondence invited.
ASA P. POTTER, President.
Bostox, Jan. 31, 1878.
jan31eodlm

uoz*

inhouse 33 Farris Street. srx,KVBir,_
CHAMBERS
desired. Inquire at
eight rooms,
or

Treasury Depart-

the

on the
iasnail hw

NO

Building Lots

THE STANDARD BROILER.

ENTITLED

who,

a.

A. KEITH.

OPERATIC FARCICAL COMEDY,

N. C. GOODWIN.

ji.

preferred.

Tvxr oilonlr

_

Farm for Sale

tin

as

idterest

respondence strictly

The New England House, Portland, Me,
Address
AUG. P. FULLER,
de28dtf
Portland, Me.

Plumbers.

THEIR NEW

ELIZA

THE

VOtJNG Ac CIO., Practical Horse
Sbocm. 70 Pearl St. Price 81.50 per net

Froliq.uos,

MISS

part of house No. 232 Oxford Street,
containing all the modern improvements, gas
and Sebago. For particulars, apply to
J. B. PIKE,
oct6dtf
57 Union Street.
lower

by S.

HA

The

Apply to
C. P. MATTOCKS,
311 Exchange Street.

Horse Shoeing,

Ar

Bonds,

dtf

To Let.

Carpenters and Builders.

J. A. BIRRRII.I.

authorized, by

street.

HOTEL TO LEASE.

HM. A. *£LINC!V, Room 11, Printers9
Exchange, No. 111 Exchange St.
<SMALL Sc
SHACKFORD, No. 33 Plum

The American Yokes,
IN

Cm*

Booksellers and Stationers.

•

Apply to

Exchange

House to Let.

sirccit

Admission,
Children,

THE

93

oc20

no26dtf

Accountant and Jiotary Public.
GEO. C. CODMAN,—Office Wo. ISA Mid-

l*ortlanl._dov26

This Bank is

ment, to otter for sale and receive subscriptions fur
the fonr per cent funded loan of the United States,
in denominations of $30, $100, $500 and upwards,
at par and accrued Interest in coin.
The Bonds are redeemable July 1, 1907, and bear
interest, payable quarterly on the flvst day of
January. April, July and October.of each yeir. and
are exempt from the payment of taxes or duties to
the United States, as well as from taxation in any
form by
or
under State, municipal or local
authority, and will b« issued in registered or coupon

RESTAURANT,
Offices in St. Julian Hotel.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.
Htreet,

Gt-old Bond

Portland, January 1, 1878.ja23dtf

To Let.
Laundry, Billiard Room and

PORTLAND.

Book Binders.

No pro rating. Society premiums paid in full.
The American Poultry Association honor* the
Maine Association by holding its annual session
Peh.tlth and 12lh. 1878, in this city.

—

STREET,

—

and 13th.

THE GEM

MIDDLE

FOUR FEB CEST

SEW

Farrington Block, on Congress street
now occupied by Dr. Tasker.
Possession given
JOHN C. PROCTER,
January I. Inquire ot

MOTT Sc TOGO, No. 91 Middle Street.

8th, 9th, 11th, I2tb.

MUSI

HORSE

BOSTON.

in

ROOMS

OR

The Roumanians are carrying off the honin the Eastern war. Given but a day
more they would have
captured Rustchuck
and Widdin.

Eveby reguli r attach# of the Pbkss is furnished
with a Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
ournal.

BOSTON & MAINE
—

Russia assents with great reluctance to the
holding ot the Conference at Vienna. She
prefers a quiet little party in which ahe can
have her own way.

—

A whole Night’s rest going and
comings and avoid contusing

broken,

Let.

THE

(BOYD BLOCK,)

HALL,

Portland. Mo.,
—

To

bouse and stable No. 257 Oxford St. House
contains 9 rooms with gas and Sebago. Stable
room for three horses.
Apply at the premises, or at
oc27dtf
75 PORTLAND STREET.

To Let.

ness Leather,
TT1NGN,

Ja29eod3m

file

CITY

_dec!3dtf.

—

MINE POULTRY ASSOCIATION
will be

178

Agent.

B

Saddlery Hardware,
AND

CO.,

*

Store to Let.
556 Congress street, next

No
west of Oak
*
street, is ior rent. Good location for the Btove
business. Apply to \VM. H. JEKKIS, Real Estate

SI I-SI EXCHANGE STREET.

MAVERICK NATIONAL BANK,
THE

ST. JULIAN HOTEL is now open for inspection, and some very good lodging rooms
and offices can be obtained by applying at the hotel
at once,jan24dtf

Shop to Let.
CUIXABLE fur Cooper’, or Carpenter’.
IO use, rear Woodbury & Latham’s, Commercial
Street. Apply to JAMES P. BAXTER, office Portland Packing Co
jalleodlm

RAND,

Hall,

7.30 o’clock.
GEO. C. BURGESS, Secretary,
dtd

Cor. Water and Congress Streets,

Offices and Rooms to Let.

To Let

Law,

VIA

enloy

Ja29dtf

janl9

GERRY, JR.,
at

Pearl Street.

To

—

association lor

of the above

fel

We.

154 Pearl Street, lO room.,
fiat and Sebngo. Rent low. Apply
HOUSE
15'4

at

New York&Return

Including Transfers

Haydn Association,
Annual

To Let.

BAMES,

do not read anonymous etttrs and communi
The name aad address of tile writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication
but as a guaranty of
good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve communications that are not used.
We

cations.

—TO-

For Twelve Dollars,

Meeting
the election of officers and transaction of other
THE
business, will be held at Union
FRIDAY EVE-

NING, February 8th, at

No. 37 Plum Street,

Congress is thinking to establish an otholal gaaette to be published weekly, and to
contain a complete record of the oflctal action of the Government and all the advertisement! of its Departments.

PRESS.

_____

TO LET.

(gaul Wlinieb,

No. 93 Exchange Street,

$6000.

H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

ANNUAL MEETINGS.

FEW good men can find pleasant rooms with
board, at 30 BKOWN ST.
dtf
my21

BERRY,

THE

!

Office,

A

ATTORNEY AT

PREMIUMS

NOTICE

janlSdlm

—

Orfany of the fancy dances will be tanght by Mr.
Davis, of Boston, at same price in his entirely new
and original method which makes them so simple
that they can he learned in 15 minutes. Call and
prove the above assertion for no charge will he made
Rooms at 547 1-SI
unless the pupil is satisfied.
feb7dlw*
CongrtHN Si. From 7 to 10 p. m.

is hereby given that the above named
streets have by order of the Board of Mayor
and Aldermen, been renumbered according to plans
and all parties interin the City Engineer’s
ested are hereby notified that the number so designated must he affixed to the buildings ou said streets
ou or before the first day of March next, A. D., 1878.
Per order,

Boarders Wanted.

STEPHEN

EXCURSIONS.

TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE

FRIDAY BORXIKR, FEB. 8.

To Owners and Occupants of Bnildirtgi
and LrOts ou Atlantic, Clark, Cushman
Eafsyette,
l,rwi«, Everett, Howard,
Madison Melbourne, Merrill, Monroe,
Lawrence.
Hi.
Tate,
Montreal, Quebec,
Thomas, Ting and Waterville Streets.
Citf Cleek’s Office, I
Jan. 14th. 1878. J

BOARD.

Zjoaru tlx© "Waltz
—

FOUND.

Lost.
afternoon, a Lady’s POCKETBOOK, containing a sum of money. The Under will please leave it at this office.
fe7d3t*

—

STREET

feh2dlw

feb9d3t

BUSINESS CARDS.

—ENTERTAINMENTS.
Union Gospel Meetings

LOST AND

1878.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

100 Flour Hnlf-Rbl*. at Blake*. Bakery.
I will pay 20 cts. each for one hundred nice eiean
Flour Half-Bbls. wltb two head, and full-hooped.
BLAKE.

AT

THE MAINE STATE PRESS

HIGH

connection with

In

Exchange St., Portland.

at 108

MASQUERADE BALL,

GRAND

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS.

_WANTS.

Pubiiibad every day (Sundays eteepted) fey tfee

MORNING. FEBRUARY 8,

FRIDAY

PORTLAND,

PRESS.

of constitutional lawyers. “I am certainly of opinion," said Mr. Webster, “that gold and silver, at
rates fixed by Congress, constitute the legal standard
of value in this country, and that neither Congress
nor any State has authority to establish any other
standard, or to displace this standard." Few persons can be found, I apprehend, who will maintain
that Congress possesses the power to demonetize both
gold and silver or that Congress could be justified in
refusing to provide for the coinage of both, and yet
in logic and legal construction it would be difficult
to show where and why the power [of Congress ever
silver is greater than over gold—greater over either
than over the two. If,J therefore, silver has been
demonetized I am in favor of remonetizing it. If,
its coinage has been prohibited I am in favor of ordering it to be resumed. It it has been -restricted I am
in favor of having it enlarged.
Second. What power, then, has Congress over
gold and silver? It has the exclusive power to coin
it; the exclusive power to regulate its value; very
great, very wise, very necessary powers, for the discreet exercise of which a critical occasion has now
arisen. However men may differ about causes and
processes, all will admit that Tfithiu a few years a
great disturbance has taken place iu the relative
values of gold and silver, an 1 that silver is worth
less or gold is worth more in the Imoney markets of
the world in 1878 thanjin 1873, when the further coinage of silver dollars was prohibited iu this country.
To remonetize it now as though tho facts and circumstances of that day were surrounding us, is to
willfully and blindly deceive ourselves. If our demonetization were the only cause for the decline In
the valne of silver, then remonetization would be
its 'proper and effectual cure. But other causes,
quite beyond our control, have been tar more potentially operative than the simple fact of Congress
prohibiting its further coinage; and as legislators we
are bound to taka cognizance of these causes.
The
demonetization of silver in the great German Empire and the consequent partial, or well-nigh complete suspension of coinage in the governments of
the Latin union, have boon the leading dominant
causes for the rapid declin o in the value of silver. I
do not think the oversupply of silver has had, in
comparison with the3e other causes, an appreciable
influence in the decline of its value, because its over■upgte with respect to gold iu these later years has

■Ylior

nottrH
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or gold with respect to sliver ror many years after
the mines of California and Australia were opened;
and the oversupply of gold from those rich sources
did not affect the relative positions and uses of the
believe then if Germany were toremopetize siland the kingdoms and states of the Latin union
were to reopen their mints, silver would at once resume its former relations with gold.
The European
countries, when driven to full remon etization, as
believe they Jwill be, must of necessity adopt their
old ratio of fifteen ail.a half of silver to ons of
gold, and we shall then be compelled to aloptthe
•amo ratio 'instead of our former sixteen to
one.
For if we fail to do this we shall as before lose oar
1

ver

silver, which, like all things else, seeks the highest
market; and if fifteen and a half pounds of silver
will buy as much gold in Europe as sixteen will buy
n America, the silver, of
coarse will go to Em ope.
But our line of policy in a joint movement with
other nations to remonetize is Very simple .and very
direct.

The difficult problem is what we shall do
aim to re-establish silver without the cooperation ot European powers, and really as an advance movement to coerce them there into the same
policy. Evidently the first dictate of prudence is to
coin such a dollar, as will not only do justice among
our citizens at home, bat will prove a protection—au
absolute barricade—against the gold monometallists
of Europe, whc, whenever the opportunity ofiers
will quickly draw from us the one hundred and forty
milliocs of gold coin still in our midst. And if we coin
a silver dollar of fall legal tender,
obviously below
the current value of thejg )ld dollar, we are opening
wide oar doors and inviting Europe to take our gold.
And with onr gold flowing out from ns we are forced
to the single standard and our relations with the
leading commercial countries of the world are at
once embarrassed and crippled.
Third. The question before Congress then—
sharply defined in the pending House bill—is, wheiherit is now safe and expedient tooffer iree coinage to
the silver dollar of 412J grains, with the mints of the
Latin anion closed and Germany not permitting silver to ba coioel as rnonev.
At current rates of
silver, the free coinage of a dollar containing 4!2J
when we

grains, worth in gold about ninety-two cents, gives
an illegitimate profit to the owner of the bullion,
enabling him to take ninety-two cents* worth of it
the mint and get it stamped as coin and force his
take it tor a ftul dollar. This is an undue and unfair advantage which the Government
has no right to give to the owner of silver bullion,
and which defrauds the man who is forced to take
the dollar. And it assuredly follows that if we give
free coinage to this dollar of inferior value and put it
in circulation, we do so at the expense of our better
coinage in gold; and unless we expect the uniform

to

neighbor to

»uv*
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mysterious way suspended for our peculiar
benefit, we inevitably lose our gold coin. It will flow
out from us with the certainty aud resistless force of
the tides. Gold has indeed remaned with U9 iu considerable amount daring the circulation of the inferior currency of the legal tender; but that was bocause there were two great uses reserved by law for
gold: the collection of customs and the payment of
interest on the public debt. But if (he inferior silver
that it shews a determination to conduct a coin is also to bo used for these two reserved purposes, then gold has no tie to bind it to us. What
series of prosecutions solely for political effect.
It is in contemplation at the proper time to gain, therefore, would we make f >r the circulating
medium, if on opening the gate for silver to flow
publish a complete statement of all that the we open a still larger gate for gold to flow outf in,
visitors
observed of the proceedRepublican
Fourth. Consider further what injustice would
ings of the returning board, with a view of be done to every holder of a legal tender or national
showing the country that these prosecntions bank note. That vast volume of paper money—over
700,000,000 of dollars—is now worth between ninetyare wholly unjust, and that political malice
eight and ninety-nine cents on the dollar in gold
underlies the whole proceeding.
coin. The holders of it, who are indeed our entire
popu'ation from the poorest to the wealthiest, have
When Senator Blaine asserts that tho been |promised from the hour of its
issue that the
Germans, after the demonetization of silver paper money would one day bo as good as gold. To
in that country invested largely In our bonds pay silver for the greenback is a full compliance with
with a view of holding them as a coin reserve this promise and this obligition, provide 1 the silver
is made as it always has been hitherto, as good as
for drawing gold from us, does ho not admit
gold. To make oar silver coin even three per cent.
that all the worldlielieved those bonds to be Jess valuable than
gild inflicts at once a loss of more
payable in gold ? In the common opinion of than twenty millions of dollars on the holders of our
mankind our bonds were to be paid and omr paper money. To make a silver dollar worth but
ninety-two cents precipitates on the same class a liss
non-interest-bearing notes redeemed in gold. of
well-nigh sixty millions of dollars. For whatever
The Washington correspondent of the the value of the silver dollar is, the whole paper issue
of the country will sick to its standard when its
Springfield Republican says with great jusis authorized and its circulation becomes
tice that in proportion to the number of coinage in the chauuels
of trade. Sorns one in convergeneral
Democrats in oflfoe they furnish much the sation with Commodore Vauderbilt
during oue of the
larger proportion of culprits. The House of many freight competitions of (he truuk lines said,
the Canadiau road
has;noc a sufficient carryRepresentatives has but a handful of places, “Why,
ing capacity to compete with your great line.” “That
and these are of course filled
Democrats,
by
is true,*' replied the Comma
lore, “but they can fix
but there Is constant trouble there.
• rate and force us down
to it.** Were Congress to
pass a law to-day declaring that every legal tender
Of the offering of silver bills there is no
note and every national bank note shall hereafter
end. Senator Chrlstiancy prances to the pass for
only niaety-eix or uinety-seveu cents on the
front with a new one. If the many bills dollar there is not a constituency iu the United
|
would dwindle to one bill and then that bill | States that would re-elect a man that would support
be defeated great would be the benefit to the it, aud iu many districts the Representative would
be lucky ’f be escaped witlijmereiy a minority vote.
country.
An 1 yet it is almost mathematically demonstrable
A bitrgi.au alarm has been placed on that the same effect will inevitably follow from the
coinage of an interior silver dollar. Assurances
Washington’s tomb at Mount Vernon so that irom
empirics ad scientists iu finance.that remonethieves may not steal the father of his coun- tization of the.a former dollar will at once and
pertry and stuff him.
manently advance its value to par with gold must go

charged against the board were committed, that they had very full knowledge of
what was done, that, in fact, Democrats as
well as Republicans were witnesses of all
the action taken with the returns, and
that the only possible Interpretation of the
present course toward the returning board is
are

some

for what they are worth In the face of
opposing and
controlling facts. The first and Instant effect of
Will
Issuing any silver dollar that
pay atstems dies
and Interest en the pablic debt Will aadoulttdly be
to raise It to a practical
equality with gold; bat that
condition will only last nntll the amoant needfbl far
customs shall fill the channels of its ule| and the
overflow going into general circulation will rapidly
settle to its normal and actual value and thea the
discount will come on the volume of the paper currency which will sink pari pastu with the
lar in which It is made redeemable. That

silter dolremonetisation will have a considerable effect in advancing
the value of the dollar is beyond doubt, but not
enough to overcome the difference now existing—a
difference resulting from causes quite independent of
our control on this continent.
Fifth. The responsibility of re-establishing silver
In its ancient and honorable place as
money In
Europe and America, devolves really on the Congress
of tbe United States. If we act here with
prudence,
wisdom and firmness, we will not only
successfully
remonetize silver and bring it into general use as
money in our own country, bat the influence of our
example will be potential among all European nations, with the possible exceptien of England. Indeed our annual indebtment to Europe is so great
that if we have the right to pay It in silver we necessarily coerce those nations by the strongest of all
forces, self-interest, to aid us in upholding the value
of silver as money. But if we
attempt tho remonetization on a basis which is obviously and notoriously below the fair standard of value as it now exists,
we incur all the evil
consequences of failure at hom
and the positive certainty of successful
opposition
abroad. We are and will be the greatest producers
of silver in the world, and we have a
larger stake in
its complete monetization than any other country.
The difference to the United States between the
general acceptance Jof silver as money in tbe commercial world and its destruction as money, will
possibly equal within tbe next halt century tbe entire bonded debt of the nation. But to gain this advantage we must make it actual money—the ac
cepted equal of gold; in the markots of tbe world.
Remonetization here, followed by general remonetization in Europe will secure to the United States
the most stable basis for its currency that we have
ever enjoyed, and will
effectually aid in solving all
the problems by which our financial situation is surrounded.
Sixth.

the much vexed and Iong<mooted
bimetallic or monometallic standard my
own views are sufficiently indicated in the remarks I
have made. I balieve the struggle now going oa in
this country and in other countries for a single gold
standard, would, if successful produce wide-spread
disaster in the end throughout the commercial world.
The destruction ol silver as money and establishing
gold as the sole unit of value must have a ruinous
effect on all forms of property except those Investments which yield a ilxed return In money. These
would be enormously enhanced in
value, and would
gain a d it proportionate aud unfair advantage ove
every other species ot property. If, as the
meet re
liablo statistics affirm there are seven thousand millions of coined money in the world, not very unequally divided between gold and sliver, it is Impossible to Btrike silver out ol existence as money
without results which will prove distressing to millions and utterly disastrous to tens of thousands.
Alexander Hamilton in his able and invaluabts report in 1791 on tho establishment ol a mint, declared
that “to annul the use ot either gold or sliver a*
money is to abridge the quautity of circulating medium, and is liable to all the objections which arise
from a comparison ot the beneffts of a full circulation
with tho evils of a scanty circulation." I take no
risk in saying that the beneffts ot a full circulation
aud tha evils of a scanty circulation are both immeasurably greater to-day than they were when Mr.
Hamilton uttered these weighty worda, always provided that the circulation is one of actual
money and
not of depreciated promises to pay.
In the report from which I have already quited
Mr. Hamilton argues at length in fever of a doable
standard, and all the subsequent experience of wellnigh ninety years has brought out no clearer statement of the whole case nor developed a more complete comprehension of this subtle and difficult subject. “On the whole,” says Mr. Hamilton, “it seems
most advisable not to attach the nnit
exclusively to
either of the metals, because this cannot be done effactually without destroying the office and character
of one of them as money xnd reducing It to the situation of mere merchandise.” And then Mr. Hamilton wisely coaclndes that this redaction of either o
j
the metals to mere merchandise (I again quote hie
exact words) “wonldjprobably'be a greater evil than
occasional variations in ths unit from the fluctuations
in the relative value of the metals,
especially if care
be taken to regulate the proportion between them
with an eye to their average commercial value." I
do not think that t its country, holding so vast a
proportion or the world’s supply of silvsr In its mountains and its mines, can afford te reduce the metal to
the “situation ol mere merchandise.” II silver
ceases to be used as money in Europe and America
On

question

of

a
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and dead.

Mining enterprises

-V,v-
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or tne gigantic scale
country cannot be carried on to provide backs for looking-glasses and to manuractaro
cream-pitchers and sugar-bowls. A vast source ol
wealth to this .'entire country is destroyed the moment silvsr is permanently disused as
money. It !•
lor us to check that tendency aud
bring the continent ot Europe back to a tail
recognition ot tho
metal as a medium ol exchange.

existing

in this

Seventh. The question of beginning anew tbe
coinage of silver dollars has aroused mnch discussion as to its effect ou the public
credit; and the Sen™
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the subject in the very forefront jot the debate—insisting, prematurely and illoglcally, I think, on •
sort of judicial construction in advance, by concurrent resolution, of a certain law in case that law
should happen to be passed by Congress. My own
view of this question can be stated very briefly. I
believe the public creditor can afford to be paid in
auyplilver dollar that the United States can aflerd to
coin and circulate. We have forty thousand millions
of property in this country, and a wise self-interest
will not permit ns to overturn its relations by seeking for an inferior dollar wherewith to settle the dues
and demands of any creditor. The question
might
bo diflorent trom a merely selllsh stand-point it, on
paying the dollar to the public creditor, it would disappear after performing that function.
But the
trouble Is that the inferior dollar you pay the publlo
creditor remains In circulation, to the exclusion of
tho better dollar. That which you pay at home will
stay there; that which you Bend abroad will come
back. The Interest ot the public creditor Is indissolubly bound up with the interest of the whole people.
Whatever affects him attrets us all; and the evil
that we might Inflict upon him by paying an inferior
dollar would recoil upon us with a vengeance as
manifold

as

;the aggregate wealth of the Republic
comparatively smill limits of oar

transcends tho

bonded debt. Aal remember that our aggregate
wealth is always increasing, and oar bonded debt
steadily growing less! ir paid In a good silver dollar,
the bondholder has nothing to complain oi. If pall In
an inferior silver dollar, be has tho same
grievance
thatw.lt be utterel etiil more plaintively by the
holler or the legal.tenler noto and of the nationalbank bill, by the day-laborer and by tho coantless
host ot the Door, whom we have with ns always,and
on whom the most distressing eflect of Inferior
money
will be ultimately ^precipitated.
Bat I mast say, Mr. President, that the specific demand for the payment of oar bands la gold coin and
in nothing elso, comes with an ill-grace from certain
quarters. European criticism Is leveled against us
and hard names are hurled at us across the ocean tor
simply daring to state that the letter of our law declares tho bonds to be piyableln standard coin of
July 14,1870; expressly and explicitly declared ao,
and declare i so in the interest of the public
creditor,

and the declaration inserted in the very
body ot the
eight hundred million of bonds that have bean

since that date, Payment at that time would have
been as acceptable and undisputed in ailver as in
gold dollars, for both were equally valuable in the
European as well as in tho American market.
Seven-eighths ot all our bonds.owoed out ot the country, are hold in Germany an l in Holland, and Germany has demonetized silver, and Holland has been
forced thereby to suspend its coinage, since the subjects ot both powers purchased oar securities. The
German Einnlre.the very year after we madeour specific declaration for paying our bonds in coin, passed
a law destroying so far as lay in their power the
value
of silver as money. I do not say that it was
specially aimed at this country, but it was passed regardless of its effects upon us, and was followed, according to public and undenlod statement, by a large investment on the part ot tho German Government in
our bonds, with a view, it was
understood, of holding
them as i-oiu reserve tor
drawing gold from ns to
aid in establishing their gold standard at home
Thus,by one move the German government destroyed
so iar as lay in its
power, the tnen existing value of
silver as money, enhanced
consequently the value of
gold, aud"thcu got into position to draw gold from
us at the moment of their
need, which would also be
the moment of our own sorest distress. I do not say
that the Germau government in these successive
steps did a single thing which it had not a perfect
right to do, bat I do say that the subjects ot that
Empire have no right to complain of our Government for the initial step which has impaired the value
of one of our standard coins. And the German government, by joining with us in the remonetisation ot
silver can place that standard coin in its old position
and make it as easy for this Government to pay and
as profitable for their subjects to receive tbe one
metal as the other.
Eighth. When we pledged the public creditor
in 1S70 that oar obligations should be
paid in the
standard coin or that date, silver bullion was
worth
in the London market a fraction over
sixty pence per
ounce; its average for the past eight months has
been about fifty feur
pence; the price reckoned in
gold in both cases. But the large difference ie due
partly to the rise ia gold as well as to tne fall In silver.
allowing for both these causes and striking the
difference, it will be found, in the judgment of many
of the wisest men In tills country, perfectly sale io
issue a dollar of 423 grains standard silver; as one
that, anticipating tho full and legitimate iuduence to
remonetization, will eq uate itself with the gold dol-

FRIDAY MORNIS0, FEB. 8.
1 ar, and

effectually guard against

the drain of

oar

gold during the time necessary for international conference in regard to the general
re-establishment of
silver as money. And when that
general re-establishment shall bo effected with a
coinage of fewer
grains, the dollar which I am now
advocating will
not cause loss or
embarrassment to any one. Tho
miner of the
ore, the owner ot the bullion, the holder
of the coin and the
Government that issscs it, will al1
n turn he
benefltte i. It will yield a profit on recomage and will he advantageously employed in our
commercial
relations With foreign countries.
Meanwhile It will insure to our laborers at home a
full dollar’s pay for a dollar’s worth el work.
And I think we owe this to the American laborer.
Ever slnoe we demonetized the old dollar we
have
been running our mints at full
speed, coining a new
sliver dollar for the use ot the Chinese
cooly and the
Indian sepoy—a dollar
containing' 420 grains of standard .liver, and with Its
superiority oyer our anelent
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cheap money.,i I deny It. I declare such a phrase
to be a total misapprehension, a total
misinterprefc»uon oi me

popular

people do not demand cheap money. They demand an abundance
of good money, which is an entirely different
thing
They do not want a single gold standard that will exclude silver and benefit those already rich. They do
not want an inferior silver standard that will drive
out gold and not help those already poor. They
want both metals, In full value, in equal honor, in
whatever abundance the bonntiful earth will yield
them to the searching eye of science and to the hard
hand of labor.
The two metals have existed side by side In harmonious, honorable companionship as money ever
■ince intelligent trade was known among men. It is
well-nigh forty centuries since “Abraham weighed to
Ephron the silver which hehad named in the audience
of the sons of Heth—four hundred shekels of silvercurrent money with the merchant.” Since that time
nations have risen and fallen, races have disappeared,
dialect* and languages have been forgotten, art*
have been lo*t, treasures have perished, continent*
have been discovered, islands have been sunk in the
sea, (and through all these age* and through all
these changes, silver and gold have reigned supreme,
as the
representative* of value, as the media
exchange. The dethronement of each has been at"
tempted in turn, and sometimes the dethronement
of both; hut always in vain 1 And we are here today deliberating anew over the problem which
come* down to us from Abraham’s
time; the weight
of the “silver that shall be “current
money with
the merchant.”
wisn.

xjie

MAINE.

an

direoting the Attorney Genthe management of the Industrial School for Girls, and it was tabled.
The bUI establishing a highway over the
Georges river at Thomaston, which came from

years, and its expenses are constantly IncreasWhen will it become self-supporting?
The more patients the more it costs. Why are

Other reports were presented as follows:
ought to pass bill to incorporate Bangor Board
of Trade; petition of C. C. Chase for extension
of time for making surveys, &c., of Penobscot
Central R. R.; bill to protect fish in Dexter
pond; to give Deering certain volumes of Maine
reports; the report of the Attorney General
upon claims of settlers under the Treaty of
Washingtoo, with bill; to provide a uniform
scale of logs; to amend chap. 214, laws of 1874,
relating to ways across railroads; sec. 48, chap.
18, revised statutes; bill additional to chap. 258
laws of 1874, relating to adjustment of railroad
taxes; and inexpedient to amend sec. 30, chap.
207, laws of 1877, and sec. 10, chap. 120, laws of
1876, relating to formation of railroad corporations; to amend sec. 9, chap. 32, revised stat-

patients? He reasoned that it
account of the cost. No patient goes

there no more
was on

there without paying

dollars a week.
The poor man has no chance. He mnst give a
bond for five weeks hoard. There is a suspicion
of bad managemeot and people will not recommend their friends to go there. The directors
should be poor men, not millionaires, who don’t
sympathize with the poor men. He suggested a

remodelling

of

seven

the beating

apparatus and

a

steward for superintendent. The salaries are
too high. It costs $1300 to take care of eighteen
patients. He criticised the grocery, milk, medicine, and other bills, and thought $5000 a year
might be saved.
Dr. Hunt replied and exhibited a schedule of
the receipts and expenditures since the Hospital started. The increased cost is on account of
free patients which have largely increased as
the Hospital has become known. Two hundred and seventy-five tons of coal were used
last year.

He

explained

how

twenty-four

per-

take care of foriy patients. It would
only require two nurses, one laandry and one
sons can

Kitcaen

girl auuitionai. JNo tuns were paid
without the approval of the directors. Proper
ventilation was a problem which has tried all
builders and managers of hospitals many years.
Each patient requires 3500 cubic feet of air
every hour. In dangerous diseases the air
must be changed every 20 minutes. The heating and ventilation are perfect. The apparatus
cost $12,500.
Hon. W. W. Thomas said that when he first
became connected withjthe hospital he thought
the coal hill was high. He had investigated
it thoroughly and had decided that the building
cannot be properly ventilated for a less sum
than at present.
Mr. Passett said be made the plans after first
visiting many hospitals in Boston and New
York. He adopted the present system as the
best. It was submitted to the medical society
and approved. When these plans were made
he had plans of twenty European hospitals.
He never heard of the offer to put in a heating
apparatus for $2500. He heard of a proposiion to heat with stoves, but would not listen to
t. Cannot heat and ventilate the Hospital
properly with less than 1700 cubio feet of air
p«r hour.
Dr.
Dana of
Portland, ejtid we cannot
take care of sick people as cheap as well
To get at the cost per patient we
compare with other hospitals of like
character. Others with a larger number cost
$10 per week. This is lower than many. We
cannot substitute a steward for a superintendent for the latterjexercises important functions
ones.

must

examines the patients as to fitness, and
examines the patients when the staff is cot
there, and in urgent cases often advises. The
superintendent maintains a stable and uniform government. The nurses are under his

The Si. George Murder.
Rockland, Feb. 7.—The inquest into the
case of Mrs. Sarah Meservey, who was so
foully
murdered at Tenants Harbor, was re-opened at
that place Thursday morning and continued
till late last night, when it was
to

suspended

await the future Bummons of the coroner.
Many witnesses were examined, but nothing
is yet developed to fasten guilt
on

conclusively

any person. The connty attorney, sheriff aDd
other officers have been engaged
investigating
the case and no efforts will be spared lo ferret

control.

We must have a man at the head of
the Hospital, of character and capacity in order to beget confidence. Good results must not
be sacrificed for $200.
Dr. Brickett of Augusta said he was a friend
to the Hospital, but did not like the management. No operations should be made without

the consent of the surgical staff.
Prejudice is
increasing and confidence must be secured to
make it self supporting.
He heard a man had
a leg cat off without his knowledge.
Another
had his bladder cat open for stone when none
was there.
Two physicians had previously
examined it and found none. A steward is
just as good as a superintendent. The expenses must be cut down or the state will get tired.
He bad sent three patients. They were treated
rnnU laa aanod
■well.
thnnght
Dr. Dana explained about the patient who
The operation was
had his bladder opened.
not for stone but for chronio inflammation. It
was performed because the man could not
live a week without it and this would give
The operation was approvone more chance.
ed by the most eminent physicians. The medioal staff were present and advised it.
Dr. Hunt explained about the patient who
bad his leg cut off. It wa3 a very bad case of
compound fracture. It was attempted to save
the limb, but the boae would not unite and it
was necessary to amputate to|save life.
Other
surgeons were present and advised it. The
patient made no complaint or doubted the wisNo difficult operation is
dom of the opsration.
ever made without the consent of the medical
and surgical staff and on eminent advice. The
Two hundred operations
rules do not allow it.
had been made since the Hospital started successfully as compared with the others. There
were fewer patients bscanse of the attaok by
the press combined with prejudice.
Dr. Brickett expressed confidence in the
physicians and surgeons of the staff. He was
glad the charges which damaged the Hospital
had been so well explained. He was satisfied.
W. L. Putnam, E-q., spoke strongly in favor
of the Hospital. It was a noble institution, in
good hands, worthy the fostering care of the
It will become prosperous when the
state.
benefits are known and appreciated. Others
had started small and grown.

sion was created and the hospital was completely exonerated.
A resolve has been reported to the legislature
appropriating $5900 for instruction, farm
improvements, &c., in the Agricultural Col-

lege,

building workshops.
ou
Military Affairs nave
voted to report resolve giving $8000 to the
Soldiers’ Orphan’s Home in Bath; $1000 to the
Home iu Bangor; $100 to the Female Orpban
Asylum at Portland, and $200 for St. Elizabeth Orphan Asylum at Portland.
aud $1500 for
The Committee

The Judiciary Committee will report bill alWater Power Company to
build a dam at the outlet of Sebago Pond; act

lowing Presumpscot

fixing a penalty on towns for misappropriating
free high school funds; act that works for
mining and smelting operations be taxed in

the author of the crime.

towns where located.

THE

The Committee oa Military Affairs and on
Interior Waters will report finally, to-mor-

ont

KETURNING BOARD.

row.

Well** Plan of Defence.
New York, Feb.—A New Orleans despatch
Bays that in a private interview, Wells disclosed his intended action relative to his trial,
li it is carried out, the whole matter of the
Packard govern meot and the legality of their
cooot of the electoral votes will be
brought into
coart, and the supreme judges of the United
States compelled to decide ou the matter.
He
said that it was his iuteDtion to object to the
jurisdiction of the State court, on the constitutional ground that the Federal government
guarantees to
a
every State
government
Republican in form; that the Hayes electors
chosen uuder the Stare laws by the Returning
Board, wtra recognized by the electoral committee; that the Senator chosen by the Legislature, and declared elected by the same Returning Board, was seated by the United States
Senate, bat that tbe State government declared
elected by tbe same legal authority, has been
suppressed by a revolution, and that the
government or persons now trying him never
bad any existance as a government, or as legal
officials. On these grounds he will ask that
tbe parties prosecuting him he enjoined, and
he will appeal to the Supreme court of the
If the court decides that these
United Stales.
persoDs are legal authorities, then the Legislawhich
ture
elected Kellogg, and the electors
who elected Hayes, wers fraudulent and had
no

standing.

This has as yet bsen given out to no
one,
and by it Wells expects to surprise the President and cause Kellogg and others who are
now lukewarm, to come to his assistance.
Andersen Convicted.
New Orleans, Feb. 7.—The Anderson trial
resulted in a verdict of guilty. The
jury recommended him to mercy. He was remanded to

jail.
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Dep’t, Offiob Obibf Signal i
Officer, Washington. D.C
l

Feb, 8, (1 A. M.))
•roe lire England
warmer, clear weather, followed by Increasing
cloudiness and rain areas, southerly
winds,
backing to easterly, falling barometer.

presented

eral to

Col. J. Manchester Haynes gave a brilliant
and fashionable party at Granite Hall this
evening, which was largely attended.
_

Roderick.

XLVth Congress-Regular Session.
Mr.

SENATE.
Washington, Feb. 7.

Edmunds of Vt., submitted

a resolution inthe committee on appropriations to inquire
there exists adequate provision for the
prompt examination and report and action in
pension cases in the pension bureau and surgeon
general’s office, and that said committee report thereon, by bill or otherwise, as soon as may be.
After some discussion, Mr. Windom moved an
amendment so as to include the adjutant general’s
office, which was accented by Mr. Edmunds, and the
resolution was adopt •.
Mr. Davis of 111., called up the Senate bill to remit
taxes on insolvent savings banks, the pending question being ou he amendment proposing that no savings bank having a capital stock shall, on account of
mercantile or business deposits ou which no interest
has been allowed, be denied exemption allowed to
savings banks having no capital stock, and it was
agreed to. Yeas, 28; nays, 27.
Bill was then read a third time and passed.
The Senate resumed the silver bill and Blaine addressed the Senate.
Mr. Blaine concluded at 2
p. m., and as he took his
seat was applauded in the
galleries.
Mr. Johnston ol Va., then
spoke in favor of silver.
The report of the engineer in
charge, in regard to
the improvement of the Penobscot river at
Bangor,
was referred to the commerce
committee.
Mr. Sargent submitted a resolution
instructing the
committee on appropriations to have
printed the tea;
ot the aftairs of the
w
Freedman s Hospital
m this city.
to
Agreed
The Senate at 3 p. m. went into
executive
and when the doors ie >pened, adjourned.

structing
whether

m.Ye?l.'fia<ion

'session,

HOUSE.

Immediately

alter the

reading of the Journal the
House resumed consideration of the contested election case of Wigginton vs. Pacheco from the 4th district of California.
The minority report declaring Mr. Pacheco, the
sitting member, entitled to a seat was rejected by a
party vote, yeas 126, nays 237.
Leonard's substitute declaring neither Pacheco
nor Wiggington entitled to a seat was rejected.
The resolution reported by the majority
declaring
Wiggington (the contestant) entitled to a seat was
then adopted, yeas 136, najs 125.
The oatb ot office was then administered to Peter
D. Wiggington.
Mr. Durham made
the committee ot the

ineffectual effort to go into
whole on the military academy
an

bill, but the House adjourned at

3.40.

Turco-Russian

a

THE

RUSSIAN

War.

ADVANCE

ON

CONSTANTINOPLE.

resolve

inquire into

Russian

Occupation of the City

the House indefinitely postpone!, was tabled
The Committee on State Lands reported resolves in favor of Ezekiel Sabata; Wra.

Read;
Arnold; Cyrus F. Daniels; C. G. Lib^
L.
A.
D.
& H. P. Todd; J,
Daniels;
by; Lydia
E. Holmes; Jeremiah Crouse; H. C. Spoonerand Chas. F. Collins, all asking that they
may

Unconfirmed.

Great Excitement in Eng-

land.

he granted a certificate for a lot of land upon
certain conditions.

utes.
Final reports were made by the Committee
on Towns, Temperance, Ways and Bridges,

Railroads, Manufactures, Fisheries,

and Com-

merce.

The Jnry bill was reconsidered and recommitted. Also tesolye in favor of Geo. Cary and
laid on the table.
On petition of inhabitants of MonsoD, leave
to

withdraw

was

granted.

Senator Bailey presented a bill to take the
school mill tax from the school fnnd and apply
it to the expenditures of the State, so that the
State tax may be 4 instead of 5 mills, as pro-

posed.
Remonstrances were presented from the
school board of Portland, and D. H. Young
and others against diverting the school mill
tax as proposed in above bill.
The printed reports of the committee on the
senatorial vote of the 16th district were presented and Tuesday assigned.
PASSED TO BE ENGROSSED.

Bill to amend sec. 1 of chap. 58, cf the publio
laws of 1876, relating to auctioneers; for the
preservation of bass in Winnegance creek; to
vest the franchise and property of the proprietors of Merrymeeting bridge in the inhabitants
of the county of Sagadahoo; relating to coroners; to amend sec. 26 of chap. 90 of the publio
laws of 1876, in relation to lime rock and slate;
to amend seo. 5, chap. 60, of the revised statutes, relating to actions of divorce; to prohibit
the taking of fish from Withee’s pond and tributaries in the town of Dover; to incorporate
the St. Creix Lake Dam Company; to amend
sec. 12 of chap. 112 of the revised statutes, relating to corrupt agreements by attorneys and
others; to amend chap. 19, sec. 10, of the revised statutes, relating to the law of roads; to
amend sec. 2 of chap. 267, of the publio laws of
1873, relating to rents of island shores; to establish a municipal court in the town of Farmington; to facilitate the transfer to the United
States of the title to the Antietam National
Cemetery, in the State of Maryland; resolve in
relation to the Documentary History of the
State of Maine; in favor of the State Reform

School, appropriates $13,000.
HOUSE.

Prayer by Rev. Mr. Thomas of Gardiner.
Papers from the Senate disposed of in concurrence.

Bill, Petitions, etc.—Of public temperance
meeting in Portland for suppression of the
liquor traffic, referred to the next Legislature.
Act relating to alphabet in Register of Deeds
office. Several remonstrances against the druggist bill. Remonstrance against the giving of
any odo control of waters of swift rivers. Resolve in favor of Portland Publio Library.
Committee on Fisheries reported inexpedient
on order relating to rivers.
Committee on Legal Affairs reported ought
not to pass on bill relating to Superior Conrt in
Cumberland Countv: ought to nass on hill re-

lating to apprentice boys in Reform School; not
to pass on bill relating to collection of taxes.
onght to pass giving County Commissioners
oversight of certain ways; legislation inexpedient on order relating to Sheriffs’ returns;
bill to allow plaintiffs to attach goods and estates of defendant after action has commenced;
bill to legalize doings of Union Meeting House
Aaauclatiuut Catllwu^__
Committee on Ways and Bridges reported
leave to withdraw on petition relating to ferry
between Bath and Woolwich; resolves in favor
of township 19 Range 8; bill to amend law relating to ways.
Committee on Agriculture reported resolve in
favor of Agricultural College; legislation inexpedient on order to encourage stock breeding,
and corn, wheat, and sugar beet raisiDg.
Committee on Towns reported on petition to
set off part of Parkman and annex to Guilford a bill for same; leave to withdraw on petition to set off part of Isle au Haut; bill to set
off part of Oxford village corporation; reference to next Legislature on petition to annex
certain islands to Thomaston.
Committee on State Lands and Roads reported resolve in favor of Township No. 12 Range
9, and No. 13 Range G of Jennie M. Strickland.

Committee

Temperance reported leave to
petition for sale of cider and

on

withdraw on

lager.
Committee on Commerce reported bill to incorporate the Sedgwick and Deer Isle Ferry

Company.
Committee on Banks and Banking reported
bill ought to pass relating to savings bank law.
Passed to be Engrossed—Bill relating to settlement of public lands; bill to encourage the
mining interests; bill to p;otect smelt fishing in
Bagaduce streams; bill to create a lien on hemlock bark; bill to protect fish in Sanborn Brook
pond; bill to incorporate Maine Rifle Club; resolve in favor of joint standing committee on
financial affairs; bill for the better protection of
towns.
Mr. Strickland called the B. & M. R. R bill
from the table and it was referred to next Legislature with order of notice. Mr, Farrell of
Van Buren called resolve in favor of Madawaska from the table'and moved its passage

to be

engrossed.
Mr. Parlin of Anson thought in the present
condition of business and hard times the people were not in favor of appropiiatiug money
for land so lavishly as we are called to in
Aroostook County.
Mr. Dickey of Fort Kent spoke strongly in
support of the resolve and of the calls of
zvruosiuun

lur

assistant;?.

xuo

uci

p

is ut'Cfosa-

ry to encourage settlers in that section.
Mr. Parlin of Anson made an able argument
against voting away the people’s money and the
people’s land, and raising the tax to 5 mills to
pay for it. Said Aroostook county is a State
pauper.
Mr. Moulton of Scarboro spoke in opposition
to the resolve and to voting State money to
build bridges in any part of the Stats.
Mr. Parkhurst made a statement of the condition of the people in Madawaska. They are
shat oat from any money market and the larger
portion don’t handle @10 in money a year. The
best off of them don’t have more than @50 in
money a year. They live off from their land.
Cannot raise money, but with @200 or @300 assistance can build a bridge with their own labor that will cost eight to ten hundred dollars.
Mr. Browne of Bowdoinham thought Aroostook had no right to demand these appropriations. If a case of necessity he should vote for
it however, not as a right, but as a help to a
needy portion of the State.
Mr. Porter of Caribou made an earnest de-

WAR CREDIT VOTED WITHOUT

OPPOSITION.

Violent

Demonstrations Against
the Liberals.

London, Feb. 7.—Mr. Layard is uneasy
from information that by an agreement with
the Porte the Russians are close to Constantinople and about to enter, end also take up a
He says the Russians
positiou near Gallipoli.
hare taken possession of the fort in the line of
fortifications between Bnynk, Chekmejcb and
Chatalja, and that another detachment has
occupied points of the Boulair lines.
A Constantinople dispatch says the armistice
stipulates that the Tnrks shall evacuate the
lines around Constantinople, which city wil|
form a neutral zone, the Russian limit being
Buyuk and Tehekmedje and Turkish Rustobuk and Tiehekmedia.
It is admitted on all sides that England’s interests are jeopardized by Russia’s action, and
that only oy prompt and energetictic measures
v,»u ouo ictaiu uci

jyynri

iu

GO to

56.

Resolve in favor of Frenchville
71. Adjourned.
•_

was

lost 73 to

MINOR TliLISUKAillS.
The Hew York Chamber of Commerce today adopted a memcrial against tne Bland silver bill.
A leading dry goods house has written to
Gov. Robiuson, urging him to ca'l the attention of the Legislature to the discrimination in
railway freight tariffs, whereby the commerce
of Hew York Is being paralyzed, freights being
25 to 35 per ceot. more from Hew York than
any other seaboard city.

California........28} 28} •phier.55} 53}
•hollar.32 33
5}
Kaymoml & Ely.. 6
Confidence. 5
5
Silver *111. 2}
2}
Caledonia.. 2}
12
3} Savage.12*
Crown Point.... 5
Exchequer. 2}
Boulu & Carry.. Sj
Hale & Norcross.10}

Imperial.

1
Julia consoli’d’td 2

Jnstiee.11}

a

priest

at

the French revolution of 1848 precipitated a
crisis. In September of that year popular discontent broke out into open revolution. His
minister, the Count Rossi, was assassinated*
and he himself was compelled to leave the city
in disguise. He fled to Gaeta with the purpose

of

the principal Catholic powers for aid to establish his authority. France, Austria and Spain
answered the call and took part in the work of
restoration. France sent an army and took the
city of Rome on the first of July, 1848. The
Pope did not return till 18*0, however.
His reverses had then entirely changed his
views and he became the chief reactionist in

Europe.

He re-established the Roman hierarchy in England and sanctioned the establishment in Ireland of a Catholic university, and
condemned the principles on which the Queen’s
College in that country was constituted. He
concluded with Austria a Concordat more
favorable to ecclesiastical authority than the

credit.
5 30 p. m,—The Standard confirms the statement that no official information of the entry
war

of the Russians into Constantinople is yet received.
In the Commons this afternoon Stafford
Northcote, in reply to an inquiry of Lord Hartington, leader of the Liberals, confirmed the
report of the advance of the Russians toward
The advance,” he said,
Constantinople.
may be iu accordance with the terms of the
armistice, but the Turks affect surprise. England has asked Russis for explanations, particularly calling the Czar’s attention to bis
statement of July that Constantinople should
cot be occupied unless the military situation
rendered it necessary.”
House, after short discussion, agreed to withdrawal of Forester’s amendment.
6 p.m.-Great excitement exists outside of Parliament. Crowds are thronging the streets singing “God Save the Queen,” and making demonstrations in favor of the government. In
the Commons Stafford Northcote, iu reply to
the inquiry of John Wbitewell, Liberal, said
England assents to Austria’s proposals of conference.
Evening—Parliament has just voted the war
credit asked for unanimously.
6.30 p. m.—Northcote has just announced in
the House that Schouvaloff, Russian ambassador, received a telegram from Gortschakoff
stating that the Russian commanders were ordered to stop their aduanca at all points and
that there is no truth in the rumors of advance
on Constantinople.
Excitement in the House
intense.
7 p. m.—Reuter’s despatch from Constantidated 7th, 3 p. m., via El Arich, gays:
nople,
"
In accordance with the conditions of the
armistice Turkish forces evacuated lines of fortifications of Constantinople.
The Russian
troops are now in the lines.”
The following additional points of the armistice conditions are asserted in special despatch-

existing ecclesiastical laws had permitted.
In 1854 he issued a decree propounding as a
doctrine of the Church the dogma of the Immaculate Conception. The war between Sar~
dinia and Austria precipitated another crisisThe disaster of Magenta compelled the evacuation of the Romagna by the Austrians aud the
Romagnese immediately threw off the papal
yoke and set up a provisional government, and
tendered their allegiance to Victor Emannel

That the railway between Adrianople and
Constantinople be repaired and operated, and
also the telegraph between Adrianople and
Odessa by way of Constantinople.
and the Danube for everything except
tion.
Russians to occnpy the Black Sea coasts from
the Russian frontier to Baltchik and from Missioni to Derkiog on the sea of Marmora.
The T?ossiftr>s to occqdv Ttaliak. Xchokmadje
arid Tscliarkioj; and on the Asgean from Enos
to Mekri.
These are in addition to the points held by
the Russians at the signature of the armistice.
The News gives the statements of several
members of the plenipotentiaries suite declaring in stroDg terms that Beaconsfield and Bayard were responsible for the Turkish persistence and that Bayard uniformly declared that
England would intervene.
Sr. Petersburg, Feb. 7.—A despatch today
from the Grand Duke Nicholas announces
that in accordance with the understanding between the Russian and Turkish plenipotentaries free commercial intercourse by land and
sea will be immediately re-established between
Turkey and Russia.

advancing

on

Chekmejuk.

The Standard’s Vienna correspondent says:
“On Thursday a private telegram arrived here
which states that the Britinh fleet is again
leaving fur the Dardanelles.
The Standard’s Constantinople special reports the lines of defence of Constantinople
have been dismantled and guns brought into
the city.
Several Roumanians have arrived there to
assist in the settlement of the boundaries.
The Daily News’ Berlin despatch says it is
safe to say Germany’s policy towards a conclave will be one of absolute non-interference
if not indifference.
The Times Pera despatch of Febraary 7th
says the Turks still hold the Gallipoli lines.
A Berlin special to the Times says the occupation of Constantinople is regarded here as
accomplished or impending, for the reason
that the Turkish aud Russian diplomatists
cannot deny the news as incompatible with the
terms of ihe armistice.
London, Feb. 7.—Various specials state that
do confirmation of the
alleged entry of the
Russians into Constantinople
has reached
Berlin
or
Paris.
Vienna,

Uu

bU« otu in

A'cuvutuoi

was

day

that he was able to walk a few steps. It is
believed that this exertion was fatal.
The
change for the worse occurred at 4 o’clock in
the morning. When the death agony commenced the cardinals were assembled in council in the next room, but all together with the
dignitaries or the papal coart were at his bedside at the moment of his death. Cardinal
Conerbanco administered the last sacraments.
All the ambassadors accredited to the Vaticau
called to make inquiries duriug the morning.
King Humbert also constantly sent for ioformatioo. No one now is admitted to the Vatican except the pontifical chamberlains who are
charged with the cilice of guarding the corpse.
MoDsignor Simeoni.Cardiual Secretary of State,
has ordered the Osservatore Romano, daily organ of the Vatican, to suspend publication until tomorrow. The city is perfectly
tranquil.
The authorities have taken measures they deem
necessary. The police and municipal guards
prevent approach to the Vatican.

London, Feb. 7.—The Advertiser’s special
from Rome states that the news of

despatch

aoou,

nua

proclaimed by

infallibility
jority in Jalyi 1870.
of

Pitta IX

nra

a

auguin

great

haa

ma-

reigned

tbirty-two years, thus exceeding the terms of
all previous pontiffs and falsifying the tradition
that no pope should ever see
Peter.

the

days

of St.

FINANCIAL ANI> COMMERCIAL
Portland Wholsale Market
Thursday, February 7.—The prospect of a war
between England and Russia lias bad tbo effect to
generally unsettle the market of Breaiitufi, Only
yesterday we reduced Flour 25a p bbl, and to-day
holdersdo not care to sell for less tban an advance of
50c p bbl. The market Is very much demoralized
generally. Corn Is a little stronger, and we quote
car lots at 56 to 58c, and bag lots at 62c.
Sugars are
unchanged. Pork and Lard show no change, but an
advance is anticipated.

Clearing House Transactions.
Portland, Feb. 7.
The Clearing House of the Portland Banks report
the transaction of business as follows to-day:
Gross Exchanges.. .$ 78,495 68
Net Balances. 16,623 96
Dnily Domestic Receipts.
meal to O

By water conveyance—1000 bush corn
W True Sc Co.
_

Boston Stock Market.
[Sales at the Broker’s Board, Feb. 7.]
$2000 Boston & Maine Railroad, 7s.110}
$1,000 Union Pacific sinking fund 8s. 92}
6 Bates Manufacturing Co.
® 48
30 Eastern Railroad. 5}
Second Call.
$3000 Eastern R. new 3} bonds. 55}
10 Bates Manufacturing Co. 47
—

.few York stock and Money Market.
New York, February 7—Evening—Money plenty
on call.
Sterling Exchange quiet at
yesterday’s rates—482} lor sixty days and 483} ffl
484 for demand.
Gold opened at 102}, but sold at 102 all the rest of
the day. Carrying rates 6 ® 3 per cent. The clearances were $16,334,000.
Customs receipts $532,000.
The Treasury disbursements were $295,000 for interest and $328,500 lor bonds.
Railroad mortgages
Irregular.
The Stock market opened firm under tbo news ol
the occupation of Constantinople by the Russians
and price advanced } @ } per cent., the large short
interest lately made assisting tbe balls. The Western
railways were strong and continued so throughout.
The wbole market closed firm.
at 5 per cent,

The

fallowing

were the

closing quotations

of Gov-

United States 6s, 1881 reg.
.105}
United States 6s, 1881, coup.105}
United States 5-20’s, 1865, new. reg.,.. ■ .1028
United States 5-20s, 1865, coup.,.1028
United States 18G7, reg.105
United States 1867, coupon.....105
United States 1868, reg...108
United States, 1868, coup,.108
United States 10-40’s, reg.104
United States 10-40s. coup.,107
United States new 5’s reg.103J
United States new) 5s, coup.1038
United States new 44s reg.
K21
United States new 4'}s, coup.102}
United States 4 per cents, reg.,.
100}
United States 4 per cents, coup.102
Ourrencv 6’e, 95s.
117
The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Morris & Essex ..
74
Western Union' Telegraph Co.
701
PacittC/Mail. 22}
New York Central & Hudson R K.
105}
Erie.
9}
Erie prelerred.
23
Michigan Central.
60}
Panama.122
Union Pacific Stock, —.
07}
Lake Shore.
62
Illinois Central. 758
Pittsburg K.. 71}
...

...

Chicago & Northwestern.
Chicago & Northwestern preferred ..
New Jersey Central.
Rock island.

35
618
171
99

Paul. 37}
St. Paui preferred.
084
Fort Wayne. 89
Chicago & Alton. 78
Chicago & Alton preferred..
Ohio Ok Mississippi...
8}
Delaware & Lackawanna.
49a
Atlantic & Paciflo Telegraph. 21}
St.

The following were the closing quotations ot Pacific
Railroad securities:
19
Boston, Hartford & Erie 1st.

Guaranteed.
Rome, Feb. 7, G p. m.—The Pope died at 4.57
o’clock this afternoon.
The Pope’s legs were so much better yester-

his

10 374.

.

10

Central Pacific bonus.104}
Onion Pacific,..
Land Grants.
104}
Sinking Funds.
25}
Chicago Cattle Market.

Chicago, February 7.—Hogs—receipts 29,000 head;
shipments 2900 head; mixed packing slow at 3 05
@380; light fairly active at 385@ 3 93; choice
heavy; shipping at 3 80 igj 4 00.
Cattle—receipts 4000 head; shipmeuts 3900 head;
choice heavy shipping are steady and firm at 4 00 (@
5 50; 15 Steers,, averaging 1766 lbs, sold at 6
00;

feeders and stoekers are active and strong at 2 65 @
00; mixed butchers steady; Cows at 2 43 @375;
Bulls at 2 25 ® 3 20; Steers at 3 25 @ 3 95; the yards
are well cleared
4

Sheep—receipts 1500 head; shipmeuts 001 head;
quiet and weak; sales at 2 25 @ 4 50.

market

California Mining

Slack,.

Sax Frascisco, February 7 —The following are
the closing official nrlces of miffing stocks to-day
compared with those of yesterday:
Feb. 0. Feb. 7.
Feb. 6. Feb. 7
Alpha.10} 10} Kentuck. 4} 4
5
Leopard. 1
Belcher. 5
Best & Balcher. .18
17} Mexican.14} 13}
Bullion. 1} ,4
NorthernB«lla...lO} 10}
—

Consolidat'd,Ya.23} 23} Overman....;.16

15

Lard

is

kettle at 7J.

4}

61

10}

39

13}
8}

firm;

prime steam at 7 25 (ffl 7 30-

Dressed Hogs weak at 412} @ 4 20.
Receipts—8,OMbbis flour, 106,000 bush wheat
Shipments—8,000 bbls flour, 99,000 bush wheat.
Cincinnati, February 7.—Pork dull at 10 75 bid
and 1100asked.
Lard is in lair demand; prime
steam at 7 27} ffl 7 30; coaatry do at 7 20
7 224
kettle 7 59 ffl 8 00. Bulk Meats are dull; shoulders
38; clear rsb at e.s--i— su.
=1
are
tjmetj long and short clear at 5f; short rib at 53.
sides at 6}. Green 51 eats are quiet
5.10.®5 12i- Hams 16 lbs avorag.
5}. Whiskey is in good demand and upward at 1 05
Hogs are lower cemmou at *30 ffl 3 OS; light at
*70 ffl 3 85; packing at 3 80 @ 3 90; butchers at 3 95
ffl 4 00; receipts 458 head; shipments 539 head.
Detkoit, February6.-Wheat is excited; extra
Whit. Michigan at 127; No 1 White
Michigan a
■

tants to return on this occasion to ths bosom
of the Catholic ohuroh. Tlvo Ouuuv.,1 wpoucU

06ft
au»uut>

Midnight—The popular feeling Is intensely
hostile to Russia. The windows of Gladstone's
town house and of the Daily News office were
broken to-night bv excited crowds.
The Post’s leading article says,relative to the
Russian advance on on Constantinople:
“We may rely upon it that the government
is now aware that British interests have been
directly attacked aud that they will adopt
measures for their defence.”
The Post says a telegram has been received
in Bondon announcing the cessation of hostilities in the Greek provinces of Turkey by the

event of

the

convening the Council, June 29th of that year,
and by subsequent letters invited the Protes-

uitiuituuM us SBU iSUtOK

Bonbon, Feb. 7.—In the House of Bords this
afternoon Bord Derby said he received yesterday afternoon a telegram from Minister Bayard, dated Feb. 5th, stating that at that time,
notwithstanding the armistice, the Russians
were pushing towords Constantinople. The
Tnrkish troops had been compelled to evacuate
a post on the sea of Marmora,
notwithstanding
a protest of the Turkish
commander, which the
Russian general refused to receive. The Russian general declared ithat according to his orders it was necessary he should occupy Tchatald ja that day. The Porte is in great alarm,
and cannot understand the Russian proceedings. Representations have been made to the
Grand Duke Nicholas. It also stated that the
Servians destroyed a place called Vrai ja and
are advancing on the railway towards Saionica.
Five days have elapsed since the signature of
the armistice, and the preliminaries of peace
and the protocol have not yet reached the
Porte, which is in ignorance of some of the
terms.
Another telegram, dated yesterday, and received last night, states that the Russian government has requested that the Chellmadja
lines be abandoned, which will leave Constantinople undefended. The Russians have occupied in eonsiderable force Tchataldja.
it is rumored in the lobby of the House of
Commons that a later telegram has been received from Bayard confirming the report that
the Russians have occupied Clatadalja and are

important spiritual

Ecumenical Council of 1869, in
which the celebrated dogma of Papal Infallibility was propounded. He issued his bull

es:

vuu

most
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Receipts—14,083 basil wheat.
Shipments—20,770 onsh wheat.
Cleveland, February 7.—Petroleum market
unchanged; standard White at 12.

is

«p<lauL/sE|tOi0}c!el’rttary7‘''COttOn eaSJ; Mld(UinK
MldShngupiantrfo/cT00"™ 9“iet BUd eBSiCr>
u,diKw’9d(£uary7-0otton is ““U; MhMU-U
Wilmington, February 7.-Cotton

steadv: Mid.

New £ork, February 7.—Cotton easy;
Middime
uu
y
g
uplands at 11 l-16c.
Charleston, February 7.—Cotton is quiet and
easy; Middling uplands 10Jc.
Mobile, February 7.—Cotton is quiet and easy;
Middling uplands at 10*c.
Norfolk, February 7.—Cotton is quiet; Middling
uplands at 10* @ lOfcc.
Baltimore, February 7.—Cotton is dull;Middling
uplands JOJc.
Memphis, February 7.—Cotton is quiet; Middling

uplands

FROM

FOa

Adriatic.New

York.

Bolevia......New

York.
York.

SI

DATE

.Liverpool.Feb 7 ;

Frisia. .New York..Hamburg..-... Keb 7
Lake Nepigon.Portland.. .Liveroopl.Feb 9
City ot New York. .New York. .Liverpool.Feb 9

30

Bt. Louis,February 7.—Flour held higher, but no
advance established; Superfine Fall at 3 90 ffl 4 00
extra Fall at 4 20 ffl 440; double extra at 4 90 ffl
5 00; lamily at 5 40ffl5 55.
Wheat is excited; No 3
Red Fall 117} ffl 118; 1 18 @ 119} seller March;
No 2 Spring at 1 03 @ 1 03}. Corn at 408 @ 404c40} @ 40}c seller February; new at 35} ffl 35} c! Oats
are stronger at 25 @ 25}c seller for
February. Rye is
quiet at 50}c. Whiskey steady at 1 03.
Receipts—2000 bbls Hour, 12,000 bush wheat 28
000 bush com, 9,000 bush oats, 400 bush rve 1 Olio
1
bush barley, 00,000 hogs.
Toledo, February 7.—Flour quiet. Wheat closed
dull; No 1 White Michigan at 122cash; extra do
at 1 26; Amber Michigan l 21} cash; March at l 234■
No 1 Red Winter at 1 22; No 2 Red Winter 118} ca«h
and seller March at 118}; (rejected
Dayton and
Michigan at 1 00; No 2 Spring at 1 08. Com quiet;
High Mixed at44}c; No 2 at 41c cash; seller March
42c; No 2 White at 44; rejected at 37}c; damaged
at
S
331c. Oats—no sales. Dressed Hogs 4 35.
Receipts—50 bbls fiour, 8,000 bu6h wheat, 18.000
bush com, 600 bush oats, 00 hogs.
Shipments—100 bbls flour,31,000 bush wheat. 11 0G0
bush com, 2,000 bush oats.
Milwaukee, February 7.—Flour is quiet anil unchanged. Wheat unsettled; the market opened ‘'3c
higher and closed easier; No 1 Milwaukee at 110
for hard; No 1 Milwaukee soit at ICO; No2 Milseller February 1 05}; seller March
5™‘ke».at.J1
105|; No 3 at 99c. Corn is stronger and scaice;
No 2 at 40c. Oats are stronger; No 2
23}. Rye firm
and higher: No 1 at 61c. Barley is
buoyant; No 2
Sor™8 “1Provisions are weak; Mess Fork at

itol, and the temporal sovereignty of the Papal
throne, which had continued eleven hundred
years, was extinguished, and since then Pope
Pius has been pleased to style himself a prisoner in the Vatican.
The

1

Seg. Belcher.30
Sierra Nevada
1}
Union con. 6
Yellow Jacket... .11}
Eureka con.39
Grand Prize.13}
Alta. 7}

14,000 bush barley.

who had already acquired Lombardy.
In vain the Pope struggled to retain the province, Napoleon III advised him to give it up,
but instead of accepting this advice he issued a
bull of excommunication against all who bad
taken part in its seizure.
But his bull was
fruitless and his temporal possessions gradually passed from him until 1870 when the
French garrison was withdrawn from the Eternal City, and it became Victor Emanual’s Cap-

reign

2}
8}
8}

SAMB

■ itiiun is eieauy
at
ig.o'ix. naval more.—
Rosin steady at GO ffl 67}. Turpentine steady at
33c for Spirits.
Pork lower and more active;
1175 bbls mess at 11 25 @ lr 75; tIO bbls seller for
March at 11 30 ffl 11 35.
Beef is quiet. Diessed
Hogs are firmer at 4} @5 for Western. t!ul
Meals—dull; middles are less firm at 57 tor Western long clear; 6 1-16 for short clear.
Lard opened
firmer, but closed heavy and lower; 1600 tcs of prime
steam at 7 62} @ 7 67 ; 2000 tcs to arrive at 7 60
@
7 52}; 1250 seller .February at 7 65
ffl 7 70; 4500 do
seller for March at 7 65 @ 7 75, closing at 7 05 ffl
7 67}.
Freights to Liverpool—the market is quiet; Cotton per steam at }d; Wheat per sail at 7
@71; do
per steam at 9 ffl 9}d. Flour per sail at 2s 4}d.
Chicago, February 1—Flour is firm and unchanged. Wheat is excited, higher and active; No 1
Chicago Spring at 1 06; No 2 Chicago Spring, gilt
edge, 1 05}; do regular at 1 04}; No 3 Chicago Spring
at 93 @ 99c; rejected at 87c. Corn active and firm
at 50c cash; rejected at 30c. Oats are active and
firm at 23|c.
Rye is in good demand at 51c. Barley
is active and firm at 47} @ 48c. Dressed
Hogs are
unsettled, buyers and sellers apart, with good demand at inside quotations, 4 12} ffl 4
20,
chiefly at
4 15.
Pork is lower at 10 37} ffl 10
42} seller ior
March. Lard dull at 7} cash; 7 30 @ 7 32 seller ior
March. Bulk Meats are iu fair demand; shoulders
at 3}; short riband short clear middles at
53 ffl
5 57}. Whiskey is in good deiuaml at 1 03.
Receipts—9,500 Ob is Hour, 79,000 bus.': wheat, 54
000 bush corn, 18.CJ0 bush oats, 1,800 bush rve. 13
000 bushbarley.
sMpiueuts-16,000 bbls fiour,129,000 bush wheat,108
000 bush com, 21,000 bush oats,
2,200 bush rve

but was

turned
from this latter design by the persuasion of the
King and Queen of Naples and remained at
Gaeta.
On the 18th of February, 1819, the Roman
Constituent Assembly instituted a republic,
and on the same day the Pope made a call of

“We understand that althat the Russian
has
entered Constantinople is up to the
army
latest advices untrue, the Russian oolumns are
actually advancing rapidly upon the Turkish
capital and Gallipoli, it has been known in
diplomatic circles some days that the Ruisians
were still advancing, but it is regarded as almost impossible that they can yet be in possession of Constantinople.
We are enabled to
state no official confirmation of the report has
yet reached the foreign office.”
In the Commons this afternoon Forster on
the part of the opposition withdrew the amendment opposing the government demand for a

xiiu

seeking protection in Spain,

5

DEPARTURE OE WTEAM8HIPS,

Oomesttc Unmet*.
Nsw Yons, February 7—Evening.—Colton is
and
easy
unchanged; sales 1526 bales; Middling nplands at 11 1-16; New Orleans at 11 3-16; iutures are
quiet, closing at 4points decline. Klour—receipts
13,313 bbls; market more active; 5 @ 10c better on
low grades1 witbgood export inquiry for shipping;
Bales of 2l,#oo bids; No 2 at 2 5o@3 75; Supertine
Westeru aud State at 3 90 @ 4 50; extra Western
and State at 5 CO @ 0 25: choice Western and State
at 6 30 @ 6 00; White Wheat Western extra at 6 05
@ 6 75; Fancy White Wheat Western extra at 6 80
@ 8 25; good extra Ohio at 5 00 @ 7 50;extra St Louis
at 518 @ 8 23; Patent Minnesota extra
good to
prime at 7 00 @ 8 00; choice to double extra at 8 CO
@8 25; Southern flour steady; sales 1000 bids; extra
at 5 39 @ S 00. Kye flour is
steady at 3 00 @ 4 00 for
Superfine State, Cornmeal is firm; Yellow at
2 50 @ 2 90; (Brandywine at 3 05
@310. Wheatreceipts of 168,850 bush; themarket is feverish aud
unsettled; futures opened 2 @ 3c higher aud closed
with the advance partlv lost; spot lots 1 (ffi 2c
better,
closing strong and upward; sales 24.5,000 bush, including 163,000 on spot; 120@125 for ungraded
Spring; 1 27 @ 127} for No 2 .Milwaukee and North
Western; 1 31 for No 1 Spring; 1 42 @ 1 43 for White
State; l 26for No 2 Chicago; 124 for No 2 Spring
seller February, closing at 1 23} bid, 1
25} asked;
1 25} @ 1 26 do March,
closing at 1 21} bid. 1 26
asked; No 2 Northwestern seller February eiosiug at
1 26} bid, and 1 28 asked; No 2 Winter Red seller for
February, closing at 1 32} bid, 1 33 asked: seller for
March at 1 31} bid, 1 35 asked. Kye steady; 10,008
bush of State at 71c on track; 75c delivered. Barley is unchanged; 20,000 Dusti at 52c lor feeding to
arriue; 63c for 2-rowed State; 95c for No 1 Canada.
Barley .Hall Is dull and unchanged. Corn—receipts ol 39,804 bush; market }@lc better with
moderate trade for export and home use; sales of
2 83,000 bush, includingl 23,000 bush on the spot; 47
@ 55c for ungraded Western Mixed40@4; 6} |c for
New York No 3; 59} @ 59}c for New York No 2; 51c
Yellow Jersey ; 54} @ 55}c tor steamer Mixed seller
February, closing at 55c bid, 55}c asked; 55} @ 55}c
do March, closing at 55}cbid, 56c asked; No 2 for
February, closng at 57}c bid, 59c asked; do March
at 58cbid, 58}c asked. Oaw—receints of 13.803 bosh;
market is }c better, dosing anil; sales ot 65,000
bush; 35 @ 35}c far No 2 White; 35 @ 35}c tor No 1;
40*c for No 1|White; 36c for Mixed Westeru; 36} @
39}c for White Western; 35} @ 36c for Mixed State;
39 @ 42}c for White State; 33} @ 34c for old Mixed
Western. Coffee—ltio quiet amt steady at 14} @
17} gold for cargoes; 14} @ 19gold job lots. Sugar
strong at 7} @ 7}c for fair to good refining; 7}e for
prime; 2500 hhds Muscovado at 7} @ 78c; refiucd is
firm 9} @9} for standard A: 9}c
for'granulated;
9}e lor powdered; 9Jc for crushed. Uolii-seN
Foreign nominal; New Orleans steady at 25 @50.
Klee is steady. Petroleum is heavv; crude at
7}c; refined at 12}; 2500 bbls united at 1613 @ 1 CIS.

solved to extirpate all abuses of administration)
to withdrawjthe restrictions of personal
liberty,
to secularize the local administration, and to
extend the right of self-government.
His first step to this end was to grant a gen.
eral amnesty, a measure which brought back
to Rome a body of men whom unhappy expe*
rience had embittered against the existing order of things. His reforms for a time carried
with them the affections of the people. Soon,
however, the; fell short of expectations, and

announcement

End of the Reign of Pius IX.

passed

officially

Rome in 1819. In 1823 be
was sent on an apostolio mission to Chili,
where »he remained for three years. Oa his return to Italy he was created Archbishop of
Spoleto. In 1810 he was made a cardinal and
six years later was nnauimously chosen to succeed Pope Gregory XVI.
As archbishop he had been distinguished for
liberal and benevolent views, and the first years
of his reign on the throne of St. Peter gave
promise of his continuance in the same path
which he had followed in his archbishopric.

The Globe says:

though the

property in value.
Mr. Howland spoke in favor of the resolve.
The people are poor and need help.
Mr. Bradbury of Honlton spoke of citizens of

Mr. Moore.
After farther discussion resolve

been

others were present at the death and the conclave has,' commenced.
Cardinal Simeoni
has demanded troops and the government has
acceded to his request. The ambassadors accredited to the Vatican have gone in a body to
view the corpse.
infer—The Italian government ensures the
independence of the conclave and offers auy
services Cardinal Simeoni may demand.
Riua IX, (Giovanni Marla Mastai Ferretti,)
was bora at Sinlgaglia May 13, 1792.
He was

iud cast.

THE POPE DEAD.

when to vote for one and when not to. Would
not vote against a meritorious case.
Mr. Piilsbary was in the same position of

already

He entered at once into a course of reforms by
which he hoped to establish the papal government upon a popular yet firm basis. He re-

fense of Aroostook and thought the building of
roads and bridges in the interest of the State,
as they open up property aul increase taxable

certain other counties.
Mr. Moore of Thomaston called for a statement of facts. Was satisfied these Aroostook
resolves did not have merit and wanted to know

has

announced and gives the following particulars:
The Pope at 8 o’clock Wednesday night felt a
sudden suffocation. He rallied several times,
but said to his physicians, “Death wins this
time.” He was alternately lucid and wandering. His last moments were lucid.
He said,
“Guard the church I loved so well and sacredThe immediate cause of death was the
ly.
closing of the wound in his leg, which made
the humors mount into his lungs and brain.
Cardinals Manning and Howard and many

ordained

John S.

He

The hearing occupied three hours aud there
large attendance. A favorable impres-

funnels.

twenty-five petitions from Aroostook
county for appropriations for various objects,

The

some

[Special to the Press.]
Acscsta, Feb. 7.
The Finance Committee gave a hearing cn
the Maine General Hospital this afternoon.
There were present Dr. Hunt, Supt, Dr. Dana,
Dr. Gilman, Messrs. Jose, Thomas and Putnam, Trustees, and Mr. Faseett of Portland,
and Drs. Brickett and Bell of Angnsta.
Aon. J. J. Perry was the first speaker. He
appeared to represent Portland parties who
think reform is needed. He severely criticised
the management. No account has been kept
of bow much had been spent on the building,
See. The Hospital has been running three
ing.

1

7.

all of which had been granted leave to withdraw, were concurred in. Senator Boardman

tution*, Etc.

was a

Fire In JBtlhfl.
Lewiston, Feb. 7.—The Morrill House at
West Bsthel, owned by A. S. BeaD, was burned this morning. Insured for $2500. The fire
is supposed to have caught from overheated

Press.]

The Senate was called to order by President
Vinton at 10 a. m., and Rev. Mr. Sargent officiHouse papers, including
ated as chaplain.

the llainc General Hospital
—Appropriation* for Charitable Insti-

Hearing

yy mull

dulUlUiil

to

death

the Pope’s

FOREIGN.

SENATE.

FROM AUGUST4.

ostentatiously engraved on its reverse side.
To these “outside barbarians” we
send this superior
dollar, bearing all our national emblems, our patriotic devices, our pious
Inscriptions, our goddess of
liberty, our defiant eagle, our federal unity, our
trust In God. This dollar
contains 7$ grains more
silver than tho famous “dollar of the fathers”
proposed to be recoined by the pending bill, and moro
than four times as
many or these new dollars have
already been coined than ever were coined of all
other silver dollars in the United States. la the
exceptionaland abnormal condition of the silver market now existing throughout the world
we have felt
compelled to Increase the weight of the dollar with
which we carry on trade with the heathen
nations of
Asia. And shall we do less for the American
laborer
at home? Kay, shall we not do a
little better and a
little more for those of our own blood and our
own
fireside? If you remonetize the dollar of the fhthers
your mints will be at once put to work on two different dollars; different in
weight, different in value,
different in prestige, different in their
reputation and
currency throughout the commercial world. It will
read strangely in history (hat the
weightier and
more valuable of these
dollars Is made lor an ignorant class of heathen laborers in China and
India,
and that the lighter and less valuable is
made lor the
lutelligeut an l educated laboring man who is a citixen of the United States*
Charity, the adage says,
begins at home. Charity, the independent American
laborer scorns to ask, but he has the
right to demand
that justice should begin at home. And in his name
and in the name ol common Bense and
common honesty I ask that the American Congress will not force

the naked and famishing and
degraded laborers of
India and China refuse to accept.
The bill which I now offer as a substitute for the
House bill contains three very simple provisions:
1. That the dollar shall contain four hundred and
twenty-five grains of standard silver, shall have unlimited coinage and be an unlimited
legal tender.
2. That all the profits of
coinage shall go to
the Government, and not to the operator in silver
bullion.
S. Wbat silver .dollars or silver
bullion, assayed
and mint stamped, may be deposited with the Assistant Treasurer at New
York, for which coin certificates may be issued tbe same in denomination as
L nited States notes not below ten
dollars, and that
these shall be redeemable on demand in coin or bullion, thus famishing a paper circulation based on an
actual deposit of precious metal,
giving us notes as
valuable as those of the Bank oi England and
doing
away at once with the dreaded inconvenience ot silver on account of bulk and
weight.
I do not fail, Mr.
President, to recognize that the
committals and avowals or Senators on this
question preclude the hope of my substitute
being
adopted. Indeed, I do not fail to recognize that on
this question I am not inline with either
extreme;
with those who believe in the single gold standard
or with those who
by premature and unwise action,
at I mast regard it, would rush us
to the single silver staulard.
Either will be found, in my Judgment, a great misfortune Jto this country. We need
both gold aud silver, an 1 we can
only have both by
making each the equal of the other. It would not
be difficult to show that, in the nations where both
have been fully recognized, the most
widely diffused,
tbe steadiest and most continuous
prosperity has
been enjoyed; that true lorm of
prosperity which
reaches all classes, but whieh begins with the
daylaborer whose toil lays the foundation of the whole
superstructure oi wealth. The exclusively gold
nation like England, may show the most massive fortunes in the ruling
classes, but it shows also the
most helpless and Lopeless
poverty in the humbler
walks of life. The gold and silver nation like France
can exhibit no such individual
iortuues as abound
in England, but it has a
peasantry that with their
silver savings can pay a war indemnity that would
have beggared the gold bankers of London, aud to
which the peasantry of England could not ha ve contributed a pound sterling in gold nor a single
shilling
in silver.
The effect of paying the labor of this
country 1 n
silver coin of full value, as compared with irredeemable paper, or as compared even with silver of inferior value, will make itself lelt in a single
generation to the extent of tens of
millions, perhaps hun_
died* of millions, in the aggregate
savings which
represent consolidated capital. It is the instinct of
man from the
savage to the scholar, developed in
ehildbooi and remaining with age, to value the
metals which in all tongues are called
precious. Excessive paper money leads to
extravagance, to waste
and to want, as we painfully witness on all sides today, And in the midst of
^tho proof of its domnr-alizing and destructive eftac, we hear it preclaimed
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City of Merida.New
.Hav&VCruz.Feb 9 j
Weser.New York..Bremen.Feb 12 ;
Montana.New York. .Liverpool,....Feb 12
Farthia...New York. .Liverpool..,. —Feb 13
Andes.-.New York...Aspmwall....Feb 13
City ot Washington.New York .Havana,.Feb 13
Elysla.New Y'ork.. London.Feb 13
Minnesota.Boston.... Liverpool.Jan 14
City ot Moutreel.. ..New York. .Liverpool.Feb 14
Pennsylvania...PhiladelpbiaLiverpool... .Feb 14
Quebec.Portland_Liverpool.Feb 16
Republic.New York. .Liverpool.Feb 16
Nevada.New Y'ork .Liverpool.Feb 19
Ameriqne.New York .Havre. ......Feb 29

.Glasgow.Feb

OF

Cotton Underwear!
Wc shall open Monday, Feb. lib,

Ladies’ Chemises, Drawers, Skirts

PORTLAND.

Vickery & Leighton.
FARRINGTON BLOCK.
feb2sntt

APOLLINARIS
NATURAL

Mineral Water.

[FROM MERCHANT’S EXCHANGE.
New York 7th, steamer Claribel, from Port
Prince; ship Joseph Clark, from Liverpool; sch
Acara, Chandler. Kingston.
Ar at Valparaiso Dec 29, barques Grace Deering,
Davis, Liverpool, (Sept 22); Jau 22, Charles Fobes,
Low, do, (Sept 28.)
Sid tm Havre 6th lust, ship George Hurlbnt, lor
Mobile.
Ar at Caibarien Jan 26, brig Tally Ho, Cates, from
Portlaud.
Ar at

au

The Queen ol Table Waters.
HIGHLY

Wholesome,

.More Wliolesome and
Seltzer Water.”

xr

o

export; receipts 2850 bales American.
Futures—1-161 cheaper; February at 6 3-32a;
and March at 6 3-32 @ 6 l*16d.

February

Re-Opening a Thoroughfare.
In order to guard against results utterly subversive
ot health, it is absolutely essential that the grand
thoroughfare or avenue of the system, the bowels,
should be re-opeued as speedily as possible when they
become obstu ted. If they are not, the bile is misdirected into the blood; the liver becomes torpid; viscid bilious matter gets into the stomach, and produces indigestion; headaches ensue, and other symptoms are produced, which a prolongation ot the excause

qualities

only tends to aggravate.

The aperient

ot Hostetler’s Stomach Bitters constitute a
most useful agent in overcoming constriction of the
and promoting a regular habit of body. It is
infinitely superior to ibe drastic cathartics frequently used for the purpose, since it does not, like them,
act violently, but produces a natural, pamiess etfect,
which does not impair the tone of the evacuatory organs, which it invigorates instead of weakening. The
stomach and liver also, indeed the entire system, is
strengthened and regulated by it.

bowels,

eod&wlw

Reputation of HUNT’S
REMEDY, which has been before the pnblic 25
years, is a guarantee of its curative properties.
HUNT’S REMEDY cures Bright’s Disease, Dropsy,
Kidney, Blaider and Urinary Diseases, Gravel,
Diabetes, and Complaints of the Urino Genital
Organs. HUNT’S REMEDY cures Dropsy, and all
Diseases of the Kidneys, Bladder and Urinary
The

&13 IVAUREN STREET, New Vork
Sole Agents for United States and Canadas

FOR MALE BV DE4LERM, GIIOCEBM
AND DKUGGIMTM.

Every genuine bottle bears the V E LL<» \V label
gneoueowly

augl7

ED. B- ROBINSON, 5 Myrtle St., has
PI A MHO
riiUlUO the celebrated Weber Pianos, and
AND

filled._
9

Established

Organs.
Clark’s Toothache Drops

cure

feb5_

instantly.
eod&wlw

In Litchfield, Jan. 25, Berij F. Stephenson of Gardiner and Miss Mery E. Gowell of Litchfield.
In East Pittston, Jan. 25, Eben A. Chaney and
Miss Clara D. McCobb, both of Aina.
In East Pittston. Jan. l, Frank O.M&rson and Miss
Rosa F. Blodgett, both ot Pittston.
In East Pittston, Feb. 1, Harrison Blodgett of Pitts-

ton and Mb* Flor Mar son of Gardiner.
In Cherryfield, Jan. 16, Edward R. Wingate and
Miss llattic Wiley.
In Hiram, Dec. 23, Edward D. Doane and Miss
Valeria I. Lowell, both ot Hiram.
In Rockland. Jan. 23, W. L. Blackington and Miss
Alda E. Brown.
In Warrea, Jan. 24. Jos. N. Copeland ot Warren
and Miss Elsie M. Andrews of Camden.

Mold in

FKANCIS€0.

WOODBURY& MOULTON,
Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.

sneodtl

_Ja22_

EDUCATIONAL.
Instruction in English aud Class*
ical Studies
given to private pupils by the subscriber.

J.

W.

COLCORD,

143 Pearl Street.

Wall?.

i»°-»«itt

LtDWIG TRIEST,
PROFESSOR

OF

I.ANGVAGES,

Graduate of the

Highest University of Germany.
German, French, Latin and Grerk.

German and French Classes.
UNITED STATES HOTEL.
noil

(13ra

THERE

WILL BE

FREE INSTRUCTION
—

IH—

Cutting

and Making Plain Dresses
and Undergarments

Every Thursday Evening, at 7 o’clock,
AT

TilB KOO.US OF THE

Portland

Fraternity.

All applicants over fifteen years
old will be received.
Ja2,

__»tr

Westbrook

Seminary.

SPRING TERN BEGINS,

Tuesday, February 26, 1873.
The Academic Year is hereafter divided into two
terms of sixteen weeks each, giving a large Dumber
ot students the desired opportunity to teach in the
winter, and yet taking nothing trom the regular
studies of their classes.
Every department will be
kept up to the highest standard. Special encouragement to those students whose advantages for school

have been limited.
EX PENNED—Board per week, including fuel
light $3.50. For less than lull term, per week,
$3.75.
TUITION—Uniform Basis or Common English
$8.00. Classical, Scientific, and Higher English,
$10,00. For oue-half term, $5.00 and $0.00,
EXTRAS—Modern Languages, each, $2.50.
Book-keeping, $2 50. Double Entry, $4.00. Penmausbip, $2.50. Drawing, $6 00. Crayoning, $8 00.
Painting, $12.00. Music, $12.00. Use of Piano,
Tuition and half the board required in
$3.00.
advance. No bills made for less than one-half term,
unless in case ot severe sickness. For catalogue and
particulars, address
«. H. BODREf A. Mo Principal,
feb6erd3w
Plain*, Me.
and

Mayaguez Jan 22. Bcb Adeliza, Libby, for
load sugar for North of Hatteras at 25c.
in port 24th, schs Wm Douglass, Mclndoe, and
O M Marrett, Reed, wtg cargo.
Ar at Havana 26th inst. schs Clytie, Laughton, fm
Sagua; Addie M Bird, Fales. Portland; 27th, John
Bird, Smith, do; 29th, brig Eliza Stevens, Rich, Boston; sch Tberese A Keene, Keene, Demarara; Normau. Smith, Matauzas.
Sid 29th, barquo Susan A Blaisdell, Sawyer, Pensacola.
Sid fm

Aguadilla, to

TXT US

Portland; sch Ada F Ames, Achoin, Ponce; 3d inet,
brig Caroline Gray, Pease, Cardenas.
Sid 26th, barque N M Haven. Ulrick, for North of
Hatteras; 27th, brigjLJje Houghton, Kose, do; scbs
Clara Leavitt, Lombard, do; Norman, Smith, for
Havana; 1st inst, Norman, Hodgdou. do.
Ar at Cardenas Jan 26, sch H C Winship. Doane,
Troon; Addie Jordan, Leavitt. Pensacoia; 20th. brig
Manlius, Todd, New York; feh Cora Etta, Pendleton, Portland.
Sid 29tb, sch A H Waite, Drisko, New York.
SPOKEN.
.Tan 15. off Holyhead, Samuel Watts, Lermond.fm
Liverpool lor New York.
Feb 3, lat 38. Ion 70 45, ship Rhine, Stetson, from
Londou for New York.

FURNIJURE

SPECIAL NOTICES.

51. HI.

Pstyson & Co.,

39 EXCHANGE STREET,
—

DEALER IN

—

GOVERNMENT
Oity

tition.

BONDS!

Bonds,

I

For the next sixty days yve shaft
sell all kinds ot'furniture at a lower price than it has ever been oltered in this city. Any one thinking ot purchasing any kind ot
furniture about the first ot April
or Nay, can by buying or us now
make their inoucy pay them a
very much larger interest thau
they can get iu any other way. Our
stoek is lull and complete.
All
furniture not manufactured by us
has been bought lor cash and we
will sell at prices that dely compe-

Pine Tree Lodge, No. 11, H. oi P.
Every member is requested to be preseut at the
meeting THIS EVENING. Business of importance.
febSdsnlt
U. A. MCDONALD, K. of 11. & S.

Please give us a call.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY * CO.,
No. 40 Exchange St.

i

febt

dtf

BANK STOCK, GOLD &C.
Highest prices paid

“CALLED” U.
oc27

for

S. 5-20 BONDS,
sneod

DIED.

PIANOS
—

Jn Gorham Ian. 2G, AiJa Pearl, infant twin daughter of John and Ada Morton, aged 16 months and
27 days.
In Hailnwell, Feb. 5, Mrs. Jane A., wile of Andrew
Johnson, formerly ot Rockland, aged 43 years.
In Hallowell, Feb. 5, Nellie, daughter of Warren
H. Moore, aged 6 years.
Jn Bangor, Jan. 26, Frank H. Sellers, aged 32 years
3 months.
In Temple, Jan. 7, Mrs. Lizzie Fletcher, aged 27
years,—daughter ot Dr. S. F. Small.In Lilclifie.d, Jan. 4, Stone G. Emerson, aged 33
years 3 mouths.
In Norrulewock, Jan. 16, S. D. Ames, Esq aged
about 74 years.
In Skovrliegan, Jan. 19. Obed Smith 55 years; 20th,
Ezra Whitney, aged 60 years.
In Steuben, Jan. 19, 5lis. Eliza A. Leightou, aged
47 years 19 days.
In Orrington, Feb. 4, Mrs. Hannah B. Good win of
Winterport, aged 82 years 9 months.
At Cieulaud, Queensland, Australia, Mrs. Temperance Perkins Campbell, late of Redbank. Australia.
Mrs. Campbell was the daughter ot Major Thomas
Stevens ot Brooksville, Me, who fought uuder Washington at the battle of Brandywine, m the American
revolution, at which time Maj. Stevens commanded
the artillery. [Bangor papers please copy.]

nol&lsntf

Telegraphic Transfers made.

Notice.—The old fashioned and common yeasts
which ferment bread, are rapidly being supplanted
by the Congress Yeast Powder; the best baking
powder in the world. Try it.
MARRIED.

l«k

Dividends Cashed.

tigau, Genao;

I..U

Bought and

SAN

Francisco.
Ar at Baranqailla Jan 21, brig Carrie E Pickering,
Barbour, St Jago; sch Abbott Derereux, Haskell, do.
Sid Jan 20, brig Isis. Anderson, St Jago.
Ar at St Thomas Jan 26, sch Sarah A Reed. Guptill, Antigua; 27th, brig Edwin Rowe, Griffin, Angostura for New York.
Ar at Cienfuegos 28th inst, brig Amy A Lane, Cos-

01(1.

and

CALIFORNIA IB STOCIU

for New York.

ATn.T„

Hawes,

116 Commercial Street,
and ltf Market Square,

Will receive weekly daring the winter cargoes of
fresh Oysters direct from Virginia, which they will
sell by the barrel, bushel, gallon or quart, at the
lowest market rates.
Also constantly on hand New York, Blue Point
and Providence River Oysters, for sale in
any
desired quantity.
All orders by mail promptly

POBEIUN POUTS.
Melbourne Dec I3tb, Niphon, Preble, for
Browse Island.
Sid fm Auckland, NZ. Dec 31, barque S R Lyman,
Pinkbam, Newcastle, NSW.)
Ar at Port Elizabeth Jan 22, brig Gazelle, Stendt,
Boston.
Ar at Leghorn Jan 17, barque; Ada P Gould, Merritt, Genoa.
Ar at Messina Jan 16, brig Atlas, Hanson,Palermo
Havillali, Coombs, Bangor.
Sid fm Lisbon Jan 16ih, sch Kate Wentworth, Travis, Cuba.
Sid tin Malaga Jan 14, brig Mary E Pennell. Leighton, Garrucha.
At Cape Coast Castle Jan 2, barque Emma F Herrimau, Leadbetter, from Dix Cove.
At Salt Pond Jan 1, barque T K Weldon, Boomer,
Boston.
Sid fm Cette Jan 17, barque; Kennard, Downing,

nt-

TJE ft S.

Timmons A
Stores

Cld at

m

extremely low prices.
Orders for 'I'uning attended to nn usikal.

0 Y S

BELFAST—Ar 3d, sell Paragon, Shute, Portsmouth, (where Bhe waa ashore.)
Sid 3d, sch Esperanza,
Smalley, Rockland.
W Drew, Mahoney, Jacksonville.
ROCKLAND—Ar 4th, sch Carrie O Hix, Haskell,
Portland.
Sid 31st, sch Caroline Knight, Dyer, Newport.
Sid 5th inst, sch Nettie Cushing, Robinson, tor
New York.
ROCKPORT—Ar 4th, sch Arcade, Kent, Portland.
Sid 3lst, ech Florence N Tower, Adams, for
Charleston, SC.
BATH—Ar 8th, ichs Satilla, Rivers, Satilla Rivet;
Czar, Hammond, Boston, to load lor New York.

A

other makers’ at

ORGANS

Ar at Marseilles prev to 5th inst, brig Dauntless,
from Richmond.
New Orleans, February 7.—Cotton is
quiet and
Arat Amsterdam 4th inst, brig Nellie Crosby,
easy; Middling uplands 10§c.
Bain, Charleston.
Ar at Queenstown 5th lust, brig Castalia, Sparks,
New York.
European Markets.
Ar at Liverpool 4th inst, ship Astoria, Potter, from
London, February 7—12.30 P. M.—Consols at 933 1 Baltimore.
for money and account.
Cld at(Carditt Jan 22d, ship Waxdering Jew, TapLondon. February 7—12.30 P. M.—American seley, Hon® Kong. 1
curities—United States bonds, 4As, at 1033: 67s, at
Aral Honolulu Jan 18th, barque W A Holcomb,
106; 10-40s, coupons, 108; new 5s, at 101i; Erie at Duuton, Baker’s Island; 21st, Eureka, Wallace, Sun

citing

41

at 10|c.

9*.
Liverpool, February 7—12.30 P. M.—Cotton
is in moderate inquiry and freely supplied; Middling
uplands at 6Jd; do Orleans at 6*d; sales of 10,000
bales, including 1000 bales for sjreculation and

\

ALIvINGMAfl, F. R. €. M
Murgeou
to Nt. ttlnrh’N Hoap., Ivondou.
“By far
the beat Sparkling Water for dally use.’*

j

FPrAntotf

v;arvor,

than So

W.

FREDK DE BARY & CO.,

Wiscasset for Baltimore; L & A Babcock. Smith,
Kennebec jor Philadelphia.
KU

KefreHliing

or

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 5th, ship Geo F Man son,
Cha<e. Liverpool via Tv bee.
NEW YOKK-Ar 5th. schs S E Nightingale, Hillyard, and Red Beach, from Eastport; Ned Sumpter,
Fountain, and Clara Fletcher, Sargent, Providence;
M L Varney, Rowe, Newport.
Ar 5th, barque Neversink, Jarvis, Matanzaa; A D
Stover, Patten, Naples; brigs Acelia Thurlow, Gallison, Havre; Martha A Berry, Dolan, Matanzaa;
schs Susan P Thurlow, Tabbutt, London;
Mary
Helen. Jellison, Old Harbor.
Ar 7th, ships Imperial, Crosby, Antwerp; Joseph
Clark, Havener, Liverpool; barque Nicola, Hooper,
Seville; Achs Anita, Small, Laguna; LenaRStorer,
Seavey, Salt River; Miranda, Mitchell, Havana.
Sid, barque Josephine, for Genoa; brig Kozella
Smith, for Portland.
Passed through Hell Gate 5th, sebs Henry Means,
Morgan, from Hoboken for Providence; S M Tyler,
Hart, do for Providence.
NEW LONDON—Ar 4th, sch Mail, Merrill, Allyn’a
Point for New York.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 6th, sch Cathie C Berry, Seavey, Pensacola.
Sid 6lh, sch Kolon, Brookings, Hoboken.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar 6th, schs J C
Rogers, Otis, New York for Providence, (and sailed);
Marion Draper, Bailey, Hoboken for do.
NEWPORT—Sid 6th, sch Robert Ripley, Fernald,
Camden for Baltimore.
Also, Buns B'orest City, Hodgins, and Ganges,
Wll, from Providence for New York ; L Holway,
Bryant, Bristol lor do.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 6tb, sch Surprise, Springer,
Perth Amboy.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 5th, sch E E Birdsall,
Warren, Parker’s Head lor Newport.
Sid. sch F N Tower.
BOSTON—Ar 7th, schs Brazos, Glover, Hoboken;
l izzie, Frye, po.
Old 8th, schs John D Williams, Pierce, Boothbay,
to load tor New York; Jos Kudu, Tyler, do, tj load
for Savannah.

on.,

objections urged against

Croton ami artificially aerated waters.”

the British Pharmacopoeia. “Exhilarating;
Good for Sickness, Dyspepsia and Loss of Appetite.”
ITIacNAJIARA, F. K. C. M., C. 9. ■ MurKfou to WeaimiuNter Ro*p., l ouJo

arara.

WMkawken.

to

PETEK HOOD. Preuideni of the
Her lx. Jledical Society, etc. “Superior
to Vichy and Vais.”
PETEK SQUIRE, F. L. M., CherniM lo
the Queen. lUlli Edition of Companion to

DOJUJESTIcfPOUTS.
FRANCISCO—Cld 6th, ship Queenstown,Pur

ovuuoTuu-

absolutely Pure; superior

use; tree from all the

DR.

away.
Sell Uncle Tom, from Savannah for Millbridge,
which j*ut into Bermuda iu distress, had a cargo of
hard pine, which was being discharging at last advices. The vessel is badly used up aud it will cost all
she is worth to repair her.

Tonin rtrUMn

ami

all others.”
DR. R. OGDEN DOKEJ1UM.
“Absolutely
pure and wholesome; superior to all lor daily

ed and sold.
Sch Hattie Haskell, Cassidy, at New York from
San Bias, reports northerly gales the entire passage.
Jan 31, off Hatteras, had a hurricane from S E to E
lasting 18 hours and was driyen to within three miles
ot the breakers ou Hatteras Shoal, when the wind
Rtlilrip.nlv nhitfprl tn SW pnahlina tliA vpa.p!
nut

SA r.KM-KniWllRth

EFFERVESCENT

J. Jill.NEK I'OTHERGILL, l.oudon. “The Exquisite Apolllnaris; a Delicious Beverage.”
PROF. J. A. U ANK.lvYN. fit. fietrgs’s
nosp, Louilon. ‘‘Highly Effervescent,
DR.

ilIEMOKANDA.
Brig Iza, from Hyeres lor Providence, which put
into Bermuda Jan 14, on examination, was found
to be about the worst specimen of a wreck that ever
entered port, the hull, sails, rigging, and spars, being
badly stiained and used up. She has been condemn-

ington, Liverpool.
SEATLE—Ar Jan 28th. ship Yo Semite, Saunders,
San B'rancisco.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 6th, ship Kosio Welt, Welt,
Liverpool.
MOBILE—Ar 6th, brig Lizzie Wyman, Fossett,
Pensacola; sch Sarah Whitmore, Whitmore, Montenegro Bay, Ja.
Cla 6th. sch Geo W Jewett, Blair, Boston.
CEDAR KEYS—Sid 28th, sch Martha, Newman,
Pensacola.
SAVANNAH—Ar 5th, sch Mark Pendleton, Gilkey, New York.
Old 5th, sch Flora M Crowley, Crowley, Seville.
Sid 5th inst, schs H A DeYVltt, Man son, Jacksonville; Ward J Park, Smith, New York.
CHARLESTON—Ar 5th, schs Mary Riley, Riley,
New York, leaky; Walter Palmer,Co e. Baltimore.
WILMINGTON, NC—Cld 5th, Bch Mercy L Trimdy, Crowley, Poiut-a-Pitre.
NORFOLK—Cld 2d, ships S F Horsey, Small, and
Nonantum, Foster, Liverpool, (and both passed Fortress Munroe 5th, bouud out.)
BALTIMORE—Cld 5th, barque Don Justo, Jones,
Cork, tor orders; sch Henry Parker, Lewis, for Dem-

Robes.

This 1. a lot toujht of a manutactorer at a great
discount. Some of the above goods are slightly
soiled.
Ladles are cordially Invited to examine goods and
prices.

Thursday, Feb. 7.
ARRIVED.
Sch Corvo, Tyler, New York for Rockland.
Sch Sylph, Bines, Boston—nails to King
Dexter.
PASSED BY-Br brig Terra Nova, from the East
bound West.
CLEARED.
Steamship Eleanora, Johnson, N'ewYork—Henry
Fox.
Sch Nathan Cleaves, Atwood, Virginia—Timmons
& Hawes.

SAN

Night

and

Moon sets......11.59 PxM

MA-RINTE NEWS.
PORT «F

large stuck of

a

tinauac....... February 8
Sun rises.....7X9 | High water.2.15 PM

I

—

T.AT>TWS>

dlatiiarf

San sets.5.19

NOTICES.

iCIAL

To One and All.
you suffering from a cough, cold, asthma,
bronchitis or any of the varions pulmonary troubles,
If so, use
that so often terminate in consumption?
“W ilbor's Pure Cod Live r Oil and Lime” a sale
and efficacious remedy. This is no quack preparation, but is regularly prescribed by tbo medical faculty. Manufactured only by A. B. Wilbor, Chemtebfeodlw
ist, Boston. Sold by all druggists.

Celebrated

Makers;

Styles;

Lowest

and Ottomans.
Full Stock, New Styles, Prices Reduced.

Bay l eaf Castor Oil anil Rramfy,
Honey and Almond Cream,

Samuel

Emcqcv

Drug Stoi'e» Cor. Preble uud Congrr»« Nt*.
oct!9
dOmsn

Various

Prices.

Piano Covers, Stools

ALHfiOW » LOTION,

F. T. MEAHER & CO.’S

—

ORGANS

Are

of IIuppitiCH* fop Tooth Ache,
and the Physicians* Prescriptions from Mr. A. S.
Hinds* Pharmacy may be found at

AND

i

Free

street

Thurston,
Block, Portland.

Part of Store on Free St. Large
Sbow Window and Good Basement. Enquire nr
uov20Utt
SAMUEL THURSTON.
Free St. Block.
'•'«

THE PRESS.

Superior Court.
TERM, 1878, 8YM0NDS,

FEBRUARY

CIVIL

A BIG SHOW.

J.

PRESIDING.

I

SPECIAL NOTICES.
Pine Tree Lodge, No. 11, K, of P.

Thursday.—William W. Grows vs. the Maine
Central Railroad Company. The plaintiff alleges in
substance that on the 13th of November, 1874, at
Brunswick, he with a horse and wagon was passing
along an open way crossed by the railroad at the
same level, and which was enclosed with fences on
each side and so narrow that teams could not turn
round without great difficulty, and that when he had
reached a point about one hundred feet trom the
crossing a train came in view about thirty-eight rods
from the crossing without any warning or signal
being given; that his horse was frightened by the
train, and be knowing that he conld not turn his
team, and supposing that the train was approaching
at an ordinary rate of speed, allowed his horse to
dash forward and over the crossing; that if the train
had been moving at an ordinary rate ol (speed he
would have got safely over, but the train was moving at an unusual and high rate of speed and struck
his wagon, dashing it to pieces and throwing him a
great distance upon the ground, whereby he was

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Stanley’s Museum.

greatly bruised and injured. Damages claimed,
$6000, The case was carried to the Law Court upon

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Insurance—Dow, Coffin Sc Libby.
Partner Wanted.
Twe Hair Dressers Wanted.
Salesman Wanted.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Clothing—P. O. Bailey Sc Co.

demurrer to the declaration which contained in
substance the facts as above stated, and the Court
decided that under such a state of facts the plaintiff
was himself guilty of negligence, and therefore not

FRIDAY HORNING, FEB. 8.
PBK88
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ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Gtand Masquerade Ball.

Same,

Poultry Association.
A FINE ARRAY OF

YORK BITES.

Blue Lodge—Ancient Land-Mark, first Wednessecond Wednesday; Atlantic, third

ddjjJPortland,

Chapters—Greenleaf R. A.C., first Monday; Mt.
A. C., third Monday.
Council—Portland C. R. Sc S. Masters, second
Monday.
Commanderies of K. T.—Portland, fourth Monday; St. Albans, second Thursday.
Grand Bodies—Grand Lodge, first Tuesday in
May; Grand Chapter, first Tuesday evening in May;
Grand Council,
Wednesday 3 p. m.; Grand Com-

Vernon, R.

mandery, Weduesday

PARTIAL LIST OF PREMIUMS.

YESTERDAY’S

Consistory—Maine Consistory, S,P. R. S., fourth
in March, June, September and December.

I. O. O. F.
Odd Fellows* Ball, Farrington Block, Congres
Street.
Relief Association—Third Tuesday in the
month.
Lodges—Maine, on Monday evenings; Ancieny
Brothers, on Thursday evenings: Ligonia, on Friday
evenings; Beacon, on J uesuay evenings; unity, No.
3, on Wednesday evening; Ivy, D. ofK., second and
lonrth Saturday of each month.
Encampment—Macbigonne, first and third Wed
nesday; Eastern Star, second and fourth Wednesday; Portland, first and third Friday; Falmouth,
No. 11, first and third Tuesdays.
Benefit association—Board of Directors meet
first Monday evening of each month. Association
meetsfirst Monday evening of January, April, July
and October.
At

TEMPLARS OF HONOR.
At Templars* hall, JVo. 100 Exchange Street•
Council—Maine, first and third Monday in each

month.

Temple—Forest City, No. 1, every Wednesday

evening.

Patriotic Order Sons of America—Camps No
1 aud 4 convenes over the Eastern Express Office,
Plum street. No. 3 on Wednesday evening; No. 4
on first and third Saturdays of each month; No 1 on
Tuesday evening, at Arcana Hall; No. 2 at School

House, Turner’s island, Cape Elizabeth,
Evening.

Friday

Bosworth Post G. A. R.—Meeting every Friday
evening in Mechanics’ Hall, corner of Congress ana
Casco streets.

Temperance Reform Club—Headof Congress and Temple streets.
evening. Business meeting Tuesday
7| o’clock.
Portland Typographical Union, No. 7&—
Second Saturday cf each month.
Portland Society of Natural Hist y—
Attheii library room, City Hall, on the first and
third Monday evenings of each month.
Sovereigns of Industry—Dirigo Council, No. 1
meets every Friday evening, at Arcana Hall, at7J
o’clock.
Portland

quarters

corner

Open day

and
evenings at

Mercantile Library

annual exhibition of the Maine
Building yesterday under the most favorable auspices. The weather is and has been for the
past week all that could be wished for. The
doors leading to the several apartments were
opened promptly at 9 o’clock and all was ready
The [fowl had been fed, the
for the visitors.
coops cleaned and the floor swept up neat and
On entering City Hall there will be
clean.
found eight double rows of coops rnnning
The fourth

There is also a row running
across the hall.
the entire length at the further end of the hall
on the further side.
These coops are all filled
with the best fowl the United States and some
parts of Canada produces and the array is a
In the evening when the gas is
brilliant one.
lighted the noise is almost deafening.
There ie not a large attendance of the prominent fanciers as yet, but they are expected to
arrive some time to-day. The large breeders
have men employed for the special business of
showing their fowl at such exhibitions, and
they can do it much better than the owners.

Pay SON Literary

m. City Building.
Bra mb all Lodge,

obliged

Eagle

tions.

lame.
How for 8200.

expected

truck, as he was becoming very
Yesterday they purchased one of Eben

Hall.
Portland Temperance

Union—Congress Hall.
Business meetings Thursday evenings; public meetings Sunday evenings, at*' o'clock.
Juvenile Templars—Perbam Temple, No. 24,
at Congress Hall, every Wednesday evening at 7
o'clock. Temperance concerts first Sunday in every
month.
Portland Army and Navy Union—Corne
Congress and Brown streets. First Tuesday in each
month.
Young Men’s Christain Association—Opposite Preble House. Congress Street, open day and
evening. Union Gospel Meeting every Saturday
evening.
Portland Fraternity—No. 4J Free St. Block

Every evening.

Schooner A. H. Lenox, Captain Bibber of
Portland, collided with the schooner Mary
Lizzie, Captain Richardson, near Portland
Headlight, about midnight, cutting tbe latter
down to tbe water’s edge. It was with great
difficulty that tbe Mary Lizzie succeeded In

reaching this port.
Tbe Democratic ward caucuses to select a
candidate for mayor will be held next Monday

evening.
The fine weather continues unabated.
A sailmaker who is ashamed to sign bis name
to his communication, says that very few sailmakers are at work in this city now at any

price. They have not accepted $2.50 per day,
he says, because very few of them get more
than eight months work in tbe coarse of a year.
A very poor reason.
Au important meeting of tbe Pine Tree
Lodge, K. of P., is to be held this evening.
MAINE

GENERAL

HOSPITAL.

Receipts and Expenditures

tbe Maine

ef

General Hospital to Oct. 1st, 1877.

Subscriptions and donations.$ 61,249 14

70,000 00
68,912 80
15,144 95
4,000 00
2,250 00
1,801 39
585 61
4,000 00

from State.

Appropriations
Entertainments.
patients.
(permanent).
44
14

Board of
Free beds

(annual).
Hospital Sunday.
Interest...
Loans now due.

Portland, Mr., Dec. 29, 1877.
Arrival and Departure of Moils.
Boston and intermediate offices. Arrive at 12.20
m.
p. m. Close at 8.15 a. m, and 2.45 and 9.00 p.
Boston and the West. Arrive at 5.20 pm.
Maine
and
Boston
via
or
Mails
Intermediate
Way
Railway. Arrive at 12.20 and 8.20 p m. Close at 8.15
2.45
am and
pm.
Arrive at 12.20 p.
Great Southern and Western.
m.
Close at 8.15 a m, 2.45 and 9.00 p m.
Bangor, Mattawamkeag, and connecting routes

Arrive at 3.15 p. m. Close at 11.30 a. m.
Augusta and connecting routes. Arrive at 9.00 a
m. and 3.15 p. m. Close at 11.30 a m and 5.00 p m.
Morning Northwestern by G. T. R. Arrive at 8.35
a m. Close at 7.15 am.
Arrive at 2.15 and 9.00
LewistoD and Auburn.
Close at 6.30 and 11.30 a. m.
a. m., and 3.15 p m.

and 6.00pm.
Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices. Arrive
at 1.20 p. in. Close at 7.00 a m and 2.00 p m.
North Conway and other offices on the P. & O. R.
R. Arrive at 11.30 a m and 5.00 p m. Close at 10.00
m.

ng ot

steamers.

Close at 8.15

Construction,,

Furnisbing.
Printing.
Interest.
Subsistence (or running eipenses).
Permanent fund (invested).
Cash on band.

9 581 79
45
50
451 68
434 64
38,033 41
12,221 07
158 99

138,582
4,428

5,948

53
54

Cost of heating apparatus, which is included in tbe account for construction, $ 12,821 52
Jab T. McCobb, Treasurer.
The Revival meetings.
The afternoon service commenced with singing hymn No. 35, “Alas! and did my Saviour
bleed.’’
Prayer was offered by Rev. Mr,
Wheelright, and hymn No. 76 was sung, “It is
well with my soul.”
Mr. Morehouse wished
his hearers to examine the Bible passages re-

lating to the Pearl of Great Price and to the
Lord's jewels. He remarked that some of his
bearers might differ with him in interpreting
the parable of the ‘'Pearl;” but he (counseled
them to compare both opinions with the word
of God and jadge.
In Matt. 13 we get the
beautiful parable of the pearl.
He thought
once that tbe merchantman meant tbe tinner,
and the pearl meant th9 Lord Jesus.
But be

a. m.

Express, Augusta, Bangor and the East. Arrive
at 2.15 a m. Close at 9.00 p m.
Skowhegan intermediate offices and the north.
Arrive at 3.15 p m. Close at 11.30 a m.
Skowhegan also closes at 9.00 p m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T« R. Arrive at 2.30 p. m. Close at 1.00 p m.
Close
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island.
at 11.30 a. m. anil 9 p. m.

The Kales of Postage.
Postal cards, one cent each, go without further
charge to all parts of the United States and Canadas
with an additional one-cent stamp they go to all parts
of Europe.
States and
All letters, to all paits of the United

now tbe
pearl means the church of
and the merchantman signifies Jesus.
In acts 25:27 we find that Paul refers to the
chntches purchased by the Savionr. In Gal,
2:20 be also refers to tbe same truth. In 1st
Cor. 6:19 Paul agaiu says that the Lord Jesus
Tbe
purchased tbe church by bis blood.
church of God ha9 been purchased and paid
for; and it is of great price and no one can buy
A pearl is perfect when
it from our Lord.
found; and tbe church is perfect and complete
in Christ.
Tbe most precious pearls come
from tbe depths of the sea; and Jesus brought
bis church from tbe depths. The pearl is pure;
and the church is pure as it is in Christ.

thinks

God,

Hymn

uewspaiiers 2 cents.
For Asiatic countries,

the half-ounce limit for
letters, and the four ounces for newspapers, Blill
holding good, the rates are :—
To Australia, letters, via San Francisco (except to
New South Wales) 5 cents.via Southampton 15 ceuts,
via Brindisi 19 cents, newspapers, via San Francisco
2 cents,via Southampton 4 ceuts,via Brindisi 6 cents,
China, letters, via Sau Francisco 10 cents, via Southampton 15 cents, via Brindisi 19 cents, newspapers
2,4 and 8 cents, by the respective routes; British
India, Italian mail, letters, 10 ceuts, newspapers 4
cents; Japan, letters, via San Frandsoo 5 cents, via
England, 10 ceuts, via Brindisi 31 cents, newspapers,
via San Francisco 2 cents, via Southampton 4 cents,
via Brindisi 8 cent*.

Real Estate Transfers.—The following
are the real estate transfers recorded in this
connty yesterday;
Freeport—John Blethen to Isabel W. Bletben, lots of land w ith buildings for $1 00.
Portland—Frank G. Patterson to Elbridge
Stiles and Thomas L. Hierlihy, lot and building on Congress street for $1.00.
In Memory of tub Pope.—Father Bradley was waited upon last evening npon his re*

from New York to ascertain what services
would be held in memory of Pope Pius IX. He
said there would be private mass said to-day
and on Monday a solemn requiem mass would

No. 39 was 9nng, “Whiter than snow,”
Mr. Fenn pronounced the benedic-

and Rev.
tion.
non.

Canada, three cents per half-ounce.
Local, or “drop” letters, that Is, for the city o
carr
town where deposited, 2 cents if delivered by
tiers, and 1 cent where there is no carrier system.
Newspapers, daily, semi weekly, tri weekly and
weeklies, regularly issued and sent to regular subscribers, 2 cents per pound, payable at the office ot
publication, newspapers and magazines published
less frequently than once a week, 3 cents per pound.
Transient newspapers, magazines, pamphlets, books
and handbills, 1 cent lor each two ounces or fraction
thereof. All other miscellaneous matter, including
unsealed circulars, book manuscripts, proof-sheets,
photographs, Ac., and also seeds, cuttings, bnlbs and
roots, and merchandise not exceeding four pounds in
weight, 1 cent for each ounce or fraction thereof.
The following are the postal rates with Europe;
The rates for letters are lor the half-ounce or fraction (thereof, and those for; newspapers for iou
ounces or fraction thereof:—
To Great Britain and Ireland, letters Scent;
newspapers 2 cents; France, letters 5 cents, newspapers 2 cents; Spain, letters 5 cents, newspapers 2
cents; all paits of Germany, including Austria,
Denmark,
letters 5 cents, newspapers 2 ceuts;
letters 5 cents, newspapers2cents; Switzerland,
letters 5 cents, newspapers 2 cents; Italy, letters B
cent*, newspapers 2 ceuts; Russia, letters Scents,
newspapers 2 cent*; Norway, letters 5 cents, newB
pai*rs 2 ceuts; Sweden, letters5 cents, uewspapres
2 cents: Turkey. European and Asiatic, letters 5
cents, newspapers 2 cents; Egypt, letters 5 cents,

turn

be said at 9 o’clock. This will be the first
lio service for the late Pope.

PIGEONS.

EXPENDITURES.

Land.$

Casline. Deer Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, Mt.
Desert, Jonesport, Mathias, MachiasDOrt, EastMachias, Millbridge and Bar Harbor, via each steamAnive at 6 a. m. Close at 9 p.m.
er.
Eastport, via each steamer. Arrive at 6.00 a m.
Close at 5.00 p m.
Foreign Mails, via NewJYork, day previous to eati-

pub-

were

0 Conant, 1st, on Silver Cookers, white bars.
Same, 1st on blue cookers, black bars.
Same, 1st on red mottled jacobins.
Same, 3d on white pouters.
Same, 2d on blue pled pouters.
Same, 2d on black pied ponters.
Same, 1st on red pouters.
Samuel Chadwick, 2d on black tumblers, baldheads.
Same, 2d on black magpies, smooth-heads.
Same, 2d on black nuns.
Same, 2d on yellow-booted tumblers.
Oliver S. Backlid, 2d on black winged swallows.
Same, 1st on yellow winged swallows.
Same, 2d on red winged swallows.
Same, 3d on yellow winged swallows.
Same, 2d and 3d on blue barles sswallows.
Eugene H Moore, 1st on blue tans, plain heads.
Same, 3d on black fans, plain heads.
Same, 3d on black Caicnttas.
Same, 1st and 2d on black barbs.
Same, 1st and 3d on white barbs.
Same, 1st and 2d on dun barbs.
Same, 1st and 3d on red barbs.
Same, 3d on yellow barbs, plain heads.
Same, 2d and 3d on red fans.
Same, 2d on blue-capped magpies.
Same, 1st on rod-capped magpies.
David Plummer, Cape Elizabeth, 2d on splashed
Russian trumpeters.
Same, 2d aud 3d on black Russian trumpeters.
Same, 2d on black mottled Russian trumpeters.
Same, 2d and 3d on white fantails, smooth-heads.
Same, 1st on blue swallows.
Same, 3d ®n white-crested Calcutta fantails.
Same, 1st on black magpies.
Same, 1st on black mottled tumblers.

S 197,943 89

to 8.30 p m, Sundays excepted.
Sundays open for Carriers and General Delivery
10
a
m.
8
to
from

and 2.15 p

the awards.
The following are the premiums that
prepared last night:

$197,943 89

$203,892

a m

exhibition as the premiums awarded are
to many of vast greater importance, hence we
yield the space a description would occupy to
the

E

Oeduct(bills .unpaid.

a m

ntinn

tendance and the music of Chandler’s baud,
which was stationed in the gallery, had a very
enlivening effect upon the male birds and they
crowed with a vengeance all the evening long.
No attempt will be made to-day to describe

dresser.

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
From 8.00

no*,

Last evening the halls presented a very aniThere was a crowd in atmated appearance.

Jordan & Warren are fitting tbe rooms over
their store for J. P. Smith, the well known hair

RECEIPTS.

Independent order of Good Templars—
Arcana, Monday, Congress Hall, 420* Congress
St.; Mission, Wednesday, Williams* Block,Congress
street; Mystic, Thursday, at Sous of Temperance

own

Au increase of attendance is confidently
each day while the exhibition lasts.

and ladder

No. 3, K. of P.—Meets

Block, Congress

nvkSKUinn

The directors, Messrs. Conaut, Adams, Lewis,
Stevens and Tilton, are in constant attendance
for consnltation.
Samuel Chadwick is superI intendent of the halls and has charge of the
TI.E.f In.lln..
receiving and delivering of all the animals.
Portland Encampment of Odd Fellows are to
He is assisted by Messrs. Bane and St. Clair.
bave their first annual hall at City Hall, Mon.
The attendance in the morniog was naturally
day evening tbe 25th Inst' A fine time is anlight, but it increased steadily until evening.
ticipated.
In the afternoon there was a good number of
Tbe committee on fire department were
ladies and children present to view the attracto sell the horse nsed on
hook

every

each week, Pythian Hall, Clapp’s
Tuesday evening,Street.

tlio

tive to the wants of the exhibitors as well as
the visitors.
President Conant is on the
ground early and late and is always ready to
direct the enquiring ones. Secretary Fox is
surrounded by an able corps of assistants and
the affairs of this office are kept up promptly.

Joseph M. Haley. Assault and battery. Fined
$10 with costs and ordered to recognize in the sum
of $100 with sureties to keep the peace silty days1
Committed.

Association—Farrington
Delivery

Society—Meetings

TKn nflftOnrn nf

O

.. ... n

-let-

#vn

n

on

colored MuscoTy ducks.

special on best pair, regardless of age.
2d on Aylesbury ducks.
ou

crested whit* ducks.

special on best pair, regardless of age.
4ih on Rouen ducks.
C P Mattocks, Portland, 3d on Roven ducks,
fowls.
Sumo, 2d on Roven docks, fowls.
Samo, 4th on Roven ducks, fowls.
Same, 1st ou Pekin ducks, chicks.
Same, special on best pair, regardless of age.
Same, 1st on Pekin ducks, fowls.
Same, special ou second best pair, regardless of
age.

Poultry Association opened At the City

with costs.

Block. Second Monday in each month.
of books daiiy, 2 to 9, day and evening.

Monday evening, Brown’s Block, cor. Brown and
Congress streets, at 7$ o’clock.
Portland Public Library and Reading
Room—Open and free to all from 10 a. m. to 9 p.

ATTEN-

DANCE.

MA80Nio Relief Association—Fourth WednesBEFORE JUDGE KNIGHT.
1
day in every month.
Wednesday.—Ann Flaherty. Search and seizure.
Portland School of Masonic Instruction—
Second and fourth Tuesday of each month.
Fined $50 with costs. Appealed.
Frank.
ANCIENT ACCEPTED SCOTTISH BITES,
Edward P. Tunmore. Search and seizure. Fined
Lodge—Yates Grand Lodge of Perfection, first
$50 with costs. Appealed.
O’Donnell.
Friday.
Thursday.—Matthew Caay. Search and seizure.
Council—Portland Council P. of J. second Friday.
Fined $50 with costs. Committed.
Chapter—Dunlap Chapter Rose Croix de H.
Margaret Riley. Malicious mischief. Fined $5,00

Friday

2d on colored Muscovy ducks.
BII Lewis, Deering, 1st on Cayuga ducks.
Same, special on best pair, regardless of age.

rnh on rrlna

Samo, 4th on Pekin ducks, chicks.
E P Ferguson, Bangor, 2d on Roven ducks.
Same, 2d ou Roven ducks, chicks.
Same, special on Becond best pair, regardless of
age.
Same, 1st on rowen ducks, chicks.
Same, special on second best pair, regardless of
age.
A

E

chicks.

ShurtleS, South Paris, 3d on Roven ducks,
OBESK.

Charles Ramsay, Deering, 1st on grey China geese,
fowls.
Same, speclsl on best pair, regardless of age.
Same, special on second best pair wild geese, re-

gardless

of age.

Same, 1st on Toulonse geese.
Same, special on best pair, regardless of age.
Same, special on best collection of geese.
Same, 2d on Egyptian geeso.
David Plummer, Cape Elisabeth, 1st on wild
geese.
Sams, special on best pair, regardless of age.
Same, 3d on wild geese.
Same, 1st on Embden geese.
Same, special on best pair, regardless ot age.
C H Speflord, Deering, 2d on grev Chinese geese.
Samo, special on second best pair, regardless ot
age,
TUBKEYS.
Deering, 1st prem

C H Spoftord,
chicks.

Sams, special prem,

cost.
A E

ou

ShurtleS, South Paris, 4th

fowl.
Same, 3d

on

bronze turkeys,

pair regardless of
on

bronze turkeys,

ou same.

Hastings, Newry, 1st on bnS turkeys, fowl.
C P Mattocks, Portland, 1st ou bronze turkeys,
fowl.
Same, special on best pair regardless of age.
H S

Same,

2d

on

turkeys,

bronze

Same, special
In Maine.

ou

fowl.

heaviest bronze hen torkey owned

Same, 2d on bronze turkeys, chicks.
Same, special on best collection bronze turkeys.
Same, 3d on bronze turkeys, chicks.
BANTAMS.

Albert T Keith, Taunton, Mass, 2d on golden reabright chicks.
Philander Williams, Taunton, Mass., 1st on gold
laced seabrights, fowls.
Same on gold laced seabrights, chicks.
Same, 3d on golden seabrights, chicks.
O A & F E McFadden, Fairfield, 2d on golden
seabrights, fowl.
Alfred Fosgate, Auburn, N Y, let, 2d, 3d and 4th
on seabrights, chicks.
Same, 1st and 2d on silver seabrights, fowls.
Magrain & Fairservice, Newark, N J, 1st on white
headed bantams, fowls.
Same, 1st on Japanese bantams, chicks.
George M Twitohell, Fairfield, 2d on white bantams, fowls.
Same, 1st on white booted bantams, chicks.
W N Whipple, Gambridgeport, Mass, 2d on Japanese bantams, chicks.

Arrest

Thieves.—An item In yesterPress announced that the store
of Summer Seabury at Yarmouth had been
robbed. Soon after the paper was issaed Capt.
Sparling of the schooner Maggie Willard went
of

day morning’s

out to Kish Point to get a boat he had turned
Beneath the boat wag
over on the heacb.
found a number of articles, ,such as stockings,
It was suspected that
mittens, knives, &c.
they had been stoleo, .and Capt. Sparling sent
Marshal Bridges and Deputy
for the police.
Crowell responded and on going to the spot at
once recognized the goods as those stolen from
Not far away two young men
Yarmouth,
were seen lounging about.
Suspeoting they
might know something of the affair they were
found still more
plunder. They were taken to the station
where they gave the names of Eugene Little
and John Kelley.
Little owned up the whole
arreBted

and

on

them

were

and told where still more goods were
hid. Marshal Bridges drove out to Yarmouth
with him in the afteruooo and about two miles
this side of the village,a basket was found hid
It was filled with plug
in a clump of bashes.
tobacco, mittens, knives, pipes, &c. It is now
quite certain than ail the property stolen has
affair

been secured and in

good

order.

It

was a

good

haul.
The discovery'of the above .theft led to othDaring the eveDiug the marshal and dep-.
uties drove out on Vaughan’s bridge aDd arrested a man named George Addlerly as »■cerned in the gang. The house of S. L. Taylor near by was searched and in it was discov-

ers.

two

short sticks of the tower which were

Xalwr.au 33

Office No. 135

ered a large lot of goods of all kinds. They
had been taken from the store of Andrew
Hawkes at Stroudwater and from stores at
Kennebunk and Saccarappa. Taylor, who is a
watchman on the Ogdensburg railroad, was arrested for receiving stolen goods.
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S4®1*?.
State and
City Bonds.
Loans on Stocks, payable on demand (market value of Securities, *427.098
00).
Interest due on 1st January, 1878.
Balance in hands ol Agents.
Real Estate.....
Premiums due and uncollected on Policies
issued at this Office.

Ezek. 34, we read what the shepherd will do—
five things, 1st, ho will seek them and save
them; 2d, he will deliver them; 3d, he will
bring them out to their own land; 4th, he will
feed them; 5tb, be will cause th mi to lie down.
As the 231 Psalm beautifully describes this

work of the shepherd, we see Je.ous described in
this and the one before and the one following
in three aspects—the good shephoid, the great
While we
shepherd and the chief shepherd.
are in pleasant places we t ilk about Jesus the
Good Shepherd; but when we g*t into the dark
valley, we talk to him “Thou art with me.”
It is not a dark or difficult place to go through,
for Jesus will be with us, protect us, feed us,
and lead us into the heavenly city where goodness and mercy shall be our portion forever.
Hymn'. No. 80 was sung, “The sweet by and
by,’’ and Itsv. Mr. Clark off red prayer and
the benediction.
Thera will be a.prayer meeti g atfij o’olock
this morning at the High strut1' vestry, a Bible

pronounced
reading

in

the afternoon and

a

sermon

to the

unconverted iu the evening.
Mb. Bradley’s Team Recovered.—Last
June, as will be well remembered, the horse of
Mr. John Bradley of Cape Elizabeth was stolen

T. B.

B.H.

from Plum street. Iu September Edward P.
Bond was arrested for the larceny and at the
last term of the Superior Court was sentenced
and sent to Thomaston. Before leaving the
jail Sheriff Dresser endeavored to get Bond to
tell where the team wa« but he refused to say a
word.
Sher <i Dresser became convinced
tfflff the horse was in the vicinity of Great
Falls, N. H., aud acting un a slight clew be
left home Wednesday morning aud went to
Great Falls.

While standing <m the street of
that village late iu the afternoon a man named
Sanborn drove up with the horse. The Sheriff
fouud out that Bond had traded the horse with
Sanborn. The horse of course waa taken by
Mr. Dresser aud returned to Mr. Bradley on
his arrival here yesterday afternoon. It was a
good job well done.

—
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AT AUCTION.

ortno
1878.

Cash

commence MONDAY, Feb.
in. and continue at 10 a. m and 9
rooms of
Schumacher Bros No

WE

art

Libby,

company, Jan. 1st,

capital.$500,000

00

Reserve for re-insurance. 410,082 74
Reserve for Losses under adjustment. 68,699 43
Net Surplus. 653,038 62

$1,631,820
INVESTMENT OF ASSETS.
Cash on hand and in Bank.$
Bonds and Mortgages, being first lien on
Real Estate.

F. 0.

dtf

IMPORTANT
Auction Sale.

Dow,

Coffin &

stocks coutaln some very flue goo* 10, and our orders
are only to close.
Also at same time a large assortment of goods to close consignments.
F.O. BAILEY 4k CO., Aictisuecn.
feb4
dtf

Groceries and Store Fixtures by Auction.
_

MONDAY, Feb. 11th,

at 2* P. M., we shall
Store, 182 Brackett Street, all the Stock
and Fixtures in said Store, consisting in part ot
Molasses, Kerosene Oil, Vinegar, Soap, Tea, Cotfee,
Salt, Beans, Peas. Tobacco, Cigars, and a general
assortment of Shell Goods,
Canned Goods aad
Fancy Goods, Crockery, Marble Meat Bench, 2 Show
Cases, Patent Kerosene Oil Tank. Platform,
Counter and Spriag Scales, Desk,
Safe, Tools,

ON

sell at

Stoves, &c.
feb5

Libby,

CELEBRATED

AGENTS,

Custom Shirts!

42 Exchange SU, Portland, Me.

STATEMENT
—

OF

THE

FROM

—

6
Broadway,
flPPIflP.S.
UrribliO, \ J78
160

New York.
Atlantic St., Brooklyn.

\

JANUARY ID, 1878.
Cash

Capital.$200,000,00

Liabilities, including Reinsurance. 127,176 08
Net Surplus. 109,571 87

for_$9.00!

$436,747

ASSETS.

95

th? public

$136,747
JOHN D. COCKS,

95

pTestdent.
CORNELL, Secretary.

42 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

f»b8’_

justly

6 FOR $9.00.
We are also agents lor the celebrated Fisk, Clark dc Flagg New
Fork custom shirts Irom measure in fine White and Fancy.

HIT,f,cfcCQ
PREBLE HOUSE.

UNDER
iall

enrtSw

eodt

MAVEB1CR NATIONAL BM,
Cor. Water and

Partner Wanted.
WITH $2000—in

a

first-class Livery and Boarding

Salesman Wanted.
be
Bmart, reliable and thoronghly
MUST
acquainted with the retail dry good business

Address with reference*,

“B.

B.,”

Press

Office.

Two Hair Dressers Wanted.
highest wages paid, and
men need apply.

THE
ieb8d3t*

but

k

Witt,

CAPITAL

.....
$400,000.
SURPLUS.$$00,000.

DIRECTORS:
Asa P. Potter.....President.
Owner.
Nehemiah
N. B. Mansfield.Firm Roberts & Mansfield.
& Woods.
Henry F Woods.Firm
G. Washington Warren.Counsellor at Law.
Jonas H. French.Prest. Cape Ann Granite Co.
Thomas Dana, 2d.Firm Thomas Dana & Co.

Gibson.Ship
Hathaway

Next

Interest ou time deposits allowed at rates
agreed upon.
Business paper discounted.
Careful attention given to the collection ot
uotes,drafis,or coupons for banks or others; and
the purchane, sale or exchange of United
Staten Bond*.
Promptness and fidelity guaranteed to all business

received by mail.

Correspondence

Thirty 0ay§
—

ix

Haines,

WATCH MAKER,
has removed to
Hall.
customers
febSdlw

Banka, Inatitntiona nnd In-

dividuals solicited.

invited.

ASA P. POTTER, President.
SAMUEL PHIDLIPS, Cashier.
JOS1AH Q. BENNE rr, Asst. Cashier.
MW&F3ni

ofier special inducements for the

will

MASS,

Incorporated as a State Bank in 1854.
Organized at a National Bank in 1865.

Accounts of

first-class
J. P SMITH,
553 Congress Street.
none

Cragrcw Street*.

BOSTON,

Stable in New York City, or would sell half
interest if desired. Sickness of our partner the sole
cause of selling.
Address
CHAS. LYMAN
fe8dlt
15 East 58 Street, New York City.

iteod

SQUARE.

to our

AGENTS,

HOUSE,

Nest door to Lanca.ler
where he will be happy to see his former
and the public generally.

once more

celebrated custom Shirts, which
arc made to order from measure
in the most skilled manner, ot
the very best material which the
market affords, are cut in the latest styles, and are guaranteed to
fit and give satisfaction in every
case, at the low price ot

United States Bonds (market value).$207,662 50
State and City Bonds,(market value).
13,900 CO
Demand Loans. 53,6'i0 00
Bonds and Mortgages. 94,500 00
Cash on hand and in bank. 45.889 39
Interest accrued, January 1, 1878.
845 95
Premiums in course of collection.
8.438 81
Balance in hands of agents.
11,862 20

Removal,

28 MARKET

MEASURE,

ff« beg to call the attention ot

Square,
P.

4k CO., Aactitaeen.
d6t

P. O. BAILEY

79

dec4

—

Housekeeping Goods ANNUAL^
—

NAMELY 1

SALE.

Previous to taking account of stock,
shall sell in all departments at

—

we

1000 yards 10-4 Darol Bleached Cotton at 25 cents per yard. These goods
are an extra bargain, measuring full 90
inches in width.
Also 4 4, 9-8,.5-4,-6-4. 7-4. 8-4, 9-4,
10*4 Cottons in other makes at the lowest market prices.

One lot of extra quality Toilet Quilts
for $1.50 a piece. These goods have
never been offered less than $2.50.
American Quilts from 75 cents to

$1.50

a

REDUCED PRICES.
We have

a

few Job Lots of

DRESS GOODS
we shall sell much less than cost

A large assortment of

piece,

REMNA NTS

LINENS.
Bleached and Half Bleached Table
German, Cardinal and Turkey
Red Damask.
German Cardinal and
Turaey R«d Table Covers. Bteacked and
Linen
Colored Napkins In all sizes
Towels with plain and knotted Fringes.
DiixDii Pro naninab
T inan
Vnoliall I .in.
Hire's
Lye "amass Linen. Lugusn Linen Diaper. Liuen Stair Coverings. White
Fronting Linen, also Linen Shirt Bosoms.
Bleached Huckabuck Linen and Crash
Toweling.

Damask,

of Plaid and Striped Nainsooks at very
Low Prices.

TUKESBURl &

CO.,

537 CONGRESS STREET.
al_

dtf

You Need not Fear

PRINTS AND CAMBRICS.
10,000 Tards of Spiing Prints and
Cambrics, in the ail new patterns from 5
to 10 cents per yard

SWEETSER &

W lilt© Goods,
Piques, Check Cambrics and Nainsook
Muslins in Check, Stripes and Plains.
In

connection with the above

we

Hard Times so '.long as you can
buy so many useful things at

OPPOSITE CITY HALL.

Knottingham Laces for Curtains and
French Cretonnes for Lambrequins.

HILLER, CHAMBERLIN & LIRLE,
337 MIDDLE STREET.
leM

MERRILL’S,

Congress Street,

398

have

They do sell

good article

a

at

the very lowest price.

oc2_“tf

<ltf

ML ONE Y

Russian Towels.

wanted in exchange for excellent

Bargains in Boots, Shoes & Rubbers.
You have only to examine this stock to see tha
you can get the worth of your money and obtain
good looking, neatly fitting, easy wearing and durable goods tor about the same price that you pay for
the poor trash so common in the market.
All my Boots and Shoe* are made to order
and warranted.
at short notice and reasonable rates, by
the best workman in this vicinity,

Repairing

HI.

G.

PALMER.

Another lot ot 50 dozen opened
(his morning at the popular price
ot

25

Maine

Sayings Bank,

198 MIDDLE STREET.
Annual Meeting of this corporation will be
held at their Banking Room on WEDNESDAY
the 13th day of February, ISIS, at 3 o’clock p. m.
A. G. ROGERS, Sec’y,
SAMUEL IiOLFE, Pret’*
d7t
fe6

THE

FREE BA MAIL
Our Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of

Flower and

Vegetable

Seeds I

KEADALL * WH1TNEV,
PORTLAND, ME.
Ieb5d2w&w8w6

CTS.

EACH.

should examine these goods as they aro
Every
entirely new aud splendid value.
one

MOORT & BAILEY.
OWEN,7___ill,
lehd

Ja21__dtl

Edward

congress street, recently

(Hi

RUDOLPH OARRIGUE, President.
JOHN EWD. KAHL, Vice-President.
HUGO SCHUMANN, Secretary.

G. D. B. Fisk & Go.,

PORTLAND.

jmo.

sxuiic,

Ax occupied by E. P. Brooks, commencing ou
TUESDAY, Feb 5th, at 10 a. in., and sell at 10 a.
m
and 21 and 7J p. m., a Stock of a Retail Milliner;
also the stock oi a Fancy Goods Dealer.
These two

87,729 62

$1,631,820

10 a.
p. m. at the
5 Deering

Bailey k Co., Anctioaeers.

fel

79

660,500 00
United States Bonds (market value). 566,500 00
Bonds of the Cities or New York, Brooklyn, Rochester and Buffalo (market val,) 177,350 00
Bank Stocks (market value).
5,300 00
Loans, Secured by Collaterals. 76,100 00
Re il Estate. 60,838 55
Interest accrued, January 1,1878
2-’,996 12
Cash in hands of Agents and in course of
transmission. •••. 71,600 55
Premiums due and uncollected on Policies
issued at Home Office.
2,905 95

4th, at

Block, Messrs. 8. Bros*, entire stock of fine Bronze
Alabaster & Apparian Goods, Carvings. Photograph
Albums, Carved Jewelry, Black Wanlut Goods In
Shelves, Tables, Easels, Dining Boom Ornaments,
the Messrs. S Bros, having decided to go out ol the
above line of goods will sell without reserve to closet
Many of these goods are fine and expensive but all
will share the same fate aud be sold to the highest
bidder.

BROADWAY.

uiaiemeur 01 me conuition

the

feb7

SALE

—

shall

YORK,

175

1

j

Market

Ok

FINE ART GOODS

Ahkbt,'JAss’tSec’ys

—

UNDER PREBLE

Bailey A Co., Auctioneers.

IIHPOKTANT

GERMANIA
Fire Insurance Go.,

__

times and places examine all persons presenting themselves as candidates fur teachers; that
it shall grant to all persons found qualified certificates of first, second and third class, according to the degree of qualification. Such certificates shonld be good for ooe lyear ^injjany
part of the State.
The object of this is to obtain a more efficienti

7,87t 20

48 Exchange St, Portland. Me.

j

Governor and Council; that they shall hold sessions semi-annually at three or more places in
each oonnty; that said board shall at such

F. O.

AGENTS.

19

companies have commenced
harvesting, putting iu good iee from ten inches
upwatds in thickness. The Russells, at their
lower houses, are putting in first-class ice fourteen inches thick, clear, at the rate of thirteen
tons a minute.
Travel on runners about here is somewhat
Impeded by a lack of snow on nearly all of tbe
roads, and wheels are frequently seen in our
streets, au unusnal sight at this time of the
year; but our citizens find ample opportunity
to air their turnouts these pleasant days upon
the river, where the sleighing is excellent.
Richmond has a debating club and the benefits (?) of the “dollar of our lathers” is soon to
be discussed. We are interested to know what
our citizens think of it.
A gentleman is iu towu canvassing for a
lithograpic lvrds-eye view of Richmond, the
sketch of whicu he has on exhibition, lc is
quite accurate, showing all tbe streets and
buildings, and to any oue wanting a good view
of our village it would ba valuable. We learu
that some of our neighboring town9 and cities
Pen.
are being similarly reproduced.

m

fi’8__(13t

Total.*236,391 42
Chas. J. Mabtiit, Pres’t.
Gbekne, 1

Dow, Coffin

$8.00

islature for the enactment of a law establishing
a “Board of State Examiners’’ in each county
for the examination of all persons wishing to
teach in any of the publio schools of the State.
It is proposed that this board shall consist of
three persons in each county appointed by the

314,213 17
63,212 39
13.3,204 13
12,500 00

A. F. Willmartii. Vice-Pres’t*
D. A, Heald, 2d Vice-Pres’t.

s*z

A few of

a. in.

Gents' FurClothing
nishing Goods at store No. 173 Fort St. The stock
contains the usual assortment of Clothing for Men's
and Boy’s wear usually kept in a fir-t-class store also
Underwear, Oil Coats, Trunks, Detk, Sewing Machines &c. Every article will oe sold without reserve
to close the business of Lewis & Co. at this place.

day

j- H- Washbbhb, Sec’y.

The

ity.

00
CO
00
00

Claims for Losses outstanding on 1st January, 1878.*234,396,42
Dividends unpaid.
1,993 00

11

Mil Editor:—Dear Sir—We have received
a circular from
the State Superintendent of
Schools asking us to sign a petition to the Leg-

auction.

LIABILITIES.

Same, 2d on red priests.
Same, 1st on black tumblers.
W P Ayer, 1st on black head nuns.
1
Same, 1st on red mottled agate tumblers.
Same, 1st on white tumblers.
i
Same, 3d on blue swallows, black bars.
Personal.
Same, 3d ou blue jockobins.
Tbe facts are these:
Messrs. Hathaway & Pond, proprietors of
Laurin Martin, 3d on black magpies, smooth heads.
GREY OVER GOATS,
$3.00
A man, who gave his name as George Hoyt
Same, 1st on blue capped magpies.
the Eedpath Lyceum Bureau, recently made
C H Milliken, 2d on white tumblers.
came to my warerooms and arIt
of
a
Annie
Louise
Miss
Springfield,
unique
gift.
Cary
very
Same, 1st'on black turbits.
cat long, with warm linings and
Same, 2d on red winged turbits.
was in the shape of a China cnp and
ranged to have a piano sent to his home to
saucer,
Woodward & Haight, 1st on blue runts.
velvet collars.
then
iu
his
Bratof
arrival
the
daughter,
artistically decorated in |the Egyptian style, await
Same, 2d and 3d on silver runts.
Joseph Mason, 2d on red mottled fantails, smooth the inscriptions having reference to the ancient tleboro, Vt., attending school. After waiting
heads.
a day or two, Hoyt came and apologized for her
Princess Amneris, or to the same character
William G White, 1st on dun fantails, smooth
non-airival. He appeared exceedingly anxious
heads.
Miss Cary so effectively portrays in Verdi’s
Same, 1st on black swallows.
to talk to me ou religious matters, but I did not
opera of “Aida.” Inside the saucer is the
Same, 1st on red fantails.
Same, ?d on blue barred swallows.
appreciate his true inwardness at ail, his breath GREY ULSTERS,
prayer of the Princess Amneris to Osiris, in
9.00
Same, 2d on white booted fans.
is
the
Outside
characters.
cup
being so full of bad rum it might be considered
hieroglyphic
E D Withers, 1st on black bald heads.
and
seizure.
Perceiving
a clear case for search
cost to make, 9.62.
the monogram of Miss Cary, with the name of
Same, 2d on yellow jackobins.
him to be an unmitigated fraud, I concluded
Same, 2d on black fans.
the character, “Amneris,” together with reprehad
on
he
called
as
got
"dear
her,
his
child,"
3d
on
yellow wings.
Same,
McKeen & Hemlick, 1st and 3d on blue Auwerps,
tbe mixed train for Portland and would be too
sentations of the Sphinx and Lotos; while tanSame, 1st and 2d on solid silver turbits.
ning round nearer the rim is the following long coming.the
John D White. 1st on turbits.
City Marshal of my suspicions,
Notifying
i passage from Amneris’s fearful denunciation
Same, 1st on black pigeon pouters.
he requested me to allow the piano to lemain
Same, 2d on silver owls.
both
in
in the fourth aot of “Aida,” expressed
while he would watch his movements. The in•
•
S.OO
BLACK ULSTERS,
Same, 1st on silver English owls.
strument remained but a short time, when I
notes of music and the words:
“Empia
Same, 1st on blue English owls.
it
Meanwhile
and
took
Hoyt
it
for
away.
on
silver
ruuts.
sent
1st
Same,
razzia! anatema see voi. La veodetta del ceil
Formerly sold tor $12.00.
was active in trying to obtain money on the
Same, 1st, 2d and 3d on creamy pigeon pouters.
scende-va amate a se voi.”
Same, 2d on ice pigeons,
piano. A gentleman stated yesterday that he
Albert T Keith, 2d on dun fantails, smooth heads.
but
for
out
all
counted
him,
had the money
J O Thurston, 1st on black carriers.
A Would-be Suicide.—Last evening a man
that for some reason he did not take it. AnSame, 1st on dun carriers.
the
to
enter
was
seen
other
Stokes
Daniel
named
party it seems was not so fortunate. He
York
New
1st
on
kite
H Colell,
buttons.
city:
produced and gave a fraudulent bill of sale,
Same, 1st and 2d on red buttons.
of St. Paul's church on Locust streeta
doorway
2d
on
1st
and
yellow buttons.
Same,
purporting to be for this piano, whereas this
While standing there a passer-by beard him reSame, 1st on splashed button heads.
identical instrument was not manufactured at PLAIN BEAVER OVERCOATS,
2d
and
3d
on
almonds button head3.
Same, 1st,
mark that no one would ever seo him again.
the time the bill was dated.
Same, 1st on mottled red button heads.
$7.00.
If this man Hoyt is still wanted probably he
At that instant a pistol shot was heard and the
Same, 3d on blue fantails.
may be found in or about Brattleboro’ hunting
A crowd
Same, 1st on black button heads.
man fell as though he was shot
Ed. B. Kobinson.
child.
lost
for
his
sold lor $12.00.
1st
on
Commonly
yellow pirl Berlins, short-faced.
Same,
gathered quickly and he was carefully examSame, 2d on solid black jackobins.
School
House.
Street
whit©
fan
Brackett
2d
on
j ined, but no wound was fonnd upon his person.
tails, crested.
Same,
Same, 2d on blue barbs.
J
Mr. Editor:—The many complaints of parLeBoy Sanborn took the man to the station as
Same. 2d on yellow fan tails, smooth heads.
ents, teachers and scholars, regarding the sani- NEW STYLES]
NEW GOODS!
Same, 2d on red barbs.
there were no police near. Stokes told him
Same. 3d on black barbs.
tary condition of this school house, led to a
that he was out of work and was discouraged
Same, 2d on white barbs.
JUST RECEIVED.
visit at8.30 this moruiug of the writer and two
Same, 1st and 2d on yellow barbs.
and wanted to die. He had been drinking and
Same, 1st on white fan tails, smooth heads.
We found on entering the
other parents.
his desire if
have
accomplished
wonld
probably
white
silks, fan tails.
Same, 1st on
He
building au almost intolerable odor, notwithSame, 3d on dun nuns.
he had not been so much intoxicated.
500 ALL WOOL PANTALOONS,
Same, let on white African owls.
station
at
the
standing all of the doors and windows were
police
passed the previous night
Same, 1st on splashed trnmpeters.
must
course
of
these
in
fresh
let
to
the
air;
was
found
opened
Same, 1st on blue Airican awls.
only $2.50.
for drunkenness. On his person
Ou invesSame, 2d dun African owls.
pistol and amunition which went with it. A be closed when school commences.
Same, 3d on mottled black trumpeters.
of
tbi3
state
at
tigation we were not surprised
Same, 1st on yellow Chinese owls.
stray shot fired by him narrowly esoaped hitSame, 1st on black trumpeters.
the old fashioned vaults instead of
ting a sister of Mr. Charles Sawyer who lives things, for
Same, 1st on white Chirrose owls.
being placed outside and at the end of the
Same, 1st ou mottled black trumpeters.
ou Cumberland street.
Same, 1st ou black Chinese owls.
building, are iu the center. And the doors
and every
Same, 1st on red swallows.
VERMONT GRAY PANTS,
Music Hall this Evening.—There promopen directly into the school rooms,
Same, 2d on yellow swallows.
foul odors are wafted
through
1-U03D
these
UliUUuO
minute
of me
the
audiences oi
finest auaienees
I
of toe
the nuesc
be ooe
one ot
"——L
T n TP
ises
ises to De
1st on blue winged swallows.
«_uni)
iranfil afinn
tft
Vital
thfl
Same,
tbe
to
ventilation
no
O_0.1
help
TO CLOSE, $1.00.
the building, and
;
Same, 2d on Hamershlag pouters.
season at Music Hall this evening, on the occaWe found all of the teachers and |
sufferers.
Same, 1st on yellow tailed turbits.
\ sion ot Miss Wethersby’s re-appearance in her and dozens of the scholars have been sick, and j
Same, 1st and 3d on blue pouters.
Same, 1st on red tailed turbits.
the schools much broken up by tbe withdrawal ;
new company. Tiiere is no little cariosity to
Same^ 1st and 2d on white pouters.
of others, whose parents have found out what j
has
been
so
there
now
that
see
this
company,
2d
one
blue
winged white bass.
The tax j
Same,
a vile and miserable building this is.
j mnch said iD regard to its format:on. “Crnets’’
Same, 2d on black winged crested turbits.
to better treatj
payers of Ward 7 are entitled
Same, 2d on black winged, smooth head.
double
the
tax of | FOR A DARK FANCY
is
we
certain if
pay
is pronounced very funny, and it
ment than this, for
Same, 2d and 3d on red pouters.
hard
after
seem
does
it
j
and
ward
other
any
Same, 1st on yellow wiDged crested turbits.
there is any mirth it, Miss Wethersby and Mr.
Same, 1st on red winged crested turbits.
CASSIMERE SUIT.
paying taxes for years to support schools, not !
The
idea
of
a
dull
it
oat.
can
Goodwin
bring
a
child
when
Same, 2d on yellow winged, smooth heads.
to have a decent place to send
j
his
edin
the
two
cast
Same, 2d on red winged, smooth heads.
commence
him
to
these
for
with
persons
the time arrives
performance
Frock Coat,
English Walking
Same, 1st, 2d and 3d on Yellow Pouters
What we need is to have this old
ucation.
is absurd. They give but three performances
Same, 1st on red Priests.
and bui'd a
Coat
the
with
even
ground
laid
style,
trap
on
j
black Priests.
Same, 1st
here.
modest, cheap two story school house, having |
Geo F Seavey, 3d on solid white Turbits.
as
water
tor $12 00*
;
Sold
such
modern
everywhere
conveniences,
all the
Same, 3d on yellow Jacobins.
Stolen Clothing Kecoveked.—Wednesday
Same, 2d on solid white Jacobins.
closets, &c.; but above all healthy aud with j
In the name of humanity :
a thief entered Vaughan street school-house
Some, 1st on black Jacobins*
good ventilatiou.
Same, 2d on blue Jacobins.
let us have it.
j
and stole a number of artioles of clothing beSame, 2d on red Jacobins.
Feb.
7,1878.
Portland,
BOY’S SUITS,
to the scholars. Yesterday officer Bell
Same, 2d on kite short-laced tumblers.
longing
—■^—q
Same,i3d ou yellow short-faced tumblers.
recovered a valuable sack, two pairs of mittens,
Same, 3d on tortoise shell short-faced tumblers.
AGE STO IS,
Richmond.
and a bat, hid at the foot of State street. The
Same, 2d on black short-faced tumblers.
Same, 2d on agate short-faced tumblers.
Richmond, Feb. 7th, 1878.
is
not yet arrested.
thief
ONLY $3.00,
Same, 3d on mottled short faced tumblers.
The season of travel has oommeuced, if one
Same, 2d on black short faced tumblers.
window
Art
Schumacher's
Notice.—In
Same, 1st and 2d on red splashed inside tumblers.
may judge by the number of those “great
Same, 3d on blue owls.
there is to be seen a crayon drawiog of a bead
American travellers,” the trimps, that are
Same, 1st and 2d on black inside tumblers.
by Mrs. S. B. Perry, who has a stndio at No. swarming this way in search of work on the ice NUMEROUS OTHER
Same, 1st on dun inside tumblers.
Same, 1st and 2d on white splashed inside tumblers 764 Congress street, where she gives lessons in
they all say. They are getting to ha an annoySame, 1st ou inside tumblers.
GARMENTS EQUALLY
crayon work. This head shows mnch expresSame, 1st on black splashed inside tumblers.
ance to the people of the village by their freSame, 3d on dun short head fantails.
and if it is a sample of Mrs. Perry’s skill
a9 they
sion,
AS LOW.
and
coming
call
for
food
clothing,
quent
Same, 1st ou blue crested tantails.
she should place more of her work before the
Same, 2d on silver crested fantails.
from one to three or more, to some of the
do,
Same, 1st on white booted crested fantails.
public.
Sunday night nine were
houses, a day.
Same, 2d on black crested fantails.
furnished lodging in the lockup, and last evenSame, 1st on black bald head fantails.
EXAMINATION OF TEACHERS.
Same, 2d on blue winged turbits.
ing the police were out in force looking them
Same, 3d on black winged turbits.
up to see that they were properly housed. If
Same, 3d ou dun winged turbits.
they really wish tor work it is surely hoped
Same, 1st and 2d on blue tailed turbits.
that they may get it, but should the annoyances
The Proposed Board of Slate Exam1st
on
black
t
tailed
irbits.
Same,
keep on as it has begun, tha “cramp law”
iners—Some Arguments in Opposition.
Same, 1st on solid white turbits.
would be welcomed by the people in this vicinSame, 2d on solid black turbits.
Same, 2d on yellow winged turbits.
Same, 1st on blue winged turbits.
Same, 1st on black winged turbits.
Same, 3d on red winged turbits.
Same, 2d ou dun winged turbifs.
Same. 1st ou blue short head fantails.
Same, 1st ou yellow short head fantails.
Sams, 1st ou black short head fantails.
Same, l6t on white carriers.
Same, 1st on blue carriers.
Same, 1st ou yellow carriers.
Same, 2d ou black carriers.
Same, 2d on red carriers.
Same, 2d on dun carriers.
Same, 1st ou white crested fantails.
Same, 2d on blue crested tantails.
Same, 2d ou yellow crested fantails.
3ame, 1st on black crested fantails.
Same, 1st on solid white jacobins.
Same, 2d on black jacobins.
Same, 1st on red jacobins.
Same, 1st on solid black Jacobins.
Same, 1st on blue blue jacobins.
Same, 1st on yellow jacobins.
Same, 2d oil white carriers.
Same, 1st on dun Jacobins.
Same, 3d on black carriers.
Same, 2d on yellow carriers.
Same, 3d on dun carriers.
Same, 1st on silver winged turbits black bars.

Goods

m.

Total.*6,1*9,626 73

ODD LOIS!

Swindling Case.
Mr. Editor:—The statements in your issue
Adroit
in regard to an
on the 4th inst,
Swindler” who, it was said, rented a piano of
me and that I lost the same, need correcting'

—

commencing Saturday, Peb. 9th. at
and contiuue at 10
WE
2t p.
each
2} p.
until sold the stock of
and

Dow, Coffin & Libby,

—

AND

Bball *ell

06

254,190
124,828

..

..*_

wished bis hearers to examia- with him the
Bible teaching about the Good Shepherd. In
John 10:1 L we read the decimation of Jesus
that he wag the Good Shepherd, and again iu
We wish to see from t be Bible wbat
verse 14.
this good shepherd does for his people. In

Banks.*161,727

Mortgages, being llrst lien on
Real Estate, (worth * 1,298,200).2,016 903
United States Stock (market value).3,016,875

nn

The evening service commenced with singing hymn No. 7G, “It is well with my soul.
Rev. Mr. Gardner offered prayer, and Rav. Mr_
Clark read the 23d Psalm, and hymn No. 17
was sung, "Seeking to save.” The preacher

AT

Bond and

WM. D.
—

UUI.

oc3dt»

Furnishing

■CXStABT OF ASSETS.

pnntra.

diction. W« will not comment upon it. In
cioeing wo will suggest to our Superintendent
that the only way to raise the grade of teachers
is to raise their pay. This must be pateut to
all. Tbe method he suggests would only increase the machinery, while it would add nothtoAooaou.
ing to the results.

0. W.

—

Assets.*6,109,026 73

vuo

CLOSING SALE

KichaMg. Si.

CLOTHING

Cash Capital... .*3,000,00 0 00
Reserve lor Re-Insurance. 1,838.43231
Reserve for Unpaid Losses and Dividends 2.36.39142
Net Surplus. 1,016,703 02

Cash In

ad ST

Consignments solieited.

Broadway.

Forty-Ninlk Semi-annual Statement, showing the
condition of the Company on the 1st day of Jam 1878,

Total

a

O. BAILkY.

Regular Bala or Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday, commencing at It o’clock a. m.

left

anomora

Rpta ifl

V. O. BAILEY A CO,
Auctioneer* and Commission Merchant*,
r.

nnbroken, and part of it is missing. The tower,
was east of the house; it now lies in a worthless heap on the south side where it was borne
by the force of the waves. The lighthouse itself was Lot damaged, except that the iron
ventilators in tbe basement were broken. With
tbe exception of a small spot on the northwest
end, the sea swept over the entire surface of
the island, but no damage was done to the sta-

to their fitness for the position ? But
granting, for the sake of argument, that we can tion other
than that stated above.
get good men, look at the Inconvenience attendThe number of fishing licenses granted in the
ing the plan. The sessions are to be held at
Castine district in 1877 was seventy-seven vesthree different places in the county, and only
semi-annually. Now, many of our female sels over twenty tons, and forty-one under,
a total of one hundred and
teachers are obliged to work for very small pay,
eighteen vessels enthe average through the State being less than
gaged in the fishing business in this district.
Value
of
codfish taken and cured, $125,000; of
S4 per week. If one living in a remote part of
the county wishes to teach she will be obliged
mackerel, $100,000; of herring, $65,000; of
hake, haddook and pollock. $30,000; shell fish,
to go to this board to get her certificate, and
her journey will cost her perhaps more than
$35,000; fresh fish, $50,000; fish oil. $30,000;
fish refuse for manure, $3,000; a total amount
she can earn in a week, and it is further proof
that
she
shall
a
dollar
$448,000.
for
posed
her cerpay
tificate; but of this, hereafter.
KNOX COUNTY.
The certificates are to be of three classes;
Hiram C. Burton of Bockland, was drowned
hence the schools must be graded in three
sea Jan. 31st.
at
He was a.seamau on the
classes. This would be attended with some exschooner Maggie D. Marstou.
pense to the State. Again, they are to be goud
and
Mr.
Mt
j,
James
Monroe of Bockland,
for only one year, so at the end of each year we
poor pedagogues would be obliged to make our celebrated the sixteenth anniversary of their
little pilgrimages to these great fountains of all marriage last Saturday. Four generations of
such examina- the family were present, and the house was
knowledge. Again, I quote,
tions should test the candidate’s knowledge of filled with guests from 2 until 10 o’clock p. m.
subjects, his knowledge of methods of teach- Among the interesting features of the occasion
ing and of school government. Does our Su- was the reading of letters from Mrs. Monroe’s
perintendent pretend to say that any examina- father, written iu oamp daring the war of 1812,
tion, however thorough, is any criterion by asd from her son while a soldier in tbe union
army.
Which to judge of the abilities of a teacher ?
A man may be ever so well versed in all the
OXFORD COUNTY.
subjects taugbt in any school, may have at bis
Work was commenced on the proposed
the
all
end
theories
that are Buckfield & Bumford Falls
tongue’s
good
Bailroad February
taugbt in our much vaunted, but very expen- 5tb. It is the intention of the directors
to have
sive and thoroughly useless Normal schools;
the road in operation early in the spring.
but if he lack the faculty of governing, the art
WALDO COUNTY,
of imparting knowledge, or the delicate taot of
Late advices from Buenos Ayres says that
gaining the good will and affection of his puMr. Dickey, the Stockton mate who shot the
pils he must inevitably fail as a teacher.
“
mutinous sailor, will probably be discharged.
It (the examination) should
Again he says,
be both written and oral.” Does he mean that Great interest is being taken in his case by captha
aVirvlllrl VtA first: written
oft.w.
tains aDd mates in that port.
wards the same answers recited; or does he
A young girl employed in a public bouse in
mean that part of the answers shall be written
Belfast, has a passion for killing cats.
She
and a part recited ? Oar State Superintendent shuts the victim in a room, watches herohances
should be able to express his ideas clearly and
to catch it by the hind legs,gives it a swing and
in a grammatical form. Again, “the grade of dashes its brains out. At one time she had five
qualification demanded must be put low laid out at once. Her hands have been fearenough, at first to secure the requisite number fully bitten and clawed by the animals, but
aha of I 11 fnllrnirn kna
of teachers for the schools of the State.”
lOIIUOOl
ft would seem to an oriinaryjmind, that this
The Stockton shoe factory is not
proving a
would adapt the grade of qualification to the success.
The workmen are not employed more
abilities of the teachers, rather than raise the
than half the time.
abilities of the teachers to the grade of qualifications ; and if such be the fact, the plan can
work nothing but evil. And if it is necessary
The last chance to bny those nice articles at
to put the grade low tbe first year, what assurSchumacher Bros.’, at your own price, will be
ance have we that it will not ba necessary to
do the same thing tbe next year? But no; the today, as they have decided to close out all the
hopeful man continues, “It would doubtless be articles left yet positively today.
possible in three years so to raise the standard
of qualification that thereafter a certificate
The Stanley Museum is open every day. All
granted by the County Board should be made the animals are fed at 3
o’clock every afternoon.
good for life, or during good behavior.” \Ve
Go and see them.
will not criticise his use of the word should
have
used
to
he
he
because
where
could,
ought
From Mrs. Mary B. Colburn, Boston.
is State Superintendent of schools, but we will
call your attention to the fact that be proposes,
I attended the Mann Lift first about a year
by the means above described, to raiss the pres- ago, and began
immediately to feel the good
in
three
of
to
low
ent
years,
grade
qualification,
If he does not expect in effects of it. Belonging to a family every
a perfect standard.
that time, to raise it to a maximum, why does member of which, for two generations, has
he have these certifisates for the first three passed away with
consumption, it became a
years, good for one year only, and after that settled
thing that I, too, must succumb to the
time good for life? Andif|they are good for
same dread disease; I had many premonitory
life, of course, no improvement is to be made.
“It is proposed that eaoh teacher receiving a
symptoms, such as violent hemorrhages, loss of
certificate shall pay into the treasury of the
voioe, pain in the laogs, etc. A little investiState, oue dollar.” This seems to me hard ingation into the principles of yoar most indeed. I am not aware that any of the public
servants of the town, county, State or nation
genious machine, so showed me how ventible
are obliged to pay a tax or fee of any kind, beit was, that I let the idea of consumption pass
fore entering upon the performance of their dufrom my mind; and a glad release it was,
ties, and why should teachers, the poorest paid away
I can assure you. The change in me is very
and least appreciated of all public servants, be
subject to Buch a tax? We work now for a remarkable, as all my friends testify, and
mere pittance, subject to many vexatious and
I really think it would be wrong for me not to
annoyances, yet our wise Superintendent would
impose this tax which would be paying the spread the glad tidings far and wide. I do wish
State for a license to serve the State. He con- everybody knew of the Health-Lift.
tinues, “The money so received to be used in
Health-Lift rooms, 237 Middle street, Portpaying the expenses of the Examining Board,
J. H. Gaubert,
and of Normal Institutes held for the purpose land.
feb2dlw
of giving young persons desiring to teach an
Proprietor.
themselves
for
the
exopportunity to qualify
“
Vanite Fair
is a great place for SLIPamination."
If the State wants such a board let the State PERY ELM LOZENGES, for Coughs, &c.|For
pay for it, bat don’t wring the cost of it out of sale by all Druggists.
the hard-earned wages of the four thousand
Caswell Sc Ce.
overworked young women who teach our sumCorner Washington and Winter streets, Bosmer schools.
Why should teachers, more than
Is
it
any more for
any other class support it?
ton.
their benefit than for the benefit of the public
at large? Surely this law is not intended for
Greenback meeting at Arcana Hall Friday
the benefit of teachers, but only for the taught,
Seats free.
evening, Feb. 8, at 7.30 o’clock.
yet the teachers must bear all the burden.
feb7*2t
Once more. “It is not proposed by this law Ladies invited.
to take away or abridge the power of the Committee or Superintendent of towns,” and immediately following this we find “It is proposed
by the law asked for, that no town in the State
shall employ any person to teach in any public
school, who has not a State certificate from
tfVtnntxr ‘Rrtupd

HOME

HANCOCK COUNTY.

regard as

anmn

auction sales:

gale of last month was very severe at
Egg Bock Light station. Tbe bell tower was
knocked over by the waves which swept over
the Bock, and the bell was so mnch damaged by tbe fall that it will have to be taken
away to be
There were only
repaired.

~

best

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

The

terests are directly concerned ?
And add to all the other duties of the Governor the appointment of three examiners for
each county, forty-eight in all, and is it probable that he would make wise selections in all
cases.
Nay, is it not probable that these men
would be appointed merely on the recommendation of interested parties, without any carefu-

lings.
Same,

1st

municipal Court.

Friday.

BIRDS.

STATE NEWS.

personal an interest in the common schools of
any town, will make a more judicious selection
of men for that position, than they whose in-

Charles Ramsay, Deering, 2d premium on Cayuga
ducks.
Same, special for second best pair, regardless of
age.
GeoCTait, Chicopee, Mass., 3d on Pekin duck-

“

recover.

evening,

Same,

1st

the plaintiff amended his writ by filing
count, substantially like the first, but with an
additional allegation that the servants of the defendant corporation in charge of the train were
guilty of gross negligence in not stopping or slowing
the train when they [saw the plaintiff approaching
the crossing under the circumstances, and in the
situation in [which be was placed. And under the
instructions or the Court, thisjwas the only question
submitted to the jury—whether the plaintiff had
proved to the satisfaction of the jury that the engineer recklessly ran bis train at the same rapid rate
of speed after be saw that the plaintiff was In danger
of being run over. If he did, the plaintiff was
entitled to recover; but if the plaintiff had not sustained the allegation, the verdict should [be for the
defendants.
The j ury, alter being out three hours, rendered a
verdict for the defendants.
F. Adams—Coombs tor plaintiff.
Drummond & Winsliip for defendants.

MASONIC.
Masonic Ball, No. 95 Exchange Street,

At

Same.

board of examiners than the town committee*
Bat what guarantee have we that the Governor
and Council, who have not, and from tho
very
nature of the case, cannot have so close and

solid dun tnrbits.
red winged turbits point boads.
1st on silver Antwerp?.
1st on white Berlin button head tumblers.
1st on blue Berlin button bead tumblers.
2d on bine Antwerps.
1st on black Berlin button head tumblers,
1st on red Berlin button bead tumblers.
on
on

DUCKS.

Thereupon

CITY GOVERNMENT.
The regular meetings of the City Council take
place the first Monday evening of each month.
The School Committee meet the fourth Monday
evening of each month.

Same,

Exhibition of the Maine

a new

Stated Meetings.

Same, 1st
Same. 1st

Same,
Same,

a

entitled to

Same, 2d sn bine winged tnrbits point heads,
Same, 1st on solid yellow tnrbits.

i

FOR

SALE,

Boots and Shoes
of all kinds, widths and sizes for ererybody at (9

WINTER PRICES.
Your Old Boots neatly Repaired.

421 Congress Street,
Sign of

door
the Cold «.•«.
Viral earlah ChurcS.

till of

Irving «T. Jhlrownp
Ja8

Formerly with M. G. Palmer.

eodl*

against the silver bill. The Honse passed a
bill for a special session of the U. S. circuit
court for the southern district of Mississippi to
try the timber thieves.

POETRY.
For the Press,

Credo.

CRIMES AND

are dark with sorrow,
tho way is hard to see—
Though tho tears, downfalliag, blind ms,
Leaking heavenward for Thsa—
Tet, that Thom art Waiting, watehlng,
Soli % all the tears that fall.
And that Thou tflit give toe lotlng,
Tendar oomfort for them all—
I bellevo, Lord, I bellevo.

Though the years

ielsonville, Conn.,

And

Though I weary

Philip Watson, a colored wife murdarer
hanged at Covington, Ky., last Thursday.

seem
some

hurricane, leaving them destitute.
The furniture manufactory of B. F. Holmes
& Co. 121 Medford street, Charlestown, was
burned Thursday. Loss §160,000; Insurance
§60,000.
The Deep Biver, Conn., National Bank was
entered by burglars Wednesday night and the
a

safe blown open. The noise arensed the citizens and the burglars left without obtaining

often tangled,
too strong,

anything. They were subsequently arrested.
The; gave the names of Andrew Hubb9ll of
Ohio and James Watson of New York.
The trial of Anderson, one of the Louisiana
returning board is now going on at New Orleans. He will undoubtedly be convicted.
A fire occurred on the second floor of 854
Sixth street New York, Monday night caused
by bed clothes taking fire from a spark from a
stove. Four children of Thomas Cassidy were
suffocated.
Tbe signal observer at Oeracoke Inlet, North
Carolina beacb, at noon Sunday, telegraphed
that tbe brig C. O. Overton, from New York
for Nassna, Capt. Henry Allen is ashore two
miles north of that station. All hands were
lost. A hat and other articles were picked np
on the shore with recent marks of blood on
them. A log hook was washed ashore and

Seem so very poor indeed—
Tet, that Thou canst Bee the harvest,
And dost cherish tenderly
All the meagre, humble garlands,
Which are my best gifts to Thea—
I believe, Lord, I believe.

Though for dearest friends, I sometimes
Fain would give my life away,
And Instead, to help or save them,
Can do nothing more than pray—
Tet, that Thon dost hear the heart-blood
Throbbing In the words that go
Pleading, moaning through the silence.

says C. C. Overton received 202 tons of coal at
Hoboken Jan. 14th, and ten days after left on
her voyage.
The storm of last Thursday and Friday was
the most severe of the winter. Eighteen inches
of snow fell in Boston and travel was greatly
impeded. At Coney Island off New York sev-

dost answer, even so—
X believe, Lord, I believe.

And

weary

LUUIB MJ LUfU UUU I

w-—.

SSL,

drowned. At Long Branch the storm
the most terrific ever experienced them.
Almost every building on the shore between

was

Sandy Hook and Long Branch
less damaged and all the places

History of Seven Days.
New* for the week eadlag Wednesday Night, February 6.

NATIONAL CAPITAL.

armed resistance on the part of illicit distillers
In overpowering nnmbers in Winston county
and are consequently nnable to enforce the revenue laws in that section. The commissioner
replied,‘employ 20 aiditional men and act with
promptness and vigor."
The various reports that have reached the
government with reference to the whereabouts
of Sitting Bull have not been disregarded at the
War Department. There is a settled determination to make a thorough war upon that party
whenever and wherever fonnd in our dominion.
Permission has been asked of the Indian bureau by the military authorities to enlist Crows
against the hostile Sionx. The Crows are old
enemies of the Sioux tribes and have been long
years friendly to this government. The Indian
office has acceded to the request from the Secretary of War. If there is any danger of Sit-

ting Bull's crossing into the United States territoty the recruiting of the Crows will comimmediately.

Senator Wallace’s long bond bill as amended
and reported from the Senate finance committee directs the Secretary of the Treasury
to issue 8100,000,000 of coupon bonds of the denominations of $25, 800 and 8100 of equal sums
of each of said denominations
redeemable in coin in 50 years from date of issue and
bearing interest payable semi-annually in coin
at the rate of 3.65 per cent per annum.
These
bonds are to be in lieu of tbe same amount of
four per oent bonds authorized by tbe act of
July 14th, 1870, and like them are to be exempt
Uuu*

V>o

ottor

ed for sale at the different sab-treasuries aod
Uaited States depositories at par and accrued
interest for coin or for United States legal tenuer

uuiea at current

proceeds

mantel

valuation,

ana tne

to be applied to the redemption of
any outstanding United States bonds bearing
higher rate of interest.
The House committee on judiciary Tuesday
took a vote on the proposition for a 16th amendment to the constitution as presented and advocated by the late female suffrage convention.
The vote on the proposition was as follows:
Yeas—Lynde of Wis., Frye of Me., Butler of
Mass., Conger of Mich., and Mayham of N. Y.
are

Nays—Knott of Ky., Hartridge of Ga., Stenger of Penn., McMahon of Ohio, and Culberson of Tex.—5.
Mr. Harris of Va., who is opposed to female

suffrage,

absent.
There is no probability
that the committee at any time hereafter will
take favorable action on the subject.
The principal redactions in the salaries of
foreign ministers and consuls as reported by
the House appropriation committee are as follows: The four first-class missions, Great
Britain, France, Germany and Russia are reduced from $17,500 to $15,000. The second
class are redaced from $12,000 to $10,000 as
follows: Spain, Austria, Brazil, Italy, Japan,
Mexico and China. The salaries of ministers
to Chili and Pern are redaced from $10,000 to
was

$8,000. Sweden aod Norway, Turkey, Venezuela, the Sandwich Islands, the Argentine Republic and the United States of Columbia remain $7,500. Belgium, the Nethelands, Denmark, Greece and Switzerland have been
dropped from the rolls of missions. The Hayti
mission is redaced from $7,500 to $5000, Liberia from $1000 to $2,500 and Bolivia to $5000.

Portugal, Uraguay

and

Paraguay

are

un-

changed.
The

Senate committee on post offices has
agreed to report favorably upon the department
bill to regulate compensation of fourth-class
postmasters upon the basis of the stamps cancelled, instead of sold. The committee also
adopted resolutions declaring that in its Judgment no change should be made in existing
laws relative to compensations of first, second
and third class postmasters.

Bland silver bill, to the effect that the new
silver dollar shall be eqaal in valne to gold.
Mr. Allison gave notice that he would insist on
the bill to-day or to-morrow. In the Honse,
Mr. Hewitt stated that he voted against the
Matthew’s resolution—not for it, as reported.
Mr, Foster’s substitute for the resolution in re-

gard to whiskey in bond was adopted.
Thursday in the Senate the joint resolution
extending the thanks of Congress to Henry M.
Stanley was passed. A bill appropriating
8300,000 for the protection of the Bio Grande
was passed.
Messrs. Morgan and Booth presented amendments to the silver hill, and farther consideration was postponed until Monday. In the Honse tho Military Academy
appropriation bill was reported and discussed.
A majority and a minority report were presented in relation to the California contested
seat

Friday the House only was in session; Mr.
Baker of Indiana, rose to a question of privilege, and made a complaint of misconduct on
the part of the doorkeeper, sustained by affidavits which had been sent to him. After a
long debate the matter was referred to the
oommittee on reform in the civil servido to investigate and report. Private bills were considered in committee on the whole.
Saturday neither honse was iu session.

Monday in the Senate
petitions were presented
‘he tariff, eto.; Mr. Beck

great number of
in regard to silver,
a

offered an amendment to the Bland bill, and Mr. Bayard spoke
against the bill; Mr. Eaton will speak next.
In the House, motions to snspend the ru'es,
and order an income tax bill to be reported,
and to authorize sab-committees investigating.

Treasury expenditures to travel,
for lack of two-thirds.

were

defeated

Tuesday

in the Senate Mr. Coukling presented a large number of petitions from citizeus
of New York in favor of silver remonetization
Jn submitting them be stated that bethought
they did not represent the opinions of the people of that State on the question, lie also presented a petition suggesting that a commission
be appointed to devise measures for the relief
of the people of Northern China who are dying
of starvation. Mr. Eaton of Connecticut spoke

more or

on

places.
TURCO-RUSSIAN WAR.

A note on the Turko-Russian war must start
off with a declaration similar to that in the
celebrated chapter on snakes in Iceland: thore
is no Turko-Russian war. The armistice has
been signed, and negotiations for a definitive
treaty of peace are going oc. The following
the terms of the armistice:
First—The erection of Bulgaria into a

are

cipality.

indemnity

Second—A war

compensation.

or

prin-

territory

in

Third—The independence of Roumania, Servia and Montenegro with an increase of territory for each.
Fourth—Reforms in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Fifth—An ulterior understanding between
the Sultan and the Czar regarding the Darda
nelles.
Sixth—Evacuation of the Danubian fortresses and Erzeroum.
The terms are vague enough to give Russia
all she wants, and they arouse considerable
opposition in England and Austria. In order
to settle the Eastern question a conference of
the great powers has been oalled to meet at
Vienna. It is understood that Russia demands
of Roumania the cession of Bessarabbia, offering the Dobrnja in its place. Greece has undertaken to seize Thessaly, and its troops are
across the frontier.
The British Parliament is
still discussing the war-grant.
of the
Times
telegraphs that no attempt is made in
St.
Petersburg to remove the suspicion
that the Russian commanders in Roumelia
deliberately procrastintaed the negotiations in
order to take the greatest possible advantage of
the military situation.
According to hints
The

correspondent

Vienna

Russia all along were pretty accurately foreshadowed. for greater stress is laid in St. Petersburg on the military than on the political
aspect of the negotiations just concluded. The
fact that considerable reinforcements of Russian troops continue to stream through Bucharest to Bulgaria, that beside the operating
r»..i

—

a

i>

_:~

«■

in Roumania is being steadily increased
and that the creation oi 44|fresh battalions to be
formed into four new divisions bave just been
ordered by tbe Czar, all show the importance
attached to the military attitude to be assumed
in the conquered territory during tbe peace negotiations, The Czar’s speech at the review of
the troops at St. Petersburg yesterday seems to
point in the same direccion.
The Vienna correspondent of tbe London Telegraph says tbe Conference will probably assemble at tbe end of February or the beginning of
March. Count Aadrassy wishes it to assemble
on the 20th inst., but this is hardly possible unreserve

less Russia answers immediately. The powers
chiefly interested, except of course Russia, intend to insist on the treaty of Paris being taken
as a basis of the negotiation.
OTHER FOREIGN NEWS.

An attempt at revolution in Tamaulipas was
easily suppressed by the Mexican government.
The friends of Lerdo intend to run him for the
next

President.

The statement that Spain intends to assnme
the protectorate of San Domingo is denied.
The Pone’s health is improving. The Ultramontane Cardinals are seeking to bring about
bad relations between the Vatican and the
Quirinal with tbe purpose of removing the next
conclave from Rome.
A telegram dated Shanghae, China, Feb. 3,
announces that an asylum for women and children at the city of Tien Tain has been burned,
and that over 2000 persons perished in the fire.
It is calculated that after the conclusion of
peace, tbe Black Sea and Sea of Azof ports
will export five million quarters of wheat.
Abont a million quarters of grain has accumuated at Odessa, and nearly a million and a
half more is stored at stations on tbe Odessa
and Eharkof, Nikolief and Sebastopol, and
Koorsh and Azof

CONGRESS.

Wednesday in the Senate a letter from the
commissioner of pensions caused a long debate.
Mr. Christiancy offered a substitute for the

was

the beach
had their grounds badly washed. In many
instances 18 or 20 feet of the bluffs were taken
away in front of the cottages and hotels. Bath
houses are all gone, and many of the beautiful
summer bouses were either washed away by
the sea or blown to pieces by the gale. The
bulkheads were all destroyed. The beach for
miles is strewn with debris from these wrecks.
The water was never known to be so high. It
washed over the bluff into Ocean avenue in
many

Internal Bevenne Collector Booth telegraphs
from Montgomery, Ala., as follows: My deputies aod Deputy U. S. Marshals have met

mence

-..-j

sons were

To forget all pain and heart-ache,
Lying on tby loving breast—
Yet, that when the work Is over,
And the busy years have passed,
In Thine arms.iO tender Saviour,
Thou wilt give me rest at last,
1 believe, Lord, I believe.

The

..v.v

railways.

BRIEF MENTION

Superintendent Linderman of the United
States mint favors the coinage of a silver dollar of 434 grains.-Thirty-fonr thousand
Massachusetts women
have petitioned the
Massachusetts Legislature for tbe right to vote
at municipal elections.— Ex-Governor Weld
has been found and is nowin jail in New Orleans.-Mr. Ross, the father of Charley Ross,
has been to see the bov hrnneht from nomar,,,
and says he is not his lost child.-The New
York Board of Trade has adopted a resolution

recommending that the associated banks of
that city and ail other moneyed institutions in
the United States in sympathy with them in
the event of the passage of the Bland bill,
immediately take measures as a protection to
themselves and the community to consider
gold values as the standard and quote all other
values at a premium or discount as the case
may be, thereby making gold coin the standard
of valae throughout the United States.-The
coinage of the San Francisco mint for January was $2,655,000.
ican capital 1 ye

Large quantities of Amerrecently been invested in

Dominion stocks on account of the silver agitation.-Sitting Bull is reported to have
crossed the border, aud Gen. Miles is marching
against him.-George Ornikshank, the well
known English caricaturist, is dead.-The

postmaster-general has decided that the trade
dollar is not a legal tender, and that the postoffices are not obliged toreceived.them.-Gen.
Joe Johnston will run for Congress from the
Richmond, Va., district.-Gen. Grant ,is re-

hereby given, that the subscriber has
been duly appointed aud taken upon bimselt
the trust of Administrator ot the estate of
ISAAC D. BREWER, late of
Freeport,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bondsas the law directs. All persons having demands
upon the estate of said deceased are required to
exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
EBEN BKEWEK, Adm’r.
Freeporl, Feb. 5,1S78.
w3w6*

Vaults

Address

Cleaned.,
s. f. bickfh,

Libby's Corner, Vetting.

BOSTON.
Parker Hoase, School St. H. B. Parker*

Or SELF-PRESERVATION.

St. James Hotel—J. R. Crocker, Propri

Heat by Mail

....

33

...

@

40

21

Butter.
23
Family, # ft 25 @ 28 Norway.
4j@ 54
Store.
14 @
18 Cast Steel...
15 @
18
German St’l. 10 @ 12
Candles.
4
Mould, # ft.
@13 Shoe Steel... 3J @
Sperm. 32 @ 35 Spring Steel.
7J@ 10
Charcoal.
Sheet Iron,.
Pine.
4 @
41
@ 12 Common....
Hard Wood,
H. C.
6
5J@
Oak.
@ 15 Russia. 13 @ 14
8 @
12
Galy.
Birch, MaLard.
ple.
@ 17
Pit Burned,
Kegs ^ ft-.
84@
8|
19
Tierceslb.
Maple.
@
8j@ 8}
Cheese.
Pail.
9|@ 104
Verm’t,# ft 14 @ 15 Caddies. 10}@ 11J
13 @
14
Maine.
Lean.
N. f. Factory 14 @ 15 Sheet & Pipe
9 @
94
8 @
Coal—(Retail).
Pig.
Cumberland 6 00 (5 6 50
Leather.
Piccou. 6 50 @ 7 00 New Yorx.
Chestnut.... 5 00 @ 5 50 Light.
24 @
27
Franklin.... 6 50 @ 7 00 Mid. Weight.
25 @
27
Heavy. 25 @ 27
Lehigh &W.
Ash. 5 50 @ 6 00 Slaughter... 32 @ 88
Gd Dam’g’d 22 @ 24
Coflee.
Java.# ft.. 25 @ 26 Am. Calf... 80 @110
Bio. 17 @ 20
Linte.
Rockland c’sk.
@ 1 00
Cooperage.
Hhd. Shooks andHeads.
Lumber
Mol.City.. 2 00 @ 219 Clear pine.
@215 Nos. 1 & 2...40 00 @55 00
Sug.City..
1 05 @ 110 No. 3. 30 00 @40 00
Sug. C
Pine Suga
Shipping. .15 00 @20 00
box shooks 48 00 @5000 Spruce.10 00 @12 00
hd. Headings,
Hemlock.... 9 50 @11 00

for

Spruce,

35
in.18

Clapboards,
Spruce ex. 24

00 @20 00
(Svm fin

00
00
00

Ammonia

20
6
45
38

@
@
@
@

23
7
50
42

powders...
Borax.-.
Brimstone...
Cochineal,...
Copperas....

3@
12 @
@
75 @

5

Cream tartar
Ex logwood

30
11
25
15
33

Bleaching

Gum Arabic.
Aloes cape.

Camphor..

Kerosene.

@26 00
@17 00
@25 00

4

80

l£(g)

3
33
17
65
25

@
@

Myrrh....

45

Opium'....

5 25

Shellac....

28
90

Indigo.......

| 30
1125

4 75
165
15 _j
20
Cal ex.
34 @
40
Morphine.,.-. 400 @ 415
5
00
Oil bergamot
@
Cod liver.. 125 @ 1 50
Lemon..« 3 25 @ 3 50
Oiive. 1 25 @ 1 75
Peppt. 2 75 @ 3 50
Winterg’n.
(g 3 00
Potass* bromide
55 ®
60
Chlorate... 28 ® 33
Iodide.,., 335 I 345

Iodine...
Ipecac.
Licorice rt...

75

Quicksilver
Quinine. ;
Rt rhubarb..
Rt snake....
£H»lfepp»rD..

Senna..
oeeu

canary,

!
!

315
1 50
40

id

^

1Z

15

@

25

75
35

Mess Beef. .11 00
Ex Mess .12 00
Plate.13 50
Ex Plate. .14 50

ou i® a uu

A

4 75
4 75
3 25
2 00
1 75
1 25

Herring,
Shore,

Jp
bbl. 4 25 @ 5 00
Scal’dpbx, 17 @ 20
No. 1.

12

Mackerel,bbl.

®

15

Bay No. 1.16 00 @17 50
3. 2.10 00 @1100
3... 8 00 @ 9 50
Shore No.l 16 00 @17 50
No. 2..-.10 00 @1100
No. 3..~
@
Medium..* 7 00 @ 8 50
none
Clam Bait...
Flour.
4 25 @ 5 25
Superfine
Ex-Spring.,. 6 50 @ 6 00
xx Spring... 6 25® 6 75
....

Souchong..

25®

the hoot can be worn immediately. Kemember Dr.
Carleton's Corn AnnihilaStor Is a sure cure for ChilJ Mains; for sale by him
and all Druggists.

Examination free. People
residence when desired.

can

be treated at their
oc21d6m

Portland,

WOLCOTT A CO., Proprietors

deodtf

auglO_

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eaalport, Calain, St. John, If. H., Annapolis, Windner and Halifax. N,
Charlottetown, P. K. I.

SCRIBNER’S ILLUSTRATED MAGA

Job

Printing.

EASTPORT,
^_

HIRAM.
Ml. Cutler Honse,—Hiram Daston, Pro-

ment of our office, we would solicit a continuance of
the same, and will spare no pains to make such patronagd deserved, we guarantee satisfaction in every respect.

The Loudon Academy, of December 22d,
says: “In St. Nicholas we welcome
the best stamp of juvenile literature that we

have yet

seen.

*

* *

We have

no

surance

“Tower Mountain,” by Gustavus
Frankenstein, also poems by Longfellow
and Bryant, a portrait of Miss Alcott, half
a dozen short stories, pictures, poems, etc.,
etc.
It is the handsomest number of a
child’s magazine ever issued.
The NEW YORK TRIBUNE says 1

employed,

Are

and their

highest

aim is to

fect satisfaction by

give per-

etor.

tueir attention to tne

task

of giving delight and imparting culture to
children. In the avalanche of immoral literature that threatens the children, some
strong, vitally wholesome, and really attractive magazine is required for them, and St.
Nicholas has reached a higher platform,
and commands for this service wider resources
in art and letters, than any of its predecessors or

45

BOSTO 1ST

Excel lence of Work.

—

No

Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, a1.10 a. m.
•
Insurance one half the rate of

WEST NEWFIELD.
West Newlleld House, R,G. Holmes,Proprietor.

B reiglit for the West by the Penn. R. R., ami South
by connecting lines forwarded lree of Commission.
PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS
For Freight or Passage apply to
K. B, HATSI'WON. Agent
IO Long Wharf, if oitwn
jn23-ly

From
From

'sailing

\

PUBLICATION OF

BOOKS,

STKAMHUIP
F.u

Building,

PROVIDENCE, B. I
Fr.iu

and for printing

T. C.HFAJVS,

PROGRAMMES,

Dealer In Wood and Metal Type and all kinds ol
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements! nserted in any
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers’

Agents.
Passage $15,
For freight orpassage to Norfolk,Baltimore, Wash*
tgton, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston.
E. H« ROCKWELL, Agent,
ao2dtf
Provdncee, B.i.

PLIERS,

SadiI fnr naHmatAi

FOR THE ISLANDS.

ADVERTISING AGENCY,

CARDS,

121 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
Advertisements recelned for every Paper Hi the
United States and British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly fuurnished.
HORACE DODD.

k,ni41?

tickets,

FARE, J3

oc2

CENTS.

_dlwtM.W.3

FOB ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.

CLYDE’S

in Printing Materials of every description

&c., &c.

etc.

York.^

Philadelphia & New England Steamship Lina
—

W. W. SHARPE & CO.,

FBOM

—

BOSTON.

AGENTS.

In connection

PARK ROW, NEW TORE.

Every Variety and! Style

ol Work

in

E. N. FRESHMAN Oc BROS.,

AGENTS,

W. Fourth Street, Cincinnati, O.
Estimates furnished free. Send for a Clr uiar.

1S6

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

S. m. P£'fTMGILL ft CO.’S
ADVERTISING

rmAiTnicni

W1U leave the East Side ot Custom House Wharf
every day tor Jones' and Trefethen’s Landings,
and Hog Island, at 8 45, 10.45 a. m. 1.45, 4,45 n. in.,
returning after each trip.
A Mailing Trip every pleasant ulteruoan,
at 3.00 p. m.

ADVERTISING AGENTS

ADVERTISING

limit

Jr'vv’-rJ-

GEORGE P. ROWELL * CO.,

Advertisemen s writ ;en, appropriately displayed,
and proofs gives free oi charge.
The leading B ally and Weekly Newspapers of the
United States and Canada, kept o» tile tor the
accommodation of Advertisers.

AGENCY

No. 10 State St., Boston, and 37 ParkRow, New York
Estimates tarnished gratis for Advertising in al
Newspapers in the United States and British Prov-

COLORS

or

BRONZE

fine, we

In
can

with OLD COLONY RAILROAD.

are

prepared

to

LINE.

Hoboken.

currency.

Apply

New
and

York

Bremen,

to
first

to

OELKICHS & CO.,
2 Bowling Green, New York.
TV. LITTLE, Agent for Portland
dlv
no28_

©.

“

Newspapers

BOSTON SmilBS.
TO

_-.yjgSa»
On and after Dec. 24th tbe steamers John Brooks
Forest City will, nntil further notice, run as follows: Leave

FRANKLIN

You

can

buy them for 50 cents

will be found as low (or lower) as can be obtalne<l|foi
first-class work In any Regular Job
Printing Office.
a

hundred tor

three hundred
Please give ns

f

a

call, or send your order to

1
so

H
Merchants, send your
orders for^Job Printing

For the Penobscot and Machias.

NEW OFFER!

DHL! PBS JOB PRHTIHG BOUSE'
PRESS JOB OFFICE

LEGROW
(Successors

a

DEA

wholesale by
LOCKE’S GELATINE STARCH CO.,
lYo. 3 Plum Mt., Portland, me.

the DALLY PRESS
Job Printing House.
Satisfaction guaranteed

<lec27

«

dJtteodtf

Kiarsarge School lor Boys,

cs

1

Exchange Street,

or

wtt24

a
o

admission address
yRKDKRK’K THIM PSQN, j^rlnctpal

Gutters, mouldings.

i

Ladders,

Doors, >ash, Blinds and
Glazed Windows,

24 PBEliLE

WHOLE

NBWSPAPliBl tor Wrappins Pnrpo»e«t 50c a hundred ur three
hundred for $1.00, at this Office.

Alexander Edmond,)

IN ALL KIN DS OF

Jail

ST.,

Portland Me.
tUw&w2m*

The

WEEK,

Steamer

CITY
OF
Kilby, will
Railroad Wharf, foot of State
•BwSS55BIK£5iaMStreet, every Tliamday cveuiug, at to o’clock, for Rockland, Camden, Belfast,
Searaport, Bucksport, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick,
South-West and Bar Harbors, (Mt. Desert,) .Millbridge, Jonesport and Machiasport.
Returning, will leave Machiasport every Iff onday morning at 4.30 o'clock,
touching
as above, (except Bucksport and Searsport,)
arriving
iu Portland same uight, usually connecting with
Pullman train and early morning trains for Boston

Capt.
^RICHMOND,
leav

and the West.
Passengers and Freight forwarded to Bangor without additional expense via Buckspoit & Bangor R.

BROS.,

LUMBER !

CONWAY, ]S. H. The Next Quarter
NORTH
CiotuiiienceM September 7, For particulars

sa

to

TRIP*”PER

sjbww
/

109

few good local canvassers.
M anufaciured and supplied

to

FALL ANl) WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
ONE

GELATINE STARCH.

Wanted—Two good outside salesmen; also

every Monday, Wodaeuloy, nnd Friday, nl
7 p.m„ nnd INDIA WHARF, BOSTON,
every Tuesday, Thursday, nnd Saturday,
at 3 p, in.
Passengers by this line are reminded that they se
cure a comfortable night’s rsst and avoid the ex.
pense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night.
_EFTicket. and Stats Rooms lor sale at D. H,
YOUNG’S, 266 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
de30-76dtf
J. B. €OVi,Bi Jr.. Geu’l Agt,

STEAMBOAT CO.

bers

Ac.

WHARF, Portland,

PORTLAND. BIMiOM MMIAS

for $1.00 at the

Locke’s

&

Island Pond, Quebec aud Montreal.
Auburn, Lewiston and South Paris.
ARRIVALS.
8.30 a. m. from Lewifton and Auburn.
9.30 a. m. from Gorham
(Mixed).
2.20 p. in. from Montreal, Quebec and West.
2.50 p. m. from Lewiston and Auburn.
6.00 p. m. from Lewiston, Auburn aud South Pari®

p.
5.30 p,

m.
m.

for
for

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,
A*0

—

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates y
To Canada, Detroit, Ckicago
fflllwnn
kee, Cincinnati, Ml. I.ouis, Omaha.
Mnglnaw, Ml. Paul, Mall Lake Cilv,
Denver. Man Prnnei.ro,
and all points In th«
Notthwest, Wen und ^outhwesi.
THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY Is In
splendid
is well equipped with flrst-elass
rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
_et-PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CAES are attached to the trains
lBUvincr Pnrfloml of 1 KA

oonditlou,

n

n,

Baggage checked trom

Portland to Detroit and
Custom House exam)- vtion.
The Company are not responsible tor
a
baggau,
any amount exceeding *50 In value (and tha t personal) unless notice Is given, and paid tor at the rate oi
one passenger for every *500 additional value.
to

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Afanaotr
W. J. SPICER, Huptn^teKde^l

___lulMtf

PORTLMD WESTER LINE
Portland & Rochester B.B.
NOVEITIBT.lt 13, 1877-

Siia.^mri

Train*

will

(allows

ran as

Leave Portland at 7.30 a. ■„
030 and tt.Jo p. m.
_
»..*« A. M. Accommodation for Worcester. Arrives at Rochester at 935 a. m., (connecting with
Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.) At
Nashua 11.47 a. m., Lowell 12.15 p. m.,
Boston 1.15p.m., Ayer Junction 12.40p.
m., Fitchburg 1.25 p, m.,and Worcester
at 2.10 p. m., connecting with trains South and
West.
10*30 P. IB. Steamboat Express through to
New Loudon without
change. Connects at Rochester for Dover anu Great
Falls, at Eppiug for Manchester and
Concord at Nashua lor Lowell and
Boston, at Aver Junction for Fitchburg and the West via Itoosae Tunnel
Line, at Worcester with Boston St Albany
Railroad lor New York, at Putnam with
‘Boston & Philadelphia Express Line” for
"

Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington, at New London with Norwich
Line Steamers, due at Pier No, 40, Not «,
Kirer New York, at 6.00 a.m.
H.!iO P. M. Local tor 4»orham.
Trains leave Rochester at 7.00,11.00 a. m. (Express)
arriving in Portland at 9.35 a. m., and 1.10 p. m.
Leave Gorham 6.00 a. m., arriving at Portland 6.40
a. m.

Close connections made at Westbrook Junction
with through trains of Me. Central R.R, and at
Portland (Grand Trunk Junction) with through
trains of tiraud Trunk R. R.
dehltfJ. M. LTTVT, Sapt.

Maine

Central

a. m.

and 12.40 p. m.

—-

••IW

F*r

»•

F.V,?iW»
Hradflrld, W«i

Ul.y

lotrl/ itUU

J-. m,

UUII

flinuiuouih, M iuihrop,
Wnierville and Water-

▼ille ria Lewiston at 12.3S p.

m.

Passenger Trains leave at 12.35 p. m. and 5.i3
p. m. The train leaving at 11.45 p. m, also has a
passenger car attached, connecting at Cumberland
Junction with a Mixed Train for Lewiston, Asburn, « iuihrop and Waierville. The 11.45
p. m. train is the Night Express Train with Pullman Sleeping Car
attached, which makes close connection at Bangor ior all stations on the
Bangor
& Piscataquis, and B. & N, A.
Railway, and ior
Honltoa, Woodstock, St Andrews, Ml.
wtepfaen, Ml. John and Halltna.
Passenger Trains arrive in Portland aa
follows:—The morning trains from Augusta, Gardiner, Bath, Brunswick and Lewiston at 8.35 ai d
8.40 a. m. The day trains Irons Banger, Dexter,
Belfast. Skowhegan, Farmington, K. & L. K. K.,
ami all Intermediate stations at 2.55 and 3.ro
p. m,
The afternoon train from Augusta, Bath, K, & L.
K. R. at 6.22 p. m. The night Pullman Expresa
tiain at 1.50 a. m.
PAYHON TUCKER, Sup’t.
Portland, Dec. 3, 1877.
Julldtf

GO WEST

PORTLAND,

MAINE.

AND

—

H00SAC TUNNEL

or

“Jack-in-the-Pulpit,” “Young Contributors’ Department”, “Letter Box,” “Riddle
Box,” and “For Very Little Folks,” will be
continued.

want the best and the cheapest Starch
that has been or can be lound,
tielntinc Mtarch is that article. It
prevents the iron STICKING and BLISTERING;
it can be used either in boiled or raw
starch; it gives
a very fine clear white finish and polish, that will
never turn yellow;
it makes ironing an easy and
pleasant exercise. For sale by Grocers, Druggists,

7,

I

Gorham,

1.50

OUR PRICES FOR WORK

yon
IF preparation

*

MONDAY, Oct. 8,

On and alter

-y

train® will run a® follow® ;
a. m. toi Auburn and Lewiston.
m for
(Mixed.)
12.35 p. m. tor Auburn and Lewiston.

7.00
8 a.

VIA

FOB WRAPPERS!

ers.

LOCKE’S

F
©
9

-awl

—

such

Mubecriptiou Price, 83,00 n Year, postage paid. Mingle copies, US cents each.
SCRIBNER & CO., 743 Broadway, N. Y.

Grand Trunk II. R. Co. of Canada.

PORTLAM) & UOneHSTLIt LINE

TRAVEL AND ADVENTURE,

November and December, 1877 Numfree to all new subscribers for the
year 1878. Subscribe with the nearest Bookseller or Newsdealers.

Through Tickets to all Point. South and West at
owest rates. Fuliman Car Tickets for Menu and
Berths ai Ticket Outer.
lulldtfA. P. KOCKWKLL. President.

SMALLEST LABEL.

THE

GEORGE MACDONALD.

A

Crave Boston at 7.30a. nt., lA.EOand 7.00
p. in., connecting with iTIaine Central
and It. A' N, A. Kailway lor Ml. John
aud Halifax. Pullman Sleeping Car attached

For Lewiston and Auburr.

NORTH GERMAN LLOYD

Kate» of Pannage— From
Southampton, London, Havre

Serials fob Boys, one of which,
Dbi ted into Port,” by Edwin Hodder, an English writer, will begin in March.

as “Old Nicolai” (a Russian story),
“A
Day amoDg the Welsh Castles,” “Easter in
Germany,” “The Indians of the Amazon,’,
“How Kitty was Lo3t in a Turkish Bazaar,”
“Master Montezuma” (a Mexican story),
“Hansa, the Lapp Maiden,” and many oth-

Mondays.)
RETURNING,

7 00

D. D. C. MINK,
GENERAL FREIGHT AGENT,
196 Washington Street. Boston.
Boston, May 1st, 1877.
Janlldtf

The Steamers ot the Company will sail every
Saturday from Bremen Pier, toot of Third Street,

DO YOU WAIT

“

medium 12^@ 20 Cassimareblk.l 00 ®1 75
Bleached Cottons.
fancy. 62 ®1 50
Good. ,.36in
0(5) 114 Coatings 3-d 100 @1 75
3-4 1 50 ®4 00
Medium. 36—
7*§ 8J
Light... .36..
5J@ 7 Doesk’sbl’3-4.100 ®4 00
Sheetiugs.9-8.. 10 (5) 134 Jeans Kent’y. 12J® 35
..5-4., 11 @ 15 Kef-el tints..,., 75 ®i 00
..10-4.. 20 ® 25 Satinets. 23 ® 37
Miscellaneous.
Blankets.
Denims good.. 13 @ 15 Camp 7ft.100 @120
medium. 11 ® 14 Colored p pr 1 75 @3 00
White 10-4... .2 00 @6 50
Corset deans—
Cotton Batting.
Bleach’d and
slate. 7 @ 9 501b bales 1 lb
9
1
Brown..
rolls,........
®
Sateens—
Warp YarnBlch’d &br’n 9 @ 10 Twine.„1_■
Medium. 8 @ 9 Winking. 22 ® 25
Cambric. 5 @ 5i
Crocking*.
Delaines cotton
All wool 3-4,.. 45 ® 50
and wool.... 12 @ 15
7-8... 55® 60
All wool.... 32 @ 40
8 ex. 65 ® 70
wool.
2730
L-'rnsb.
Spot
12
16
Ginghams good 8 @ 8£
Medium.
6
10
@
15 @ 17
Brills.
Tcking good
Medium...., 11 @ 14 Brown h’vy 30 8J® 8J
Medium 30 7J® 8}
Light..
9i@ 12

.1.13 p.nt.

3.13 p.m. Biddeford aceotuodaiina train.
Returning, leave Biddeford at 8.00 a. m.
Night express with Mlcepiag Car. far
Boston nt ‘A.13 a, m., every day (except

MONDAY, DEC. 3, 1877.

RETWEEN

did

Bags,good.... 18® 20
Sheetings width, price. Prints best.... 6 ® 6}
Standard36in 7 ® 7$
medium 5 @ 6
common
Heavy. ..36.. 7f@ 8
® 5
Medium. 36..
7
Pink
& butt
6|@
61® 7
Fine....36- G@ 8
Woolens.
Shirtings. .28.. 44@ 6 Bv’rs U’ns6-4-l 37J®2 25
30
Flannels heavy
“Moscow6-4.2 75 ®5 00

PAMMEMliEK TKAIN8 lease l'erllnoA
for Mcarboro*. Maco, Biddeford, UrnnebunU, Bella, .North Berwick, Month
Berwick, Conway Juucliou. Klio t,
Klitery, Portsmouth, Newburyporl,
*>aleiu, I.yon, Chelsea and Holloa at
8.43 n. ni.
Maco, Biddeford, Kenaebnnk. (Cillery,
Portsmouth, llamptous, Newburyporl,
Malrm, I,you, Chelsea and Boston at

connecting with the Clyde Nteamers, .ailing
every MONDAY, WEDNESDA Yand SATURDAY,
Fn^engfr Train* leave Portland for Kanto Philadelphia Direct, and connecting at Philtfexter, Belfast and Waterville at
ft°*»
12.40 ami 11.45 p. m.
adelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Charleston, S. C„
Norfolk, Va., Fortsmoush, Va., Richmond, Va., [ For Miowhi gan at 12.35, 12.40and 11.45 p. m.
For ABgn»ia, flallowell. Uardinev and
Washington. P. C., Alexandria, Va., Georgetown,
D. C., and all rail and water lines.
Brunswick at 7.QU a. m., 12.40. 5.20 and 11.45 p.
m.
Dangers of Navigation around Cape Cod avoid <1
Insurance one-eighth of one per cent.
For Rockland and all stations on Knox & LinFor Kates of Freight, or other information, apply
am* *or •^«’*vint©u via Brunswick at
£

print everything which

ST. NICHOLAS FOB 1878.

Brown Cottons.

_

RAILROAD.

New York, Southampton, London,
Havre and Bremen.

The “HOW” Series of instructive papers,
by various authors, will tell HOW to bind
your own books; HOW they mine coal;
HOW to enjoy yourselves at home; HOW to
be an agreeable guest; HOW to entertain
company; HOW to be a carpenter; HOW to
make an ice-boat; HOW to build a house;
HOW India-rubber is gathered; HOW matches are made; HOW TO BE A PARLOR MAGICIAN; HOW money is
made; uuw mackerel are caught; HOW
they laid the Atlantic cable; HOW they mine
in California; HOW they work in the teacountry, etc. There will be also a series of
stories and sketches of Foreign Life.

OCTOBER 8, 1877

partures.

STEAMSHIP

Old

Railroad,

Freight received at New and Spacious Iron Freight
House, and forwarded daily toFALLRIVER,there

be printed in this State, from the

contemporaries.”

Around ilie World iu a Yacht,
Boys I” has been promised by a brilliant
writer, now on the actual tour of the world
in his own yacht. There will be contributions by a daughter ot the famous
Peter Parley, and a Letter to Young
Americans by

Eastern

Boston to the Sonlh. Only TrI-Weehly
Line.
Quick Tine, Lew Rales, Frequent De-

aces.

Besides the Serial, Stories above announced, will have a Bhort serial story by the
•«
author of
THE
SCHONBERGCOTTA FAMILY*’; and Three Splen-

all stations, running through to
H Human.

—

Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coaet Line
John S. Daly, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
B. R., M. W. Davison, Agent, 219
Wasnington street,
Boston.
Through bills of lading given by the above named

ERS’ WAREHOUSE,

1

GEORGE APPOLD.

Mosely.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Klohmond, and Va. and Tenu. B. R. to all places la
Uie South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240 Washington
St.,

POSTERS,

ADVERTISING AGENCY Sc PRINT

ADVERTISING

for

Chicago, and not subject

Bs.l.n direct every TUE9DAT
sad SATURDAY.
AND
—

AGENT.

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspape s o
all cities and towns of the United States, Canaa
and British Provinces.
Office No. 6 Tremont Street. Boston.

Dealers

(.INK

week,

WM. KENNEDY.
BLAOKSTONE.
and McClellan.
Freni Providence every WEDNESDAY
nnd SATURDAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by Bteamer Lady of the Lake and Jans

S, It. NILES

Office No. 41 Park Row, New

■

Vinl Glau StrasKhls
WM. CRANE.

PAuE ROW, NEW TOEE.

Type, Presses,

lime,

JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. LAWRENCE.

LOCKE,

Newspaper Advertising Agents,

wpat nriPAa

vessels.

Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington

C. J. WHEELEK,
NEWSPA PER AD VE RTISING AGENT

ADVERTISING

u. 111.

A.43 p. m. tor Upper Bartlett and Intermediate
Stations.
ARRIVE.
11.10 a. m. from Upper Bartlett, Ac.
4.43 p. ni, (rum all stations on through line.
J. HAMILTON. Supt.
Portland.Oct, 5, iffl,octlldtf

Wharfage,

Proprietors.
C. S. Hotel, Junction of Congress and Fed
oral Sts. Timothy Wolcott, Proprietor.

34

Passenger Trains will leave Portland
tO.ilO

AND

Leave each port every Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y

prietors.

*

CoininciiciiiK October 8, 1877.

—

The Job Department is thoroughly stocked with
type and other material lor the

Preble House, Congress St.Glbson&Co..

BATES

of Time.

Change

Steamship Line.

Proprietor.

No. 5 Washing to

RAILROAD.

Pa.aLAD£LPllfA

VORTLAND.
Perry’s Hotel, 117 Federal Si. J.G. Perry.

“St. Nicholas lias a list of contributors
no other child’s magazine, or few
publications of any sort, in the world, can
boast.
It has caused the best writers in

America to turn

OTHKHD.

Snt

PHILLIPS.
Bartlett House, Samuel Parmer, Propri-

such as

22

ALL

O *

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston «Sfe Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the eleand popular steamer Stonington every Tnesy, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York |
alwRVM iik advance of mil other linen. Haj.
gage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston Sc Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adam s’, 22 Exchange St.,and W. D. Little.& Co.'s,194 Exchange.St,
L. W. FILKINS,
D. 8. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
President,
ocl
73dtf

PARIS HI EE.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprietor

Citr Hotel, Car. Congress and Green St,
J. K. martin, Proprietor.
Falmonth Hotel, O, m. Shaw Sc Sen, pro-

LINK

the Only Inside Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

PEAK’S INLAND.
Calon House—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.

etor.

U K A I>

A

nvintan.

SKOWHEGAN.
raraer House, W. G. Heselton, Propri-

STUBBS. Agent, R. R. Wharf.

This is

MILLBBIDGE.
Atlantic Honse, Geo. A. Hopkins, ProNOBRIDGE WOCK.
Dan forth House, D. Dan forth. Proprietor

or of
A. R.

FOR NEW YORK.

LIMERICK.
Limerick House,—D. S. Pogg, Proprietor

hesitation

for boys.

Co.,)

&TOtflftGTOJ*i

COMPETENT WORKMEN

_

saying that both in the letter-press and in
the pictures this American magazine has no

A “ROBINSON CRUSOE” STORY

m.

xnk21dtf

LEWISTON
DeWiU House, If u in by * March, Pro.
prietor.

in

rival.”
In St. Nicholas for December, the Grand
Christmas Number, was begun a charming
new SERIAL STORY BY MISS AECOTT, “Under the Lilacs,” illustrated by
Maky Hallock Foote, to continue during
the year.
This same Christmas number, of
which one hundred thousand copies were
printed, contained the opening chapters of

o'clock p.

For Circulars, with maps of routes, Tickets, State
Rooms and any further Information apply at the
Company’s Office, No. 4 Milk St., (opposite Ocean in-

prietor

DODD’S

1877,

Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston,St.
Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby. Annapolis, Windsor, Keutville, Halifax, N. S., Shediac, Amherst, Pictou, Summerside, Charlottetown, P. E,
I., Fredericktown, N. B., and all stations on the Intercolonial Railway.
Freight received on day of sailing until 4

Fully appreciating the very liberal patronago which
has been bestowed by the public upon this depart-

1ST5S

WEEK.

Thursday.

DEXTER.

Passamnquoddy Honse,—A, Pike A Co.,
Proprietors.

"PER

On and after Monday, Jan.
28th the Steamer New Brunswick, Capt. N. 8. Hall, will leave
Railroad Wharf, foot of Stale
St., every
Monday, at 6.00
P. M., lor Eastport and St. John.
will
leave
St.John
and
Returning
Eastport every

Merchants’Exchange Hotel, Dexter, Me.—
W. G. Morrill, Proprietor.

MINE VOR

GIRLS AND BOYS.
FEBRUARY NUMBER NOW READY.

ONE TRIP

DAMARISCOTTA MILLS.
Samoset House, Trask Bros. Proprietors
DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Hall, Grand Trunk Railway Depot, M. W. Clark, Proprietor

A.RJeTa.NGHC]VIK^T.

WINTER

Advertisers will find it cheaper to get their JOB
PIUNTINQ done where they get their Advertising,

10* WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

ST. NICHOLAS.

l>ry Good* VVhi desale tlark.
Corrected weekly by ] lOcke, Twitchell & Co.

2

Will until further notice, leave Franklin Wharf
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
P. M. and leave Pier 38 East River, New York
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with fluo accomo
dalions tor passengers, making this a very convenient and comfortable route tor travellers between
New York and Maine. Passage, including State
Meals extra.
Good destined beyond
Room, $3.
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
once. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 38 E. K., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22
Exchange street.decl6tf

STEAM.

J. H. Bates, late ol
D. B. Locke, o Locke A
S. M. Pettengill & Oo.
Jones, Toledo Blade.
Bend for list of 100 choice newspapers.

.Bunions, Ingrowingorbad nails, &c,so that

Spring
Oolong. 25 @ 30
wheats....875 @ 8175
do
choice 35 @ 45
Mich’n Win25 @
30
Japan..
ter best.... 7 00 ® 7 £0
do choice 30 @ 45
Lo w grade
Tin.
Michigan.. 5 75 @ 6 25 Straits. 21 @ 38
St.Louis winEnglish. 22 @ 23
ter fair...-. 6 50 @7 00 Char. I.C... 7 50 @8 00
Win’r good 7 25 @ 7 50
Char. I. X... 9 75 @10 00
«
best. 8 00 @ 8 50 Terne... 7 75 @ 8 75
Fruit*
Coke. 7 50 @ 7 75
Almonds,
Antimony...
@ 20
Soft Shell.
19 @
20 Zinc.
9
8J@
Shelled.... 35 @ 42
Tobacco.
Peanuts.•*., 150 @ 2 00 Fives and Tens,
-IU
.u
\>iutuu..«•. •
Best br’nds 65 @ 75
Currants....
7£@
8£ Medium... 55® 60
Dates.
Common.. 48 @ 52
6|@ 7
Figs. 12 ® 18 Half lbs. 60 @ 55
10 @
90 @ 110
Prunes—,...
15 Nat’l Leal...
Navy lbs_
55
62
aisins.
varnish.
Layer,new 1 85 @ 2 00
L. M. new. 2 00 @ 2 10 Damar.. 1 25 ffi 1 75
New Val.
Coach.. 2 25 @ 5 51)
8 Furniture... 1 25 @ 2 50
<pib.... H@
Lemons $?bx 3 50 @ 4 50
Wool.
Oranges ^ b 3 50 @ 4 00 Fl’ce wash’d. 35 ® 40
donnwasli’d 25® 30
Oranges V al. 8 50
OrangesJama 8.50
Pull’d.Super 40 @ 47
iLamb Skins.
g)

■

BY

Terms hereafter willbe but $2.00 per day

_AGENCIES.

cur

DR. D. «. CARLTON, ha* returned to No. 10 Market Square,
and will treat all diseases ot the leet; Corns,

Tea*

Pat’t

Medicine.

CORNS!

8
@
Hugar.
Granulated..
@
9j
Extra C.
9
@
8 @
V.
8i
Syrups.
@ 55
Eagle Sugar Refinery*
C.
81
CC_
@
8j
El (J.
@
8|

Bay N
Large

Family

ES^SoId by Druggists and Dealers In Medicine
myHd&wl

@11 50
@13 00
@14 00
@15 50

@

HEATED

St.-Chnpin,

CORNISH.
Cornish House,M. B. Doris, Proprietor

THOMAS C. OEREISB Lowell, Mass

Clover, ft....
9J@ 10
Red Top bag 2 25 @ 2150
H. Grass,bu.|l 65 ® 1 70
Hoap.
ExSt’mRTd
8
@
7
Family.
@
No. 1.
@
6}
Hpices.
30 @
32
Cassia, pure
Cloves.. 43 @ 45
Ginger. 12 @ 14
I Mace. 115 @ 1 20
Nutmegs...-. 95 @100

Pepper. 20
Htarch.
Pearl..
6

wunmiy uesuiwcu.

EFFECTUALLY and PERMANENTLY

Heeds.

Fish.
Cod, per qtl..
4 50 @
Shore
L’ge
L’ge Bank 4 25 @
Small..... 3 00 (g
Pollock...,,, 1 50 @
Haddock... 1 50 ®
Hake.. 1 00 @

wuu auu

Headache, Nervousness, Canker, Dyspepsia, Flatulency and Pains in the Stomach, water Brash,
Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Costiveness, Constipation,
BiUousness, Jaundice, Worms, Piles, Rheumatism,
Skin Diseases,Diseases of the Liver,Kidney and Bladder Complaints.Female Diseases .prevents Indigestion
gives Iron to the Blood, is peculiarly adapted to the
prevention and cure ot Fever ana Ague, Bilious,
Remittent and Intermittent Fever, and Restores
Health to the Debilitated. Prepared by

Cardamons 195 @ 2 35
4 @
7i
Soda bi-carb.
3 Davlr
Sal.
2*@
4 @
Sulphur.....
4| Backs ....15 00 @15 50
Clear.14 00 @14 60
Sugar lead.. 22 @ 25
60 @
65
White wax.
Mesa.13100 @13 50
Vamilla beanlft 00 @20 00 Hams.
a
®
Vitrol blue.. 10 @ 12
Rice.
Duck.
Rice 19 lb...
7 @
8
No. 1.
Haleratns.
® 29
No. 3.
6 @
® 27 Salerat’sl? lb
7
No. 10.
@ 19
Halt,
8 oz.....
® 15 Tunrg is.
10 0Z8.
@ 19
d.(- bu.) 2 25 @ 2 50
Bonaire....
Dfewoodt.
Barwood....
3 Cadiz,du.pd. 2 00 @ 2 25
@
Brazil wood.
5 @
7 Cadiz in b’nd 137J@ 175
6 @
Camwood...
7 Liverpool.
Fustic.
2|@ 3
Duty paid.
In bond... 1 37J@ 175
Logwood,
Cam peachy..
Gr’nd bntter 20
box
St. Domingo.
Llv.fine sack 175 @ 2 00
Peach Wood
Red Wood..

itunv

An illustrated catalogue sent on receipt of 6c. for
postage.
Address as above. The author may be consulted
on all diseases requiring skill and experience.
Office hours—9 A. M. to 6 p, m.
jau23
eod&wly

Sperm.1 40
Whale.
73
Bank.— 60
Shore.-. 45
Porgie.. 45
Linseed...,,
Boiled do...-. 61 @ 65
70 @
Lard..,,.,,.,
75
Castor.. 120 @ 135
Neatstoot..-. 1.00 @ 112
Elaine.
52 @
54
Paints.
Port. Lead.. 8 50 @ 8 75
PureGr’ddo 8 75 @
Pure Dry do.
@8 50
Am. Zinc....
10 @
12
Rochelle Tel.
3
2I@
Eng.Ven.red
3
2j@
Red Lead.... 10 @ 11
Plaster.
White,p ton
@ 3 00
Blue.
@ 2 75
Urou’d.in bis 8 00 @ 9 00
Calcined.bls. 2 75 @ 3 00
Produce.
7 @
BeefSide....
9
Veal
@
9
Mutton.
@ 11
Chickens.._. 10 @ 12
Turkeys. 12 @ 15
Eggs, p do*. 15 @ 17
Potatoes
45 @ 55
OnionB, bbl..
@2 50
Bermuda..
none
Round hogs..
6 @
6}

15

added.”—London

are

—Massachusetts Ploughman, June. 3, 1876.
This book contain* more thnn SO
oi ig ual prescription* of rare excellence,
either one of which is worth more thnn
the price of the book.

@19
@ 14
@ 21
@ 1 45
@ 75
@ 60
@ 48
@ 60
@ 62

..

Port.Ref.P’tr
Devoe Brill’t

xl vtas

cvci,

Oil.

carb.
pot...
Balscopabia.
Beeswax....

prevailing complaints

“The book lor young and middle-aged men to read
Just now,is the Science of Life, or Self-Preservation,”
—Republican Journal.
“The Science of Life is beyond all comparison the
most extraordinary work on Physiology everpublished.”—Boston Herald.
“Hope nestled in the bottom of Pandora s box,
and hope plumes her wings anew, since the issuing
of these valuable works, published by the Peabody
Medical Institute, which are reaching thousands
how to avoid the maladies that sap the citadel of
life.”—Philadelphia Enquirer.
“It should be read bv the young, the middle-aged
and even the old.”—Hew York Tribune.
“We earnestly hope that the book ‘Sfcience of
Life’ will find, not only many readers, but earnost
disciples.”—Times.
“The first and only Medal ever conferred upon
any Medical Man in the country, as a recognition of
skill and professional services, was presented to t he
author ot this work, March 31, 1876, by the
National Medical Association.
Altogether, in its
execution and the richness of its materials, and
size, this is decidedly the most noticeable medal
ever struck in this country for any purpose what-

do No.1.14
Hard Pino
@2? 00 I
Clear....22
Hoops, 14 ft.25 00 @28 Ou
Short do 8 ft.12 00 @13 uO singles,7 ft. 8 00 @10 00
Cedarex... 3 0W& 3 50
Pop’rBtaves.16 00 @17 00 CedarExNol 1 75 @ 2 25
00
Spruce.... 150 @ 175
Spruce, r’gh.
@14
B.O. Staves.
@40 00 Laths,sprtce 150 @ 175
Pine.
Capper.
@ 2 25
Matches.
Cop. Bolts..
@ 30
Y.M. sheathStar, p gros. 2 00 @ 210
Molasses.
ing.
@ 20
Bronze do...
42 @
50
@ 20 Porto Rico..
Y. M. Bolts.
@ 28 Cientuegos...
@
bottoms
32
Muscovado..
34
30
Cop
@
@ 33
New Orleans
33 @
50
Cordage,
Amer’n p tb
It @
12 Barbadoes...
42 @
45
Russia. .....
12 @
13 Sagua.
35 @
38
Manila.
13 @
14
Nails.
Manila Bolt
Cask.
@ 2 90
Naval Stores.
Rope.
@ 15
Drags and Dyes.
Tar, p bbl..
@ 3 75
Acid Oxalic.. 15 @ 20 Pitch (C.Tar)
@ 4 00
tart.
54 @
55 Wil. Pitch..
@ 3 75
Alcohol p gl 2 25 @ 2 35 Rosin. 4 00 @ 6 00
4 @
Alum.
5 Turp’tine,gl.
37 @
40
Ashes

Receipt of Price 91.

Lancet.

4

Bn ft Pina

Semi-Weekly Line to New York.
Steamers Eleanora & Franconia

P. * K. Dining

in

....

fron.
Common..,.,
2@
Refined.
24®

on

Honse, Tremont
Gurney * Co. Proprietors.

BRUNSWICK. MB.
Rooms, W. K. Yield,
Proprietor.

HOUSE.

The untold miseries that result from Indiscretion
early life may be alleviated and cured. Those
who doubt this assertion should purchase the new
Medical Work published by the Peabodt Medical
Institute, Boston, entitled The Science of Life,
or
Self-Preservation."
Exhausted
Vitality,
Nervous and Physical Debility, or Vitality impaired
by the errors of youth or too close application to
business may be restored and manhood regained.
“Valuable Books.—We have received the
valuable medical works published by the Peabody
Medical Institute. These books are of actual merit,
and should find a place in. every intelligent family.
They are not the cheap order of abominable trash
published by irresponsible parties and purchased to
gratify coarse tastes, but are written by a responsible professional gentleman of eminence as a source
of instruction on vital matters, concerning which
lamentable ignorance exists. The important subjects presented are treated with delicacy, ability and
care, and, as an appendix, many useful prescriptions

Blasting.
Sporting....

3 50 @4 00
5 50 @ 6 50
<4 rain.
Ashes.
Cornunixed new 55 8 86
Pearl,# ft.. 11 @ ill Yellow
@ 57
Pot.
8
643
bag lota
@ 63
Bean*.
Meal..
@ 60
**ea.
@ 100
213
24 Rye.
Mediums
2 10 (g 2 25 Barley.
® 1 00
fellow Eyes. 212 @ 223 Oats.
42 @
45
Box Shook*.
Fine Feed.
@26 00
Pine. 50 @ 55 Shorts.
@24 00
Bread.
Hay.
Pilot Sup.... 9 00 @11 00 Pres’djjOton.l 4 00 @17 00
do ex 100ft. 6 50 @ 8 00 Loose.15 00 @18 00
Ship. 4 50 @ 5 00 Straw.. 8 00 @10 00

#

PORTLAND. ME.

Co., Proprietors.

Tremont

RAILROADS.

UNITED STATES HOTEL, Maine Steamship Company

etor.

OPPOSITE REVERE

success.-The well known publishing houses
of James li. Csgood & Co. and Hurd & Houghton have united under the name of
Houghton,
Osgood & Co.
is

The Science of Life;
Published nnd for Hale only by the Peabodt Medical Institute, No. 4
Bulfluch Htreet, Boston,

..

ported as saying that President Hayes’ Southern policy was a
necessity and will prove a

NOTICE

BOLSTER’S MILLS.
Hms«h Hoase, M. Hancock, Propria-

Portland Wholesale Price* Current.
Corrected for ths Press to Feb.
7, 1878.

Crackers
100....

STEAMERS.

The best Located House for Business Men

BATH.
Bath Hotel, 11. in, Plummer, Proprietor

'"'

tfreen. 4 00 @ 5 00
Dri’d West’ll
8@ 12
do Eastern.
9 @
12

HOTELS.

which

AUGUSTA.
Augusta House, State St„ M. Whitehead,
Proprietor.

....

tConsolidated.

at

Proprietors.

....

island of Old Proviin the Carrlbbean Sea, appeal to the
people of the United States for help, as their
Island has been swept bare of all vegetation by

Though X cannot see the blossoms
Springing where I scatter seed,
Though the flowers X try to brlog Thee

•JUSi LU

was

DIRECTORY,

ACBCBr
Bins Hoase, Court. St. W. S. A A. Young

....

The Inhabitants of the

And Ihe fabric they are weaving
Looks as If ft went all wrong—
Yet that In Thy clearer wlsdonr
Thou dost hold them In Thy hand,
And that, trusting In Thee, some time,
I shall see and understand—
I believe, Ix>rd, X believe.

Though X often long and

was

dence,

tho striving,
Though I ialtor In the way—
Thoagb, in paths I should not enter,
Heedlessly I often stray—
Tet, that Thou art still beside me,
Tender, pitying, witliont blame,
And that, weary, straying, sinning.
Thou dost love me still the same—
I believe, Lord, X believe.

Through life’s threads
Some too weak, and

with sixteen horses

burned last week.

m

HOTEL

Embracing the leading Hotels in the State,
the Daily Press mat always be found,

...

CASUALTIES.

Schooner Etta Haynes, from Providence with
salt went ashore by Plum Istaud in Long Island
Sound last Thursday and before assistance
could reach her sank with all on board.
The stable of the Attawagan Hotel in Dan-

BY MAJ. L. DANE

Portland Daily Press Stock 1.1st
Corrected by Woodbury & Moulton. Investment
Bankers, Cor. Middlo and Exchange Streets.
Par Value. Offered Asked
Descriptions
1021
Gold,. ...102
Government6’s, 1881.1054 ...105J
Government 5-20’s, July, 1865. .1021. ...1029
Government 5-20’s, July, 1867.1019... .105
Government 5- 20’s, July, 1868,.107 J.... 108
GovernmentlO-40’*..
.1074 .. 107|
Stateot Maine Bonds...ml ...112*
Portland City Bonds, Municipal,. 105 ....108
Portland City Bonds aid E. 14.104 ,,,,105
Bath City Bonds.
104_105
106
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years,....105
OalaisCity Bonds........ 101 ...,106
Cumberland NationalBank,... 40.54
56
Canal National Bank,.
100.152 ..153
First National Bank..
141
10O....... 139
Case* National Bank,..........loo,..143 ,, 445
Merchants’NationalBank,.. .75.103 ~ 105
Traders’
National
Bank...... 100..,.." 137
-n
Portland Company.
Portland Has Company..
50....
73
,75
Ocean Insurance Company,.,. 100... ... 100 | 102
A. & K. E. B. Bonds,.os
100
Maine Central E. B. Stock,....100,‘15
Maine Central B.B. Bonds, 7’st.__
87
90
Leeds & Farmington B.B.Bonds.100...... «3
9.5
Portland & Ken. B. B.Bonds, 100 ■..
9s-‘"ic0

For further particulars inquire of
GEO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent,
Wiarf’
E. CUSBING, Assistant
Portland, Nov. i8,1877.
novfMtf

Manger^™1*'1

Trains leaves P. & it. R. R. Depot, Portland at
2.30 p. in. Berths in
Sleeping Cars secured
in advance.
Tickers :nni infnrin»ti<in
rained at all principal ticket offices. Hai.Ru «

Wagner

a.

Barrell
Lowest Prices
or

J M

oa

at

Dealers will find it tor their advantage to order oi us
Please send for low prices.
JATIEH FKKKY1AN,
No. 4 luiou Wharf,
nol2wtf
2 Doorafrom Commercial Street.

4

LUNT.
Supt.

dl-c20__Utf

BOSTON A MAINE
Fall
y,

1UILKOAD

Arrauitenirni

-n0" "»<•**«'» Monday, October

*• I*77' •»■•■* will LEAVE
tW—^3 POttTtANU A OK RIMTON
l11n

at

6.15,

8.45

a.

m., 3.15

m., arriv-

p.
ing at Boston atl0.45 a. m„ 1.3l), 8.00 p. in. Returning, leave Boston at 7.30 a. m„ 12.30 3. 30 p.m,
at
arriving Portland at 12.10 5.10 8.10 p. m. i'or
Norik Berwick, Malman
>?>»».
Pall.,
•*rr«t Palla. Dover, Kocbrairr. Farm■ ■■Klon,
N. II.. Alton Hoy,
Newmarket,
Kxeter, Haverhill, North And.vrr, l.awrence, Andover and I.owcll at 6.15,8.45a.
m.t 3.13 p. m.
For Mnnrhrvit-r aud C'oacord, N. H., (via Newmarket Junction,) at
6.15 a. m. 3.15 p. m. (via Lawrence,) at 8.45 a. n>.
Por Xcak.rr.ugb, Pine Point, Old Orchard
Beach,
Haro,
lil.l.lrford and
Kcnncbunk at 6.15, 8.45 a. in., 3.15,
5.30, p.rn.
Morning Train, will lenre Hennebank
Bortlnud at. 7.20 a. m Tlie 3.15 p. m. train
c"nn*ct*
Boston with the Shot.
Lino and the Boston &
Albany Road, for New York,
arriving at New York early next morning. This is
also the quickest route to the West, t
hrough
Ticket, to all P.i.,. Mouth and »eat «t
lowest rates
Trains on Boston 68 .Maine road
connect with all steamers
tootling between fortUnd and Bangor,
Rockland, 511. Desert. Mao ias,
Kastport, Calais, St. John and Halifax. Also, connect with Grand Trunk train" at llrand Trunk Stalion, aud Maine Ceutral and Portland 68 Ogdensburz
trains at Transfer Station. All trains stop at
Exetor ten minutes tor refreshments at first class

dinuing

rooms.

JAS.T. FCKl’ER. Gen. Sun.
B. H. STEVENS. Gen. agent, Portland,
dtf
septs_

STATE NORMAL SCHOOL,
FARMINGTON,

ME.

The Spring Term will Wgin

ia anproaching and wo are
prepared to furnish Oysters in any quantity by tbe

BnsSiel

m

Cbecbed Through.
J. W.PETEK8,
Ge“'liCket AgeUt-

Oysters.
Gallon,

ROUTE,

Five Honrs Quicker and Twenty-five Miles Shorter
than any other Route.
Only One Change of Clara between Portland and Chicago.

Taesday, February
For further Information
the Principal.

or

lor

on

titiih.

Catalogues address

I:i2'MI1J8w1w5C. €). KtIKJNDM.

Vann*

Cicaiipil

ami

moved.

Asitcg

He

ORDERS promptly attended to by calling a
or addre««'a*
K. GlbSoN
anldri
586 Congress street

ALL

